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or consultation and/or technical as-...
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4i4tarise.* in developing lccai interestin the use of volunteers:

If' adutt'education programa'and (2) survey the literatureto.
Tlevolop the knowledge bane foi our efforts:

-

.
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On another level, e would (1) explore the possibilities

of assuring some.permanence to our efforts at the local
level by developingia model of community-university cooper,

ation in the establishment of a center for Nvlunteers in
adult education. The goals of the center would be to (a)

stimulate collective action in the re ruitment and training
of volunteers; (b) develop an evalu tivetad research base
for the assessment of voluntarism; and (c) provide the

technical assistance for encouraging adult education. agencies
in voluntarism. (2) Identify other, innovative activities

in Noluntarismmithin adult educatiOn nationally and disseminate this information to the field of adult education.

Our efforts during this last year have concentrated on developing voluntarism locally and providing assistance to local program
administrators.

This effort began-with a two-day voluntarism work-

shop in which Alice Leppert, nationally known for her contribution
to voluntarism in adult education, served as consultant.

These pro-

ceedings are a record'of that workshop and will serve as a basis for'
our further activities. We trust that the proceedings will acquaint
you with the launching of what has become a rather extensive venture
in voluntarism.

Phyllis M. Cunningham
Coordinator
Adult Education Service Center
Region 'I
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VOLUNTARISM
AN ACTION PROPOSAL FOR ADULT EDUCATORS

Paul Ilsley

INTRODUCTION
.This paper has been designed to serve two purposes.

The first

is to acquaint the .reader with the various dimensions of voluntary
service,'and the uses of volunteers.

The second is.to propose a

plan of action for social practitioners in general, and for adult
educators in particular.

According to that plan, given certain con-

ditions, the use of volunteers could strengthen social programs in
significant ways.
tation to act.

Those conditions are presented, along with an invi-

Due to its limited length, this paper does not offer

exhaustive treatment of the topic.

Rather, it serves as an intro-

duction and.as a gadfly to provoke discussion among people interested
in this area.

It attempts toanswer such questions as these:. Why

do people volunteer?

How can.they help?' What is, the current state

of the art in-the field of-voluntarism?
utilize volunteers in adult education?

Are there effective ways to
What are some of the risks

involved and points, to consider in the establishment of volunteer
programs?

Noluntarism, like the field of adult education and other social
enterprises, has existed over the sweep of history in one form-or
another.

Yet it is only during the last decade that both fields
__-

have developed rapidly, and taken on new significance.

It is notable,

for example, that the beginnings of a large number of helping agencies, including adult education agencies, were fostered by the extensive use of volunteers.

Governmental funding and social acceptance of myriad programs
was made possible first by successful voluntary action in such areas

2
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as literacy education, health outreach, anti-pOverty social wo;k,
ecological awareness, and job training.

This claim 18 particularly

true of programs born out of the Johnson ora ',War on Poverty,"

Today, in view of some public tistruat toward formal organisations,
voluntarism looks attractive as an option to promote increased community involvement, as well as to foster program growth and diversity.
Iii addition, as hard funding shrinks, interest in voluntarism has

grown, even though the initial need for volunteers has diminished.
The present era is one of rapid societal change, in which future
shock has become a present reality for millions.

Social programs

have grown highly specialized to meetthe ever-expanding information,
educational, and service needs of the population.

As specializa-

tion continues and produces more specialized language, methods, and

training, it becomes increasingly difficult for even the most wellintentioned citizen to volunteer in serving the public through functioning.agencies.

In fact, the use of volunteers could be dysfunc-

tional, if their service does not begin with knowledge of and training
in the latest techniques.

Unless volunteers are 1}

pre-

screened and assigned specific duties, 2) effectively trained, and
3) properly supervised, their time will likely be wasted and, more
importantly, service to the public will be hindered.

'Voluntarism in the field of adult education received a good deal
of emphasis in the late fifties through the late sixties.

During

that period, the journals Adult Leadership, and Adult Education pub-

lished more articles on the subject than during the last ten years.
In the early sixties, such notables as Cyril Houle and Malcolm Knowles
provided the field with useful iIodels of action for adult education

practitioners, proposing ways to.effectively train and supervise
volunteers.

As the field became professionalized, emphasis was

placed on courses and training for the professional administrator
and teacher in such specialized areas gas administration, testing,

curriculum, and instructional strategies.

As federal and state pro-

grams in Adult Basic. Education (UE) and General Educational Development (GED) took hold in the later sixties, less attention was
paid to the role of the volunteer and more to the organization and
professionalization of the field.

3

Today, at least 54 million adults have not completed high
school.(11)

On a national level, funds are available to reach

little more than five per cent of all uneducated adults, according
to the Appalacinn Adult Education Center, Bureau for Research and
,Development.

Its funds remain relatively constant, and as waiting

.lists grow, the need for increased human and financial resources
mounts.

For adult educators who are looking for ways to keep

costs down and at the same time increase service volunteers offer
an option worth onsidering, provided they receive proper( support
and training.

VOLUNTARISM DEFINED
The magnitude and impact of volunteers on American society
'today have reached huge proportions. -Although exact figures would
be difficult to project, according to 'some sources 70 million
.

Americans volunteer their time and energy in some way, maintaining
the existence of 7 million voluntary groups or organizations and
accounting for 245.million man hours per. week.(4)

By 1980, according

to U.S. Department of Labor projections, volunteers will contribute
$30 billion to the U.S. economy (figured as part of the Gross National
Produtt).(11)
why?

What do these millions of people volunteer for, and-'

David Horton Smith, a leading author in the field, defiles

voluntarism by describing five types of voluntary action:
1.

Service oriented.

People volunteering for service do so

largely out of a sense of duty, for betterment of fellowment, or to enrich their own lives by helping others.

Ex-

amples of service-oriented volunteers include the Peace
COrps, Vista, tutoring groups, and Red Cross.
2.

Issue or Cause Oriented.

Volunteering for a cause or

issue usually requires a strong belief in a shared goal or
outcome.

Issue or cause oriented groups work towardends

which, in their opinion, will change customs, laws, or events
for the better.

Examples include political parties, Na-

tional Organization of Women (NOW), environmental protection groups, hlack power groups, and rifle associations.

It
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3.

Consumatory and Self-Expressive Volunteerism.

People who

spend time to increase their own and others! enjoyment of
life are volunteering for consumatory'or self-expressive
purposes.

Examples are dinner Clubs, theater groups,

1

fraternities and sororities, sports groups, and, often,
church groups.
4.

Occupiational/Economic Self-Interest Volunteerism.

th

People

who acr to improve the standing of their own trade, craft

or profession do so because of a commitment to 0, or, perhaps, to improve their own career opportunities.

Examples

include the American MedicalAssociatlon, most trade unions,
and the Adult Education-Association of the USA.
5.

Philanthropic/Funding Volunteerism.

People dedicated to

fund-raising or distribution of funds in areas such as
health, welfare, edudation, religion, and politics can be
said to be volunteering fer'philanthropic.reasons.

Ex-

amples include the United Fund and the March of Dimes.(2)
Another grouping of volunteers is suggested by Gordon Manser
an

Rosemary Higgins Cass:

Spontaneous coming together of citizens in support of a

1.
*ea

O

e.
2.

Local or national organizations devoted to the economic

d social interests of participating groups.

Established service organizations and institutions de-

3.

voted to the common or general good.(4)
/

As indicated above, the reasons why people volunteer are many.
They include a desire to meet new people, a commitment to helping
others, -an interest in betteting or maintaining career status, a

chance to gain new'skills, a motivation to experience something newt
or a need to fill time.

In 1974, Action, the umbrella program for

several federally sponsored volunteer programs, surveyed a sample of

volunteers about their decisionto volunteer:

O
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To Help Others

54%

Out of a Sense of Duty

32%

For Enjoyment

36%

Because they Could Not
Refuse

15%

Because they had a Child
in the Program

22%

Other

14%

ti

The figures add up to more than 100 per cent because respondents
had the chance to mark more than one choice.

The point is that

no one reason exists to explain why people volunteer, just as
there is no singular function of all volunteers.

Contrary to

popular opinion, people from all walks of life, ages, races,
economic classes, and educational status become volunteers.

In

a study conducted by the Canadian Council on Social Development
in 1975, the myth that volunteering constitutes a phenomenon of
middle to upper class young housewives was laid to rest.
study, entitled "Volunteers:

The

The Untapped Potential", revealed

that 44 per cent of volunteers in Canada are male and that there
is a wide age spread, with significant numbers of people below 25,
and above 60.

Lastly, 48 per cent of the family incomes of
$12,000 per year.(4)

Canadian-jolUnteers is less than

The Canadian

study, which must be looked at in the context of extensive federal
. support for youth projects, shows the potential for involving people
from all walks of. life.

GROWTH OF THE ENTERPRISE
Many indicators suggest that voluntarism as a movement has
a.

witnessed noticeable maturity.

The national voluntary programs,

under the umbrella organization Action (including the Retired
Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP), VISTA, University Year for Action,
and Foster Grandparents) have increased dramatically since the beginning of the current decade.

For example, in June of 1971, there

were 662 programs and 101,612 volunteers.(11)

Interestingly, 70

per cent of all juvenile courts and 10 per cent of all adult courts
have organized volunteer programs.

In addition, over 200 voluntary
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action centers have keen established across the coun4ry during
the pastieight years under the auspices of the National Center
for Voluntary Action.(11)

A partial listing of volunteer associations which have developed during the past decade and exist for the purpose of promoting and coordinating voluntarism include:

The Association tf

Volunteer Bureaus, American Association of Volunteer Service
Coordinators, Association of Voluntary Action Scholars, and International Association for Volunteer EdUcation.

Hundreds of associ-

ations are forming coalitions, the largest being the Alliance for
Volunteerism, Inc.

Other coalitions are the National Center for

Voluntary Action, National Information Center on Volunteerism, Call
for Action, Association of Volunteer Bureaus, United Way, and
Church Women United, to name a few.(11)

As an example of one of

these coalitions, Church Women United has organized efforts in over
2,000 communities and in every state.

From this partial listing,,it

seems fair to assume that the varying,types of voluntary service
available to the public and the range of training and placement opportunities available to volunteers are innumerable.

Aside from sheer growth in numbers, there are other indicators
of growth to be considered.

Newly formulated tax incentives, pending

legislation, and job descriptions listed in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles indicate that .he federal government has taken a
supportive stance on voluntarism.

Social Service agencies are in-

creasing funds for voluntarism and acknowledging the need for better
training, supervision, and evaluation of volunteers.

Over 80 uni-

versities offer courses or majors or supply organized volunteer
opportunities to students.
0

Literature and research in the 'field of voluntarism has in.

creased and can be divided into three types according
to train or to suggest methods for training, 2)

or to define the field, and 3) to promote action.

the purpose:

to be descriptive

The-state of the

literature further suggests although volunteering is not new, voluntarism as a singular field is new and that a need exists for

14
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integrating and synthesizing the knowledge.

Also, because of the

diversity of voluntary activities, there are few theories of volunLeering, nor have adequate reviews of the literature been made.
For all these reasons, voluntarism offers a. genuine challenge for
researchers.

VOLUNTARISM AND CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT
Voluntarism is not a bastion of the elite or the idle rich who

have,timeto spare each week.

The'concept that.voluntarism is merely

an activity designed for women who have removed themselves, or who
have been removed, from careers to assume greater family responsibility, is..changing.

As the demand for volunteer Service.accelerates,

particularly in advocacy'areas such as human rights and consumerism,
the marginal status of voluntarism decreases. .Mary Poole, President
of the National Council. of Negro Women, commented:

It's not service volunteering that degrades women; on the
contrary, it's the prevailing attitude toward women that's
degrading service volunteering.
(4:60)
Voluntarism isan open forUm for all to act upon, their beliefs.

.

In

this sense, the right to volunteer may be equated with other consti-

tutional rights suchas freedom of speech.
Other factors contributing to the disappearance of the. marginal

status of voluntarism are the effective systems of volunteer management that have been established and to the variety of opportunities
for volunteers.

Indeed the recognition of the importance of vol-

untarism to our social framework and to our democratic system has
recently received great"attention.(4)

Eva Schendler-Rainman and

Ronald Tippett posed these questions. with reference'tO Eduard C.

Lindeman's work:

What would a.democricy be without volunteers?

What if -all 70 million AmeriCans,now volunteering suddenly stopped?
.

-Lindeman made the following assertions concerning a-volunteer-less

society:
1.

Officials would become isolated.

2.

Professionals would spend more, time at
the task of fund-raising

3.

Public agencies would become increasingly
bureaucraticized

I

ti
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4.

Private agencies would wither .6nd die.

5.

Democracy would be committing suicide.

6.

Totalitarianism bureaucracies, and
dictatorships would emerge. (9)

ry association is, therefore, a necessary but not a suf-

ficienC condition of assuring a healthy nation and to responsive
social order.

Other pertinent questions are these:
to help hold the system together?
critics of the social order?

What do volunteers do

Are volunteers freer to be

According to Marlene Wilson, volun.

teers provide input to the philosophy and function of many social

programs, and hence can be important in the formulation of new
societal values and new social programs.

The ultimate goals of

voluntary action programs should concern the achievenent of social
good which, in a rapidly changing society, more often:than not means'
social zhange.
best:

Gordon Manser and Rosemary Higgins-Cass state it

,)
There are philosophical reasons intrinsic to the legal`
status, values, and authentic role of voluntary aggn-.
cies which should cause them to be concerned with inw-stitutional and social change:(4:124)

Those philosophical reasons seem to. correspond with the.needfor

people in a freexociety to enjoy ample opportunity to comment
openly on any social or governmental policy.

In this connection,

the First Amendment has been interpreted to mean that "the only

constitutional way our government can preserve itself is to leave
its people the fullest possible freedom to praise, criticize or discuss as they see fit, all governmental policies."(4)

Voluntary

programs of every type may be seen, then,, as an invigorating force
to assure freedom and participation and to thwart possible, oppressive trends.

As such, they are uniquely qualified to shape and re-

shape the vision of a just social order.
The arguthents thus far have been presented in order to weave

a definition of voluntarism by considering the impact and growing
legitimacy of the voiunteir movement in our society and by-briefly,

examining the role of voluntary action in the functioning ora

14
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democracy.

The resulting tapestry/is suggestive of an available

and considerable resource that,

th good conscience and vision,

could contribute greatly to the 4ealth of a nation.

With its

roots in a genuine commitment to the welfare of mankind and its
ability to adapt and respond to a dynamic society and its accelerated rate of change, voluntarism promises at least a beginning of solutions to social problems.

VOLUNTARISM AND ADULT EDUCATION
If the indicators are correct, it seems likely that volun'tarism will continue to be an influential force in our society,

just as it is reasonable to assume that.adult education will
continue to grow.and prosper.

It is more difficult to forecast
1.

the degree to'which adult education programs will utilize volunteers but, as we stand on the threshold of momentous changes
id both areas, one could imagine the potential-benefit that voluntarism could bestow on adult education.

has made aark on the field.

Already voluntarism

OVer the past several years, state

and federal funding has not kept pace with burgeoning enrollments
-..

in Adult Basic Education and High School Equivalency prograMs.
i

.

And, with, the post' war baby boom population reaching adulthood,
i

such enrollments, are bound-to increase for some years to pome.
What can be expected for basic academic programs are longer waiting

lists, larger and more unwieldy multilevel classes, and overworked
teacheri.

If the experience can,be.made enriching to the volunteer, and
if incentives are administered correctly, a volunteer program could
Supplement adult education not only ,in tutoring functions, but also
in the often, underplayed areas of recruitment, advertising, materials

preparation, fund raising; and library staffing.

Important side

benefits include increased community awareness and participation,
a proving' ground for potential teachers, and additional time for

paid staff to devote to specific issues.
In spite of the benefits of adopting voluntarism into the
adult education, process, many elements must be considered before

10
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the final decision is reached.

Even though enlightetod admin-

istrators work hard to recruit andedUate the target population,
there is mounting pressure to be accountable forgreat numbers Of
students and to show, rapid educational gains.

Also, because of

the mobility and learning rate of advanced students, administrators

are compelledtopay less'attention to the needs of the illiterate
population.

Consequently, the real target population is,recruited

in smaller numbers, while badly needed one-to-one teaching
strategies remain unfeasible and rare,,

Most administrators would

welcome cost efficient and accountable ways to make'their program

.

more flexible in terms of space and time, in order to reach illiterate
adults.

Unless proper attention is given Co its various aspects, a
volunteer program could, in the long run, 'do more. harm than good.

Volunteers, if managed poOkya might be here today and gone tomorrow,
causing staff ancstudents to become alienated:
expertise is required.

Administrative

The 'following considerations are offered as

guidelines to.elp administrators begin and maintain a successful
volunteer operation.,

The. decision to incorporate volunteers into

the program might depend upon the ability to satisfy these points:
1.

Identifying the Need and Recruiting Volunteers.

The, reasons

for incorporating a volunteer component into the program
and the functions which the volunteers would perform must
be well understood.

It is helpful to solicit the opinions

of staff and advisory committees before recruitment begins.
Although it could be done'through media channels such as
newspaper, radio, and television, it is perhaps most effective on a person-to-person basis, with the assistance
of the staff.
2.

Orientation, Pre-Service, andPlacement.

Despite their

good intentions, not all people were made to be volunteers.
Orientation and pre-service training.allow supervisors to
assess and act upon the intention and competencies of vol?
unteers.

In order for'persons to make a decision to be a

$

.

.0.,
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volunteer, they must be clear about the philosophy. and'

goals of a program, as well as about the duties and the
time commitment.

Pre-service is the right time to de-

liver the// necessary training and to give detailed in-

structions to volunteers.

Such action will help to de-

.

velope g4od commitment and working habits.. No assump,tions should be made regarding the expertise of vol!

1

iunteers to serve the public.

4

.

Through orientation and

pre-service, the correct fit between the program's
needS'and the abilities and willingness of volunteers
can/be made.

When this happens, placement of volunteers

betomes much easier.
3.

Supervision.

Spending time with volunteers -and being

/aware of their successes and failure are thesupervisor's

)(keys to providingor them the right environment, materials,

[and

resources.

He or. she should do whatever is possible

to shape a satisfying learning experience for volunteers.

The goals should be established and constantly evaluated
and reestablished by both supervisor and volunteers.
4.

In-Service Training. More often than not, volunteers de-.
sire personal growth.

Often they view the time spent in

volunteering as a learning experience, and it must be
kept as such or else retention could become a problem.
Volunteers do invest in professional training courses and
workshops and sometimes perceive in7house training as an
inducement. 'Always, the leirning spirit must be'k/pt
alive for' job satisfaction to remain. high.
5.

\

Recognition and Evaluation.? After all is said add done,
,

s.

volunteers are people first with a need for resp4ct, a rec.

/

ognition ceremony Can do a person much good d AAded respon-

sibilities baseeon quality of-service coup also reward
volunteers.

Their-ierformSnce must be as essed honestly,

and-effectively, if evaluation is to be he

fill.

A com-.

plete evaluation,l)ossibly followed by an ad ustment of

tl
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assignments, may he the clincher in helping both volur .
tuers and programs-grow.
6.

funding.

The above iemarki would be incomplete without

due connidoration of the funding process.

Volunteers'

are not paid; yet there are costs involved.

Hidden costs

such as telephone calls, postage, printing, materials,
workshop expenses, and time spent- supervising can add up.

Often there are eirect costs as well, such as award ceremonies; recognition dinners and, in some cases, trans.portationreimbursement; baby - sitting, and conference fees

can be considerable.

Thus, real decisions regarding the

support of volunteers must be made, and any fears of staff
allayed.

Ivan Scheier; Director- of the National Infor-

mation Center of Volunteers, addresses six fears based on
information gathered from numerous workshops in many parts
of the United States:
1)

Fear:

VolunteerS won't be effective with People.,

-

.

Response:

.

Volunteers have been effective with
..

.

,

-

!
.

I

people in the pait and, with good training, will
,

continue. to be.:
sear:

Volunteers will become intermediaries.be-

tween stag and client.
Response://The use of volunteers wouldenable paid

staff-to be more selectiVe with regardto their
:7
:

caseloads and to concentrate more closely on cases
requiring special attention:

Also, paid staff often

derive,satisfection from working with volunteers.
,

Pear: .Volunteers threaten my professional.standing
.

because if they do what I'do free, then my 'job and

the growth of aduleducation will be.jeopardized.
Respense:

Although unit costs are laweied, volun -,

-leers require-more *paid staff,, not fewer and they

add new dimensions to-the profesiionelcliallenge by
. involving citizens.
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:he definition of that re-

!hatvoluntary action -by itself is
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,
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add *r-oacerned staff, and ultimately,

.
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!erhaps an understanding of

ssWi the.rieeds of volunteers
4 ..imote.*enitghtened position to utilize
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4-,:.411tder.haot changed and that volunteering
3-;.14awent.
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the public.

The motives of volunteers must be underacood, effel Live

training programs conducted,:and good management practices &livered.
The luture of voluntarism is, at best, an image;' but ,like any

other image;- good voluntary practice tomorrow will emerge from careful planning today.

The degree to which' volrintarism will become an

effective and viable human institution depends upon:
1.

Public awareness of the need for and justification of vol\

unteers.
2.

The extension of-voluntary opportunities to new untapped

segments of society.
3.

The establishments of innovative training approaches for

volunteers.
4.

Carefhl training of leaders and managers of volunteers.
/
Directnd thoughtful management, supervision and evaluation
1

5.

,

of.voluntgers.
6. /The Continued development of a caring society-.

,Voluntariamilas been effective ind'has prospered in places where
,regional cooperation was possible and clearinghouse functions were
made available.

Hopefully, new cooperative models, involving local

programs which have or desire to add volunteers, will be established.
Training and research functions could be shared with a cooperating
university providing services.

It is suggested that-some agencies.

and organizations in the Northern Illinois region might explore
these possibilities.
O
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Why Voluntarism?

An Issue for the 70's

And A Challenge for the 80's

John A. Niemi

Our question today, why voluntarism has several dimensions, which

I want to explore in order to show why it IA an issue for the waning
years of the 70's and a challenge for the,80's.
propose to deal with (1.)

In this paper, I

an analysis of the concept of voluntarism,

(2.) the current need for volunteers in adult education, and (3) two

sourges from which volunteers could be drawn and Innovative ways in
which their talents could be put to use.

The latter will appear is

seven scenarios with which to "invent the future."
One approach to the concept of "voluntarism" is to analyze the
structure which form the components of the larger.conCept., We can
begin with the most badic.form -- the voluntary act, which is some
specific act, often an isolated one, taken by an individual or group -for example, a person learns about the need for-a specific blood type
and volunteers to become a donor.
The,nexr level is the voluntary role. Here, an individual'or group
faces a set of established expectations that are" to be fulfilled
-through a series of voluntary acts;

These two concepts -- the

voluntary act and the voluntary role -- will be explored in two workshops, one by Paul Ilsley in his workshop' on Literacy Volunteers and

the other by Eve Stone in her workshop on women in volUntarism.

Both

will focus on the socially- expected acts of individuals assuming
voluntary roles.
.

The third level is the informal voluntary group. Although it

lacks a formal leadership structure, its members perform voluntary
acts in the community.

Some_, of the advocacy groups about which

Michael Collins will be speaking later,function'initially in this
manner and then, typically, begin focusing on specific goals and
developing a formal leadership structure.

22
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The fourth level is our voluntary sector of aociets
representing a whole complex of organiiationi3 which display substantial voluntary action goals,

During the course of today and

tomorrow morning, representatives from the following groups will

share their experiences with you through a number of panels: Job
Corps, Illinois Migrant Council, DeKalb Learning Exchange, Group
Reading Academic Satellite Program (GRASP) Literacy Volunteers,

Girl Scouts of America, Programmed Activities or Correctional
Education (PACE) Pioneer Girls, Oikton Community College, and
Retired Senior Volunteer Program (R.S.V.P.).
Finally, we have our voluntary society, which places a high
level of reiiance.on voluntary iction.

1

Interestingly enough, Alexia

de Tocqueville, the perceptive Frenchman who visited our. shores

more than a century ago, articulated this latter concept (which
he called "association ")

as early as 1835.

In his book

.

Democracy in America, he wrote:

In no country in the world has the principle of
association been mere successfully used or applied, to
a greater multitude of objects than in America. Besides
the permanent associations whith are established by law...
a vast number of others are formed and maintained by the
agency of primary individuals...If a stoppage occurs in
the thoroughfare...the neighbors immediately. form themselves
into a,deliberate body...If some public pleaSure is concerned, an association is formed to give more splendor
and regularity to the entertainment...In the United States,
associations are established to.promote the public safety,
:commerce, industry, morality, and religion. There is no
end which the htMan will despairs of attaining through
the combined power of individuals united in a society.2
To pursue further our exploration of the concept of "voluntarism,"
you might wish to refer.to Paul Ilsley's'paper, "Voluntarism: An
Action Proposal for Adult Educators," which was mailed to-early
registrants and received by the rest of you in your folders this
morning.

To scan' the highlights of this approach, he describes five

categories of voluntary action, as follows:

18

1) service - oriented, 2) issue or cause-oriented,

self-expressive,

3) wnsumatom and

4) occupational /economic self-interest, and 0

philanthropic /funding voluntarism.

3

The first two categories are of

prime concern to us' in adult education.

The 'next question that aries is "Why are volunteers needed?"

That question has been addressed by Dr. Cyril Houle of the University
of Chicago, who conceived a "pyramid of leadership," which he
described as follows:
Insofar as a pattern may be discerned amid the bewildering
variety of forms-of leadership in adult education, it
takes the general shape of a pyramid. This pyramid is
divided horizontally into three levels which are essentially
different, although at their edges they blend into one another,
so'that no sharp lines can be drawm to differentiate them.
Let us look first at the whole pyramid and than turn back
to examine each of its three levels.

At the base of the pyramid is the largest group
those who serve as volunteers. Their number is
their influence is enormous. There is no brief
the scope and diversity of volunteer leadership

of people,
legion and
way to indicate
...

At the intermediate level of the pyramid is a smaller group
of persons, who as part of -their paid employment, combine
adult education function with the other duties which they
perform. They include: general staff members on public
libraries, museums, and settlement houses; school, college,
and university_faculty membets who teach both young people
and adults; educational officers in the armed forces; personnel workers in government and industry; and petsons employed.
in mass media of communication.
- At'kthe apex of the pyramid is the smallest group. It is
composed of specialiits who have a primary concern for adult
education and basic career expectations in that field. They
those who direct the adult edudation activities of
include:
public schools, universities, libraries, museums, social
settlements, prisons, and other institutions; professors of
adult education and others who provide training; those who
concentrate -on adult education on the staffs of voluntary
associations. or agencies concerned with health, safety, or
other special interests; directors of training in government,
industry, or labor unions; and most'of the staff of the
Cooperative Extension Service. 4

It is important to realize that the purpose.of Houle's model
(Figure 1) was not meant to indicate status in a hierachy, but to
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illustrate the numerical nL

of the three levels and to short,

graphically, that full -time staff could not function without the

ald of part-time workers and volunteers.

Furthermore, it points

by implication to the resrionsibillty that full-time staff'bear to

provide the training necessary for part-time workers and volunteers
to fulfill their roles.

Perhaps that responsibility can best:be

shown by an'inverted triangle (Figure 2) superimposed on Houle's'
pyramid.

This triangle signifies the amount 5E5i0artition that
-

,

full-time, part-time; and volunteer staff need in order to .discharge
their responsibilities.

Later today, we will trn'our attention to

this training.'

Houle's model, then revealed the important role that volunteers
were performing in adult education during the 1950's. 'What has
happened from 1960 to 1978?

In 1965, the Office of Manpoiftr

Research of the Department of Labor reported that in their survey,

.

which ended with the 'month of November, 1965, 21.6 million persons

over the age of fourteen volunteered their labor for some healtt,
education, or welfare service. 5

The number was even greater in,1974,

,when, according to a Census Bureau Survey commissioned that year by
ACTION, one out of four Americans over the age of thirteen undertook,
some form of volunteer work.. in other words nearly 37 million
$

Americans. 6

While extensive use of volunteers continues tb be a source

of staffing for agencies in the private sector, the public sector,
through its various levels of government, has instituted, numerous

programs that utilize volunteers in community action programs.
Now the question arises: If we have all of this commitment to
voluntariim, why should it pe an issue in the 70's?

To answer the

question, we must examine the needs in adult education, as demonstrated
by "real" and potential participants.

First, I want to make a general

comment relative to the continuing lack of substantial financial
support for adult education. .As a result, only a, moderate increase

in participation by adults in formal adult education courses has

occurred --from approximately sixteen million in.1973 to over seventeen million in 1575.

According to DeCrow, the major source of
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pqticipants in current progrods in the colleges and universities,
-two-year colleges, and.public school systems is the middle - income

white adults,

8

55 percent of whom report a family income of over

Now set the figure of approximately 17 million beside the

$10,000.

1970 Census figure of almost 58 million adults with lesi than grade
twelve. education, and note that, of these, only 620,922 were enrolled

in adult basic education courses in 1971.

9

That exercise should

convince us as adult educators that we are reaching only a small.
fraction of adults with less than grade twelve education.

Theie

people tend to shun seeking further education as Kimmel indicates:
One out of twenty-five adults who did not graduate
from high school. seeks further education; for those
who graduate from high school, the proportion is
three out of twenty-five; for those with-some post-.
secondary education, the proportion rises, to five
out of twenty -five; and for collegeograduates, it
peaks at eight out of twenty -five.

.

I.

One reason cited by Anderson and Niemf is that many under-educated
adults distrust the institutional structures of schools and colleges
and reject them in favor of small kinship, loyalty, or friendship
groups.

li
,

With respect to.the urban ABE student, the following

profile emerges in a report byMizirow, Darkenwald, and Knox:
,

...young to middle age, and employed as unskilled or semiskilled laborers or service workers. If theyspeak English
as their native language, they are, with few exceptions,
Black and more likely to be women and somewhat older...
Fifteen to twenty-five percent are on welfare. Although
functionally illiterate, the majority have nine or more
years of formal schooling... 12
Incidently,.the ageof the ABE 'student is rising.
The above facts and figures should persuade us of the acute.
----------.

learning needssof the vast army of adults who face severe job and social

limitations as a result of their low levels of education.

The

professionals and the part-time workers.cannot tackle such a huge
task alone.

That is why the use of volOnteers is rapidly becoming

a major issue in the waning years of the 70's and a challenge for
the 80's.

A source from HEW recently reported that voluntarism

is being proposed as lanintegral part of the Carter administration's

I

....... . .....

Major eomponenis of that plan will likely

adult. educnLLon plan.,

he new instructional approaches rind an expanded delivery system

that would involve Lut agency, organization, program, or group
willing to assist the ABE population.

An example would be the

delivery of instruction via television at the place of work or
at the public library.

-

If I were to condense into a brief statement a vital suggestion for meeting the challenge of the 80's, so far as volunteers
are concerned, it would be to organize the great variety of sources

from whih volunteers could be drawn and to devise innovative ways
in which their talents could be put to use.

With respect to the first point, time permits me to mention
only two sources.

One is the vastly increased number of males among

the ranks of volunteers.

An interesting scenario that'has been pre-

sented in Oslo, Norway, involves pairs of couples hired by the'sameorganization.
of roles.

The emphasis is on dual careers and on the swapping

It works like this:

husband and wife receive one salary

for their ti4o half-time positions.

During weeks 1 and 3 of the month,

husband A performs his iob \as a machinist and wife B performs her

job as a secretary.

During\weeks 2 and 4, they are free, while hus-

band B and wife A perform those jobs.

This arrangement gives hus-

bands a chance to experience the growing up of their children and to
enjoy opportunities for greater participation as volunteers in community activities.

A second scenario involves the recognition that

volunteers from a specific ethnic background can, with some training,
work very effectively with others in that milieu.

An excellent ex-

ample is the community VISTA program in rural-Alaska, which trains
native Alaskan adults as ABE teachers and community development
officers.

In a workshop that I conducted in Alaska, I Was intrigUed

by the manner in which one of these people solved the problem of
motivation within a class.

He found that he was unable to get the

older women from the village to move along in their-books, because
they did not want to show up the slowest member of the

w. On

gro\

his own, he designed a work bingo game, modified along the lines of
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the village's most popular activity.

his students became

The impasse wt.l.broken when

so caught up in the gape that their previous

concern was forgotten.

In discussing innovative ways in which volunteers could'use
their talents, I would like to begin with a problem in the area of

adult basic education. There, a large number of people who are
classified as "educationally deficient" are actually people who require special education for adults.

Some experts have estimated

that as many as 35 percent of them might have been enrolled in
special education classes in their youth and that they now require
further education to maintain their skills.

Or perhaps they have

never been. identified as people with special learning needs.

What-

ever the case, the potential role'of the volUnteer seems clear.
Many of the adults we have mentioned need individual tutoring in
their homes to help them cope with the demands of society.

Of course,

the volunteer would need special training, which might include some
components of,the very successful home tutoring pfoject conducted
in Butte, Montana.

A third scenario relating to innovative approaches involves

expansion of the rolesof.learning exchanges and other institutions
to embrace programming for low- income groups, such as the -so- caller'

"disadvantaged" and the elderly.

With the use of volunteers, pro-

grams could adopt a friends-helping-friends format;
A fourth scenario relates to.volunteers assisting advocacy
groups to plan programs: ,To be effective in that role, volunteers
0

would have to.possess.the.skills needed to use, the videotape re-

corder (VTR) as a tool for ascertaining community needs and prior,.

itizing them.

This approach was pioneered by Canada's National

Film Board in its Challenge for Change series.

that series enabled

volunteers and other members of a community to create strategies
that would facilitate-dialogue and help everyone to discern the
,problems more clearly.

A good example-is a project launched by
0

the St. Jacques Citizens Committee of Montreal in 1968.
comment about it:

Here is a
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.

They went into the streets and interviewed the people
'about their problems, in order to learn more about:
the neighborhood and to make people think about what
could be done. Then an edited half-hour tape was
used to catalyze discussion at the beginning of a
series of public meetings. The procedure was very
effective; people plunged into the healit of the discussion, instead of being fearful about expressing
'themselves. The citizens also learnedia lot about
themselves -in viewing themselvesin action during
meetings and in discussio4.13
Incidentally, during this workshop, you will have a chance to view
an adaptation of this approach here in Chicago.

I-refer to the

tapes of Tedwilliam\ Theodore's Communication for Change project.

A fifth scenario, which is related to the previous one, emphasizes the desirabiiity of establishing audio-Visual equipment
"stands" for une.by members of the'community.

This media version.

of McDonald's hamburger'chain could be operated -by community

libraries as satellite Centers for making audio and video equip,

ment available.

This provision would help to omercome a major

problem for volunteers involved with adult learners--getting hold
of-equipment from institutions like'universiiies,,colleges, and
libraries.

Canada 1 s°Challenge for Change-project*showed that

adults in the community can be trusted td take care of such equip(

ment.

This same finding was reported by the stiff at Cornell

University, when they used audiO-tape recorders with migrant,
Spanish-speaking members of the community.
In the sixth scenario, volunteers'take advantage of familiar:

technology at hand, like the telephone, and of more advanced
technology:. It might surprise you. to hear that the telephone is
.

;

one of the most important tools for volunteers, because it enables
them to canvass a community and to become involved in its ac-

°

...

tivities.

The addition of a'MATTS line would, in effect, open up

a network over which volunteers on the local level could interact

With others concerning similar problems; and so extend-the boUndaris
of a learning exchange, -for example, beyond the community.

The

'2(

telephone can.also be used to offer training classesjoi volunteers

in remote partof a state.

Dr.'Burton Kreitlow of the University

of Wisconsih has pioneered this use of the telephone
telephone in offering
adult education courses.in Wisconsin.

As for more advanced tech-

nology, volunteer training could be carried out by programs viewed

at home thOugh video-tape recorders.

This revolution is, in fact,

close at hand.

In a seventh scenario, greater efforts would be made to acquaint
volunteers with the riches of- information retrieval systems such
as the National Information Center of Voluriteers,aad the Educational
lo

Resources Information Center (ERIC).

Volunteers who learn the

skills by which to utilize these systems could assist other adults
to assess their own needs, define their. owl, problems, and contrive
their own unique ways' of solving them.

In conclusion, other scenarios could-be written to illustrate
ways in, Which volunteers could exploit their considerible.talents

and rich life experience in service

to their communities. An im-

portantpoint to remember is that a traditional use of volunteers.
has been the use of volunteers innovative scenarios.' With the
'increase of advocacy voluntarism, a logical innovation would be
articulation' between service and advocacy types of voluntarism
in a community.

I hope.that the ones I have chosen will stir.

both volunteers and the people who train them to realize something'

of the value_of innovative thinking and alternative approaches
,_

.to old and,new problems.

To exercise our Cieativity,and independenCe

in this way is to approach Tough's-concept of t4 ideal lifelong
learner:

The adult learner of the future will be highly
.competent in deciding what to learn, and in
planning and arranging his own learning. He
'Will successfully diagnose and solve almost
..any problem or difficulty that-arises.
He
will obtain appropriate help colpetently and
quickly,' but' only when necessary.14
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VOLUNTARISM:

STATE OF THE ART
Alice Leppert

Gaining an overview of a nationwide activity as diverse and
pervasive as voluntarism and volunteering is both exciting and.
rewarding.

ExCiting, because the wide'variety of activities, the

Many types of ,volunteers, and the whole rage of social problems
addressed by volunteers tantalize the imagination.

Rewarding, be-

cause the effort to understand the main features of the landscape
and to sense the Meaning of the major movements brings the joy of
discovering some of the best routes to the future.

At the outset of

.any discussion of volunteering, it is instructive, then, to look at

the nationalstene, the:big picture, by reviewing the "state of the
art."

What is present reality?

Are the writers and theorists of

the movement in touch with actual volunteer programs and local
needs?

Where are the successful operations?

What issues are coming

Are,volunteers keeping up'with the trends in the

to the fore?

fieldt::ixploration of.thesequestioasland others of a similar nature'
is vital to plotting the direction of a particular program.

If the

4

progra

veers off-course everything else suffers,'no matter how hard

volunte rs work on its behalf.

Misinformation about the general state

'of affai s or thecurrent trends in the field can wreck local.efforts.
To illustrate this point, think for a moment about how necessary
it is;for criminal justice.;4Olunieers to understand the big trend
/

toward gommunity7bi-sc. corrective. measures such as the half-way house

movement.rrlhis strong trend were not generally comprehended, many
uninformed volunteers would be working happily toward newer and bigger'
jails!

Or looking at the future, suppose that volunteers-in the thild

develoOmentfieW. are alow to realize'that the.neW I.R.S. rulings
alloy deductions for child tare by grandmothers, not just for care in
'a center.

Many golden opportunities to offer some training for grand--

mothers or to set up networks of family-based child care would be
4 missed.

Furthermore, the imerican public would be-allowed to go on

thinking that the day care center is the only wave of the future in
the child care field.
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The importance of having a sense of 'direction or an overy ew
of significant trends' can also be critical When it comes to volun.,

teer programs related to the needs of undereducated adultr.

Lack

Of education is only-one of many lacks suffered by the low-income
person or,family, and thete is a growing trend toward comprehensive
'services covering the areas of health, education, social betterment
and job opportunities.

Therefore, volunteers in education who do

not see the handwriting on the wall; and who stay separate as small
entities, might someday wonder how it was that the action passed
by their little corner.
If the importance of reflecting on where voluntarism is heading

is granted, then what are some of the present-day elements in volunJJ

tarism and how are these interacting?

To aid in visualizing the

scene and to provide clarity' for discussion, these two topics can.
/

be treated at separate,groups, namely, structures and trends.

The

first-group deals with forms and categories; the second with dynamttm
Like the biologist who'investigates the whole world

and movement.

of the blood system by analyzing a drop of -blood for

individual

components, and then looks for the ways these, components interact;

the observer of-the'volunteer world can look at both structures and
interaction so as to gain a meaningful picture.

To begin with visible forms, what are some of the main categories observable in today's world of voluntarissi?

First of ail,

there are group efforts and individual efforts. The individual

.

efforts may go largely unnoticed and uncounted, but the impact is_

one. of great magnitude.

The tradition of personal, voluntary re-

sponse- to human needs without dependence on the go.vernment or-some

other authorized:group is part of the American spirit and has served

to undergird our democracy fromthe beginning.

A case can also be

made for the fact that the vision and enterprise of a single volunteer has antedated the creation of mony group programs.

In addition,

many individual volunteers with special competencies in fields such
as accounting, financial development, and public relations are freelance volunteers.

They work on special assignments and do not look

upon themselves as members of any volunteer agency.
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The group volunteer efforts, of course, include many types.

Most fall into the following major categories:
1.

2.

Agencies with specialized services for particular groups.
The Girl Scouts and Meals on Wheels are illustrations.
/
Institution-based activities. These efforts were initiated
by and are directly related to institutions such as'
hospitals, schools, museums, prisons, jails, welfare
agencies, etc.
.1'

3.

Community Development Programs and Self -Help- Agencies.
These are usually. neighborhood groups with a variety of
activities for low - income populations.
OpportunitieB
Industrilization Centers and Tribal Development Councils
are examples.

Issue-oriented Groups. This category includes advocates
for consumers and environmental causes and other movements related to legislative efforts and social issue
questions. The Sierra Club and Common Cause are illustrative.

5. Generalized Constituency groups. This category includes
the whole range of religious bodies, representing a tremendous volume of in-house volunteering.
Sinee constituency groups have very large memberships and very diverse
interests, their volunteering takes many forms.
Another way to conceptualize the structure Of volunteer efforts
1o.

is by field of service or action.

The National Center of Voluntary

Action list shows the following fields of service:
1.
2.
.3.
.

4.
5.

Civic Affairs
Communications
Coordinating and Recruiting
Cultural and Spiritual
Education

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Eivironmental Affairs
Health, Physical/Mental
Parks and Recreation
Social Justice
Social Welfare

Structures, to provide education and training for volUnteers and vol-

,unteer.leadership,have followed closely ot\the heels of program
initiation.

Large agencies like the American Red Cross and specialized

agencies like tutorial reading programs have setup their own training
components.

The Volunteer Bureau'netwaek specializes in training pro-

gram coordinators' and administrators, and the Voluntary ActioCenters
springing up in many communities also provide training workshops.

At

the most recent count, more than 80 colleges around the country offer

4
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training experiences for volunteer leadership and several offe

'special certificate programs in the theory and management of
Volunteer activities.'

Stronger channels for the dissemination of information on
voluntarism. are now in. place.

A major magazine called VAL (Vol-

untary Action Leadership) covers all aspects of the volunteer

4

world, and there is a research magazine 'called theJournal of the
Association of Voluntary Action Scholars.

Two major volunteer -

serving lencies, NCVA (The National Center for Voluntary Action)
in Washington, D.C., and NICOV (The National Information Center on
Volunteerii si)-sin Boulder, Colorado, provide information, training

'

and consultant services to the entire field.
.

.

,

Structures to promote coordination have been developed and
Are gaining strength.

In local communities, ehe'Uiiited Way, Com-

munity Service Boards, and the Blatk United Fund supply this type
k.......!,, \ \

of leadirshi0'..

Oh the national scene, the Alliance for Volunteerism:

-is working to become the umbrella agency for many nationally -based
volunteer groups.

The Alliance was initiated by.ten major volunteer

agencies under a grant from Lilly Endowment, Inc., whose staff

understood the necessityjora'coordinating structure which eventually might include most agencies.
1

This brief snapshot review of the forms and structures can be
a guide to a better understanding of the interactions which are now
taking place.

Some of these interactions or directional movements
1

affect certain types of agencies more than others.
-

i

Several fundamenthl trends are emerging as a result of inter1

actions among the structures of voluntarism itself and between these
structures and the forces now at work in society.
Es a strong trend toward comprehensiveness. .Thi

Firstly, there
is especially

noticeable in_agencies dealing with the needs of low-income families
...

and older adults.
.

For example, inner -city progr

s, minority-.

.

managed agencies, tribal groups and migrant prog lams.are concerned

with the whole spectrum,of problems affecting a given group of people.
'Like the Job Corps, which pioneered this comprehensive approach on
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a national scale, these agencies make available in one place a whole
array of interventions, including job training, job placement,
basic education, personal counseling, group behaVioi. skills, hygiene,

health and nutrition, child development classes, legal information,
and cultural and. hobby classes.

This trend has significance for

/

volunteer agencies with one specific thrust.

Io.survive, they will

need to become technical assistance. agencies performing services for

umbrella agencies on a contractual or agreement basis.
The comprehensiveness trend -is also seen within issue-oriented
agencies,.

The Audubon Society now welcoMes non-bird watchers.

The

whole thrust of their agency has moved toward understanding and preserving the balance of nature against the encroachments of mindless
change.

Environmentalist volunteers hove choices now among several

comprehensive agencies. ,While the competition between these agencies
will improve the performance of several of them, it will leave others
with dwindling resources.

The response.to the need for comprlhensive approaches to societal
ills among'broad constituency organizations like religious bodies
has been -very illuminating.

Some of these groups have narrowed

rather than broadened their national approaches.

By concentrating

on issue-oriented approaches to the exclusion of community development in all its comprehensive aspects,'much ground was unnecessarily
lost in the last decade.

Some notable examples of agencies which identified the trend
toward comprehensiveness are Volunteers in'Probation, which merged

.

into thi.laiger framework of the new Volunteers in Criminal Justice,
and Goodwill Industries, which began as a supplier of refurbished
furniture at minimal cost and ended up as the outstanding organization
for the training of handicapped workers.
A second major trend is the recognit on that ''all agencies need

improvement in management and policy7makilng skills.

It is. encouraging

to note that community self-help project 4
leadership also acknowledges
this need, for many programs have been ineffective not because of
lack of funding or hostility from community\at large, 'wt. because

3D
zf
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the fiscal, budgeting,. planning and supervisory functions were
Minimal.

Other agencies never accomplished their goals because

Many

board members and staff usurped each other's functions,

volunteer agencies are still struggling with the qUestion of

priorities and never reach the level of effective action.
This need for improved management and policy-making skills
Is closely allied with the whole matter of accountability.' The
public has a right to, expect accountability.

The volunteers who

support the agency havea right to expect accountability.

The

boards of agencies have a right to expect accountability on the partof the staff.

The volunteers themselves are accountahlelor their

assigned'tasks.

Each link in the chain can benefit from instruction

related to accountability, and many colleges, training agencies

and private consulting firms are aware of the growing possibilities
of providing educational workshops for management and policy-making
0
skills..

Thirdly, an- atmosphere of strain and-confusion is evident in
the voluntary movement.which touches some'agencies more than others,
but will ultimately touch all -of them.

The word "volunteer," for

instance, is anathema in some circles.

In, ultra women's groups, the

woman volunteer is pictured as the enemy--an unpaid worker who has
no worth in our society and, what is more "reprehensible," shows no
signs of repentance for the error-of her ways.

In some labor union

circles, the volunteer in agenoieS subject to unionization is also
the enemy.

Nor do minority group'leaders like the word "volunteer,"

because of the stereotypiC image of the white, middle-class do-gooder.
In addition, the word "volunteerism" retains many of the same derogatory connotations, even though some leaders prefer using it
instead of the word "voluntarism".

To these leaders, "voluntarism"

includes sn many non-governmental agencies that-the whole beautiful

feeling of the enterprising, voluntary spiritof.the individual citizen evaporates into nothingness.
Another strain emerges in the heated discussions by. theorists

and leaders with strongly held, but differing notions about how
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social change takes place for the better.

The advocates of social

change exclusiVely, by confrontation and adversary relationships

attack mainline volunteer agencies for not being as militant as
they are.

The fray is even appearing in print, for the whole world

of voluntarism has now been discovered by sociologists, philosophers,
and some adult educators.

Among this group are those who advocate

preferred methods of social change which are highly ideological by
nature.

Educational processes arc too slow for them, and so is the

laborious process of tempering points of View by a careful examination of possible'eutcomes, some of which may prove to be unhappy.

One hasonly-to recall the sad results of the advocacy of highrise,apartments for the urban poor and of welfare regulations which
caused families ,'to be deserted to understand that "good intentions"
.

.

need scrutiny.

Historically, most of the books on voluntarism were

written by, leaders who were close to volunteers and volunteer pro-

grams, but some of the more recent books are by authors who look
upon voluntarism as a movement to penetrate society in order to
fashion it according to their own particular way of thinking.

This

instrumental view of voluntarism has a following, and it is easy to
see why some authors favor issue-advocate volunteers above services
volunteers.

However, the latter account for the largest number of

volunteers, and they are found working for agencies which are desired
by the people involved.

Service volunteers often become policy-

makers on an agency board, where social policy decisions are made,
and serve as advocates.
Fourthly, fundamental changes have occurred in the way, volunteers understand their role as volunteers.

Consider, for instance,

the changed-perception of the transaction between two persons.
Formerly, one was seen -as-the "giver" and the other as the "receiver."

Now the emphasis is on the mutuality R-IEWexchange.
receive.

Botirgive:and

Advantages come to both sides andthe relationship is a

mature, adult one.

Seen in the new light of mutuality; even the re-

lationship between the agency and the volunteer must be one of
mutual satisfaction if it is to be lasting.
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There is also a changed perceptiontof.the importance_of recognizing the competencies and taienta of volunteers.
around for satisfactory .agency p rtnetA

where their particular skills ca

In Rhopping

they look biz' places

flourish:

The old approach to

recruiting by picturing a deeper to social need'doesn't work is
well as it used to, partly becau

not all social needi'Otich

agencies, try to meet are desperate and Partly because vol4teers

are increasingly wary of the old gui t ploy.

The human resources movementAs responsible for part of this
change.

Everyone is a !'resource"Ifor somesother 'person, but not

everyone is a "resource" for everyone.

Where individual talents

are respected, the benefits to 'the whole enterprise become apparent.

An outgrowth of this emphasis on human resource development

is that volunteers, like paid workers, are beginning to develop
loyalties to a field of service and not to an individual agency.

To illustrate, management experts and financial advisors tend to
volunteer their services to various agencies and to move around
from agency to agency.

Health and education volunteers often

folic* suit.
There is another changed perception which influences, the way

volunteers prefer to work.

They no longer showiducti interest in

carrying out tasks where they have not been /eked fojr prior input.

They want responsibility and decision-making opporiuiities, not
detailed instructions about how to do every little task.

They seek

out volunteer opportunities where out-of-pocket expenses will be
reimbursed; and they now know that some agencies provide accident
insurance for volunteers and wonder why the practice isn't more
widespread.

Volunteers also have new points of view about the value of
volunteering as a stepping-stone for job openings.

Hifiy business

and community agencies now possess job application forms with a
whole section for volunteer activities.

This\practice reaffirms

the fact that skills and talents are transferable from voluntary
settings to the marketplace.
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The profile of the pool of volunteers is showing'some
teresting departures, too.

There is an increase in the level of

education and the sense of independence on the, part of the average
volunteer.

Consequently, the volunteer today shows little re-

luctance to point out ways to improve the operations they observe.

Recently, a former school board president and Ph.D. vol-

unteered to become a friendly visitor in a state-operated nursing.
home.

The improvement suggestions came thick and fhst and led to

some overdue modifications.

This experience.is no longer uncommon.

It is noticeable that different types of volunteers are
emerging.

Low-income hospital volunteers are increasing, for ex-

ample, and more teenage volunteers are being offeredopPortunities,
for service.

The number of4older adult volunteers is reaching

new''highs, and the fastest-growing group among volunteers is men./

..

Minority representation is significant, if you count the numbers
who manage or assist community development programs.
As ''for middle-class women who used to be the mainstays of

voluntarism in the past, this group is now in today's labor market
to an unprecedented degree.

.

With this group, the pattern ofivolun

Cary activity is following the pattern of life-cycle changes.

Young

women volunteer for VISTA and the Peace Corps, the ACTION programs

sponsoredby the government.

If they choose marriage and xaise

children, they volunteer for a period of years in agencies serving
children or in agencies capitalizing on their speCial talents.

During

their years of full-time employment, they take on volunteer assign-

ments utilizing their special skills and talents.

/

In jetirement

years, they respond to volunteer opportunities sponsored by agencies
I

which have earned their respect over the years.as effective'oper/

atiOns and which have shown a capacity to respect the contributions'
of older Americans.

Adult educators have quite a challenge before/them.

History

reveals a'very spotty record of initiatives taken./ Indeed, other
groups recognized the need for basic education before the educators
did.

The Department of Labor, not the U.S.O.E.,.,s/aw the need for
I

4d
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$aoic skills for undereducated youth and put the JO Corps packet
together.

1

,

Less than a dozen State Departments of Education have

contracts with volunteers lor outreach. tutoring programs.

The

time has come for adult educators to forge some alliances with the
public-and to move forward with programs which the community needs
0

A

and will accept.

.
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MYTHS AND FEARS ?':BOUT VOLUNTEERS..

Michael Collins

In considering negative attitudes toward volunteering, there
is-a strong temptation to dismiss them, on"the basis of'a few glib
responses, as fairly inconsequential.

However, even though plaus-

ible arguments can be mustered to counter many of. the unfavorable

assumptions about volunteers, organizers are likely to be more
effective if they are sensitive'to the negative attitudes held by
some professiOnals and members of the public.

It should be pos-

sible to recognize that.theie is an element of truth in all of
the "myths and fears" cited in this papey without jeopardizing
commitment to the cause of voluntarism., A well-run program which
includes appropriate recruiting and training activities can expect
to overcome negative attitudes and take full advantage of volunteer\
enthusiasm and, idealism.

In any.event, an understanding of the

following assumptions and apprehensions can only serve to improve
working relations within organizations using volunteers.
The concerns about volunteers which are dealt
paper do not constitute an exhaustive list.

with in this

However; an attempt

has been made toinclude those criticisms which.are most:frequently
levelled at'volunteers.

Volunteer-Take Jobs of Professionals.
There exists a strong feeling that volunteers posea threat,
especially in occupations where there is a shiinking labor,market,
because they "do jobs which should be remunerated".
is an indication that the-existence of volunteer.

1

However; there

activity creates

more paid positions as the need for supervisory staff becomes
apparent.

2

In addition, since the sigiificance of social causes are

underscored by the.involv ment of volunteers, funding may be 'acquired

which, in turn, can lead to the establishment of paid positions.
As volunteer organizations expand, more professionals ark normally
A

required.

Volunteers tend to supplement, then, rather than supplant

paid positions.

They are rarely'expected to duplicate the'rolei of

O
1
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professional personnel.

Moreover, the presence of volunteer

sup-

-,
,

port allows paid staff to achieve more in the time available and
to enjoy greater opportunity to be more creative.

Volunteers Will Decrease Staff Bargaining Power
This concern is an extension of the'one previously examined
:Tad results from the belief that "volunteers are for free and they

can do anything paid staff can do without special training".

It

is feared that the presence of volunteers will be used as a reason
for cutting salary items in the budget or 'withholding legitimate
pay increases.

Volunteeri are seen as a threat to professional

status and economic welfaie.

4

Apart from the counter-arguments already considered, it should
be emphasized that paid,Staff are usually protected by their own
prefessional'organizatiOns::

In addition,.the_OroCess of orienting

yolunteers does bring home. to administrators the difficulties encountered by 'full -time` paid staff workers in their day-to-day jobs.

Volunteers are Difficult to Control and Lack Commitment
"

t:

Volunteers cannotbe controlled and so they might assume too
They

much influence and power with clients and outside agencies.

often want'to do "their own'thing" in an inappropriate setting.
5

they are part-time and unpaid, they cannot be fired

As

or evaluated

and are not accountable to'the same extent as paid staff.

For these

reasons, they are less likely to be discreet and,sensitive in matters.
of security and confidentiality.

These dubious assumptions are based

once premise thata sense of responsibility and' commitment can only'

be guaranteed by paying for them.

As volunteers do not have so

much at stake, the argument goes, they will not tend to be as loyal
as paid workers and are more likely to censor the organizatiOrils

activities.

Moreover, they are "here today; gone tomorrose, ,

6

lacking

persistence and continuity of purpose.
To a large extent, these fears can be laid to rest by the establishment of well organized volunteer development programs.

4C

There
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is no reason why inept and irresponsible voluLteers cannot be
fired.

Competent ones will probably welcome evaluation, especially

if they are thinking in terms of full-time employment in the future.

Rather, than talk of "control," it might pay to introdUce hepractice
of establishing contracts, which could be altered, according to
circumstances, between indiVidUal volunteers and the organization.
Hence, the expectations -of the volunteers and the organization would
be fairly prominent'at all times-.

Within this context, volunteers

should,be allowed as wide a variety of experience as possible.
question of control need not arise.

The

As for the turnover problem,

it is unrealistic, and probably dysfunctional, to assume that volunteers will completely internalize the norms and long-term commit-

ment of professional staff.

Proper training and orientation will no

doubt reduce the rate of turnover, but it should be borne in mind
that a reasonable flow of volunteers in and out of an organization
can have a revitalizing effect.

In any event, to the extent that

Volunteers reduce the case loads of over-extended professionals, the
clients are better served.

Well placed volunteers will become advocates for the programs
they.join.

Inasmuch as their criticisms are accepted as conclusive,

they can be a,valuable source of new insights and inspiration.

The

----addition of volunteers who now have to cope with institutional problems which they formerly had not peraelved as outsiders means that
professionals can share the responsibility for problematic aspects
of,the organization.

The burden of responsibility does not fall

entirely on paid staff.

Volunteers-Pick and Choose-Tasks
Volunteers are often viewed as- dilettantes, just wanting to

dabble in something new.

Consequently; they will avoid essential

routine and detail, although theyare prepared to immerse themselves
for a short while in.more.exciting projects.

There is no reason why it should not be made clear to volun-.
teems, at the outset, that there ere certain routine aspects of the
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job'which need to be done:

On the other hand, it Y9 !neumbant eUon

the organizer to try to place the volunteer according to the ex-

portize he'or she is offering and to provide challenging assioments.

in some instances, it is better to be forthright in making

prospective volunteers aware,ofthe fact that the organization cannot always provide the kind of stimulating tasks they are seeking.

Clubs for Bored Housewives
According to the Agency for Volunteer Service; 1975, the typical
volunteer is still a married white woman, between 25 and 44, who
holds a college degree and is in the upper income bracket.
there is an indication that the pattern is changing.

Council on Social Development reported that
of volunteers in Canada were men.

8

7

However,

The Canadian

in 1975, 44.5 percent

During the years 1965 to 1974,

in the United States, there was a higher proportionate increase in
the number\IA men volunteers.

Between thosetwo years, participation,

by men Sent! from 15 percent of 'the population to 20 percent, for a

gain of 32 percent.

Comparable figures for women relieal an increase

fi:om 21 percent to 26 percent of the population, 'for a gain of only

23.8 percent.9. In 1974, 41 percent of volunteers in the U.S. were
men.

10

Service Volunteering -- Contrary -to Womentssilights.

I

At the 1974 Conference of the National Organization of Women
(N.O.W.), a resolution was passed stating teat women should only be

"chaegeo?ented" volunteers.

Service volun eering,was viewed as
\

nothing meire'thi

1

exploitation of women, designed tO,keep them in a

'subordinate position.

For in-

There have been many rebuttals to N.O.W.'s posi
,k on.

stance, Mary Poole President of the National Counci

of Negro Women,

claimed that "it's not service volunteering that deg1 odes women;

on

the contrary, it's the-prevailing attitude toward women that is de-

grading service v lunteering."
The debate o

12

this issue is far from settled.

Many women, who

claim to be femin sti, do not support thesInse_taken by N.O.W. at
the 1974 Conferen e.
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Volunteers Hove (uestionable Motives
A frequently expressed criticism of volunteers is that they
tend to be "do-gooders" and perpetual crusaders.

They are re-

gardid as status seekers and "egO-trippere who use volUnteer
programs in their quest for power and influence.

On another level,

they'have been accused of sasuaging gUilt'feelings and.meeting
unfulfilled personal needs.

It is'not unreasonable to ask whether these accusations are
levelled by critics who wish to justify their own non-participation.

Besides, how importantsre these "questionable motives" if volunteers
do a good job and clients' interests are not overlooked?

The per-

sonal needs of volunteers can.be openly acknowledged and, within
reason, should be met.

However, the needs of the client supercede,

those of the volunteer.

Volunteering is Restricted to More Favored SocioEconomic Groups
The basii of a commonly held assumption that "blue collar"
wor ers and people from lower income groups have little affinity,

wit

volunteering, which is a middle class enterprise, is under-

min d by a report that 48 percent of Canadian Volunteers in 1975
had a family income of less thin $12,000 per year.

13

Nevertheless,

to further ensure that the concept of volunteering is extended
throughout all sections of seciety,'it is probably a good idea to
.

.

-

pay expenses wherever feasible..

Volunteers Adopt a Peternalitic.Approach
As patronizing attitudes are quickly sensed and resented by

client groups, besides thefatt that they are entirely inappropriate,
;\

f

'training programs for'volunteers should stress the essentially egal.

itarian'hature of the enterprise.and its. fundamental characteristiC

of "friends helping friends.?

The democratic traditions of valUn-

i,

teer activity preclude the elitist postures of patronage and noblesse
oblige.
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After this review of (misapprehensions about vo:unteers, it
is in order to attend to the warning issued by Gordon Mannar sad

-

Rosemary Higgins Cass in Voluntarism at the Crossroads:

-

.

Wen
volunteers have other options for
1
constructive activity, it is not likely
that they will welcome being 'put down'
by thoughtless professionals, as is
sometimes the case. 14

-

In closing, those inflexible critics of volunteers are reminded of a terse prediction from Edmund Burke:

1

,,
1

For the triumph of evil, it is only
necessary for good people,to do nothing.'

.

_.- .--- -

cz,

.
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Alice Leppert

Consultant in voluntarism,
Church Women'United, New Yuck

Michael Obarski

Chairman of the Board,
DeKalb Learning Exchange

Carver Wright

Co-ordinator, Job Corps Program,
City Colleges of Chicago

In setting up a volunteer' organization, it is essential to

have planned programMing'at the outset.

At the risk of stating

the obvious, goals mustbe set before such things as management
'skills can be examined and the various emeigidg tasks delegated.
Ir 5.,e case of the Learning Exchange, initially the director,

having a goal in mind, assumed most of the management functions
and supervised the volunteers in the tasks of operation.

As the

Exchange grew, the goals expanded to meet the increased use of its
services.

Some other organizations use the "brainstorming" approach.
Here, the staff list the jobs that they would like to do if they
had the time, talent, and people.

This, list is displayed to the

group who will be recipients of the volunteer service- {the target

group) and they,.inaturn, compile their own Lis of needs and expectations.

Those items that the two lists donot have in common

are eliminated,.leaving a list of mutual, practical goals to work
with. 'Today, volunteers are more educated than before, and so
they can be -- and are -- more selective in their choice of organizations.

The clientele are also becoming more sophisticated,

knowing what they want, what they need, and how long it should
take them to obtain results.

Adequate goal-setting.can help clarify what is expected of
both the volunteer and the client.

If this activity, is included

in the orientation program, the fear of lack of commitment and

5 2,
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the subsequent turnover problems can be dealt with an noticeably
alleviated.

It is important to stress the need for evaluating your program,' in order to see what it is that attracta volunteers and what
in some cases, turns them away.

Adequate reaction from the volun-

teers themselves can help improve recruitment procedures. 'In this
evaluation certain criteria should be met.

First the objectives

should be both specific and measurable. .Secondly, they should be
achievable and compatible with the overall mission of.the organization.

(The acronym SMAC is a helpful reminder.)

Otherwise, poten-

tial volunteers might perceive weaknesses in the program and go
elsewhere.
.

It is particularly important to set measurable goals where
,

.federal funding is used.

If these goals are not met, there is'a

chance that the contract may not be renewed. 06 reason for the-'
eaccess of the joint venture between the Job.Corps'(a federally
-funded training program for young adults) and JACS (Joint Action

in Community Services) is that they reached their targetpopulation - one of their goals.

In defining goals for the volunteerS,

JACS makes a distinction between the professional counselor (the
Corpsman) and the volunteer counselor.

One of the volunteer's

tasks is to alert the Corpsman to the alternativesyservices and
organizations wlthi4 the community; the Corpsman makei.the actual
choice.

It was noted that counselling isthe main thrust oftihe

JACS program and that more andimore programs are using counselling
techniques'to encourage purposeful interaction. between the volunteer and the client.

The profile of the volunteer is moving from "generalist" to
"specialist," as the needs of the client group become more accurately identified.

A good example of this neceasary change in

services is the Peace Corps.

They began with "generalists," but

later realized that specialists with particular skills in such
areas as agriculture and language, for example, were needed to
meet the desires of their client group and to help their goals.
This trend is being reflected in other volunteer programs with
amaller geographical limits. 'The sPecific_talents of a volunteer

can be identified and the needs of a client can be better served

5^
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by referring them to persons most familiar with Lhe particular
ti

area 'of concern.

Some volunteer jobs, such as those associated with Learning
Exchanges, are more task-oriented and do not involve as much
personal contact or counselling as do other programs.

Yet, public

relations is an important aspect of their programs because of their
unique function of bringing together people of similar interests.

Though located in towns where there is a university, Learning

Exchanges service the entire c =unity, and it is thUs that real
recognition is' gained.

In many. Learning Exchanges, adequate rec-

ords are kept of the matchings that are made and, periodically,
contact is made with these in order to obtain feedback.

This is

one way in which volunteer organizations can find out if their
objectives have been'reached.

Because success is not based 'upon

the number of people contacted, but upon the adequacy of services
rendered, follow-up instruments can be designed which reflect the
particular services of each organization.

By this means,persons

involved in volunteer programs would be able to judge how well
they did in their goal-setting, and make any necessary adjustments.

a-
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'STRATEGIES FOR RECRUITMENT
Alice Leppert

All kinds of people volunteer now, and it is essential to
recruit, from the specific sub-group of volunteers having the
talents and skills necessary, for the specific assignment.

It is

wise not to recruit "Justa's"-or 'sterna's" that is, "Just a volun-

teer" or "I'm a volunteer" types.

.

You should be looking for skills

and abilities in the same way you would look for them among professionals.

Volunteers know their own abilities, and like to have

them recognized.

To do this effectively, you must be clear aboUt

what you want the volunteer to do.

Itis advisable to begin by

analyzing the assignment by asking whaeskills are part of this
volunteer job description.

You should,bn'as definite as possible

about theseskiils and also about the tasks which will be carried
out by the volunteer.

Do you want a manager type, an administrator,

a recruiter of adult learners, a proposal writer, aublie relations expert, a secretary, an aide, a teacher or a tutor?
When you're-sure about the items on the job description, then
it is time to identify the sub-group of potential volunteers which
seems to have most of. the qualifications you need.

For example, if

looking for someone to organize basic education materials into a
library and work out a dissemination system, you should think'about
where. these skills could be found in abundance.

In other words, go

to the nearest library and ask the reference librarian to locate a
list of recent retirees on present staff ancrmine that lode.
Other illustrations to. follow:

If recruiting a volunteer math

teacher or tutor, go right to the office of the personnel managers
of notable firms in the area, like Bell or IBM, and get the names
of people who are on their current lists of community volunteers or
on their recently retired lists.

Or ask the high school math teacher

to release one of the brilliant but under-challenged students to
coach your slow learners.
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if recruiting a speaker on preventive health, call the Visiting

Nurse Aasociatlon, the nearest Health Maintenance Organization, or
the head nurse of a teaching hospital.
if looking for a volunteer tutor or teacher in a G.E.D. class,

.ask around for former teachers of math, science, English and sociology.

If the need is for food purchasing and budgeting information,

go to the nearest local office of the Extension Service of a land
grant college.

If you need a manager-type volunteer, go to the Retired Teachers
Association, the Association for Social Workers, or to a business
school for a list of part-time executives or legal secretaries.

Seeking a minority outreach worker to recruit A.B.E. adult
learners, go to see the heads of some well-established minority
businesses in the community and ask for help in locating such a
worker who, incidentally, might become one of the volunteers who
should be reimbursed for transportation and lunch.
The above illustrations indicate that the way to recruit is
changing.

The mass media offer a chance to broadcast in a kind of

shotgun approach.

If you use mass approaches, the screening of vcl- ------

unteers has to be much more extensive.
use the rifle approach.

A more effective way is to

Besides, your personal contact with commun-

ity leaders is a lot more educational to'you and beneficial to your
program than advertisements are.

Ilse them if you must, but never by
I

themselves.

The approach just outlined is actually more revolutiOnary than
one might.think.
about it.

It doesn't rely on selling your program by boasting

It does rely on good marketing principles which require

that a provider of services must ask the consumer what is wanted and
how it should be'delivered.

In somewhat the same way, recruitment

strategies have to be matched to the kind of volunteer needed. 'So
identify your sub-groups of volunteers and know what their specialities'

are, and then make the match between your specific needs and their
specific talents.
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The National Center for Voluntary Action has an excellent
Reading List on Recruitment, and it is available to you.

There are

many techniques abroad, but the successful ones with today's volunteer must reflect a knowledge of how to ask for people by llama and
,

talent, not by saying, "/ want a volunteer; anyone will dot"
in conclusion, here is one true life story of successful recruitment.

The Director of'the ABE Piogram for the Passaic, N.J., 0

...

,

public schools was visited by a community worker who felt that volA

,unteers might expand the scope Of the program as reading' tutors.

41

The

director said she needed a math teacher and, if the community worker
could deliver a volunteer who could do_the math, she would consider
._,....-.......

the reading tutors: later: ,Tbe-community worker visited a retired

Bell Telephone Co. executive who, in response to the challenge,
worked as a volunteer in the program for many years.

In addition,

over twenty othervolunteers were accepted as tutors and aides,-The-'.......-

program became exemplary.

.
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A MODEL FOR THE ASSESSMENT OP NEEDED VOLUNTEER SKILLS
John A. Niemi

AA I mentioned this morning, Houle's Typology of Leaderihip
.

,

Model suggests that one of the responsibilities of full-time sraff
in adult education is to provide the training needed by volunteers
in adult education to fulfill their roles.

The model which I wish

to share with you identifies the knowledge, skills, and attitudes
which the adult basic education,teacher should possess.

I

Although

this model analyzes the training needed by volunteer teachers in

ABE,'it can
.

and

has been applied more generally to teachers

.

and trainers working with professions add industry.2'3
Perhaps the chief value of such a model lies in its making ex-.

plicit, and coherent, the relationships among. Knowledge, Skills,
and Attitudes, as they pertain. to the Subject Matter, the Student,

and the Learning Process.

For the purpose of the model, "Skills"

refer to specific competencies required of volunteer teachers and
are stated in behavioral terms; "Attitudes" refer to characteristics,

beliefs, or "feelings."
Subject Matter.

Concerning the first category, Subject Matte; it is axiomatic
that volunteer teachers must have a Command of their materials.
Such command includes understanding, for example, the characteristics,
or distinctive fe6tures, of English,, compared with arithmetic; the

major topics or concerns of each subject area; and-the relationships among them.

As for attitude, volunteer teachers must display

enthusiasm in presenting material to their. students, helping them

to see a purpose in what they learn.

.

Research has demonstrated

this attitude to be of crucial importance in teaching under-educated
adults.

It is likewise important that volunteer teachers keep up

to date on new developments in their field.

As for methodology,

which brings Subject Matter and Student together, that topic is
dealt with under the category Learning Process.
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,Student

) The second category, Student, encompasses the phyaiologilel,

psychological, and sociological characteristics of under-educated
adults, who generally comprise the low income population.

Con-.

cerning the physiological, volunteer teachers must be informed about

the changes dint occur with human aging, for they may drastically
affect the indiv dualis ability to learn.
fail to realiz

Volunteer teachers who

that auditory and visual acuity, and energy, tend

to. decline w th age might set'unrealistic goals for their students

and themsel

Moreover, the' changes that normally occur w th

aging are often accelerated in the case of under-eduCated adu ts,
because of inadequate health care, pdor nutrition, sub-standard
hdusing,'and lack of recreation.

With reference to psychological characteristics, it

s most

.important that volunteer teachers be aware of students /Often low

self- concepts and accompanying lack of self-confidence; these can
\\

The)

form serious barriers to motivation, or the will to learn.

causes are complex, but can often be traced to the fact that many
1

under-educated adults have lived outside the mainstream of society

most of theilives.

As-a result, compared with the middle class,

their vocabularies and their language skills. generally, as well estheir. thinking skills, have been restricted.

Because many have

experienced constant failure in life;-they have low expectations of

success. Obviously, the motivation of such people toward learning
is very poor:

It is specially diffiCult,for them to participate

in group. activities, where they willvbe called upon to-articulate
their ideas..

In seeking answers for the low self-concepts and poor motivetion of their individual students, volunteer teachers must utilize
as fully as possible what is known about their socio-economic back.-

grounds, which foster many of their attitudes.

And they consider

honestly their own attitudes toward these sub-cultures.

-

To deal first with socio-economic factors, it is clear that
the under-educated adult differs from the general population with

O
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respect to education, income, employment, occupation, family
size, health, and residence.
iable.

Here,,education is the crucial var-.

To a great extent, it determines occupation, which in turn

determines tncome, and all of thesenre,related to family size,
health,"and residence.

Typically, the poorly educated adult suffers

extended periods of unemployment or is forced to accept jobs that
.

arc unskilled or semi-skilled in nature and that yield a low income.
Concerning.health, under-educated adullts have a higher incidence
of diseate, more chronic_illnesses, higher rates of infant' mor-

tality, lower life expectancy, and greater'evidence of generally
,poor physiCal and mental health. -Usually they live in dilapidated
housing in segregated neighborhoods,Iwhere broken families are
common and statistics of social deviancy and crime are disproportionately

Today it is-well known that the socio- economic factors men-

tioned above, and the attitudes they engender, have created:unique
sub-cultures with characteristics quite distinct from those Of the
dominant middle class society.

In teaching under-educated adults,

volunteer-teachers must realize that these sub-cultures have their
own values and their own modes of communication.

These values are

expreised in a pragmatic. way of life which, among other things,

emphasizes' present or short-term needs, insteadof long-range plan-

ningthat looks to the future.

As for communication, these adults

tend to think and speak in- concrete terms, rather than abstract

terms, and their limited vocabularies force them to rely heavily
on non-verbal farms of communication.
Having'analyzed the problems of their individual learners,
volunteer teachers need to find ways to raise the confidence of
learners in\themselves and to create in them a thirst for learning.

The learners' success will depend to a marked degree upon their
own attitudes.

As the model indicates, volunteer teachers' sense

of empathy with the learners must include patience with problems
\

dictated by physiological chang s, by low self - confidence and
poor motivation, and by the na ure of the sub-cultures.

HoweVer,
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volunteer teachers, will have to watch-that their overwhelming
concern for those - problems does,not create in theman.uncorsciously negative attitude, especially toward the "live 'for today"
philosophy of many learners and their model] of communication.

For

example, knowing the acute sensitivity of under-educated adult:

to nonrverbal cues, volunteer teachers will not betray disdain by

facial eXpressionor gesture.

They will be positive in their out-

look, appreciating such values as the close kinship ties within
the sub-cultures and respecting their modes of communication.

As

for communication, it must help volunteer teachers to know that

scholars hive increasingly judged the languages of the sub-cultures

to be not "inferior,"-butgrammaticil and highly functional within
the group.

These attitudes on the part of volunteer teachers are

crucial to their success in motivating learners.,

For to attack

the values or the modes of communication within the sub-cultures,
no matter hoW good the intent, is to attack learners and, in effect,

to undo all the attempts to benefit them.

Learning Process
The third category, Learning Process, which encompasses adult
learning principles and the-adult.education process, is closely.

tied to the other two categories, as volunteer teachers musthave
a knowledge of'iheir subject matter and their learners in Order
to help them learn.

Here are some examples of how volunteer teachers

can.intelligently relate adult learning principles to the presentation of theirusubject matter, as well as to some characteristics
of their students.

An awareness of their limited ability to think

in abstract terms should impel volunteer teachers in organizing
their subject matter, to move from simple ideas, stated in concrete
language, to more complex or abstract, ideas, and to support any
generalizations he makes with "hard" facts.

Or volunteer teachers

who understand the low self-concepts of their students, and the
'effect upon their motivation, will allow adequate time in which to
cover material.

If teachers proceed too quickly, they will.soori

find that'their students, discouraged and unable to keep up, will
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drop out.

Volunteer teachers should alWays make the subject

matter relevant to their students, e.g.,-by citing illustrations
that 'have meaning for them and by encouraging them to cite ill,

astraioqs.

Finally, volunteer teachers who recognize their

students' penchant tor quick "returns," will make sure that the
subject matter. appears immediately useful to them.

The adult education process involves setting up operations
to put the learning principles into practice.

The importarke of

establishing a favorable climate for learning, based on positive
relationships between volunteer-teachers and. students and fostering
.

active participation by them, can hardly be over-stated.

Volunteer

teachers must be able to diagnose individual learning problems and.
to help stadenta set behavioral objectives accordingly.

Always,

'they-must take,inte account that .these students .tend to .be rigid

In their thinking and impatient in the pursuit of learning, and to
have poor work habits.

In the initial stages, then, the objectives

might be of the kind that require simply the recall of facts.

As

the-students move into more complex material, the emphasis will be
on objectives that require them to analyze or'to synthesize what they
have learned.

Constantly keeping in mind that-each individual has

unique problems', responds.to a different kind of motiyationi and
.learns at,a different rate, volunteer teachers will vary their
,materials and techniques.

.

Finally the adult education process de-

mands fromvolwateer teachers much skill of 'evaluating the students,
themselves; and the program.

Such evaluation should begin in the
-

early stages of a program,:when objectives are being designed, and
should act- as a continuous check on the degree to which they are
being achieved.
In the Learning Process category, as in -the categories of Sub6.

ject Matter and Student,.the attitude of volunteer teachers is of
vital importance.

They need to hold, and to make known to their

students, an active conviction that they can learn._and teachers
must be flexible enough to alter their course of /actiiin when they
'Terceive that students are confused or'fatigfied.

Finally,
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volunteer teachers' ow.sOnterest in keeping up to date with new

theories and practices muabe matched by a Willingness to experiment
with them.

In summary, the model presents a rather formidable range
of Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes.

The model is probably

"ideal,'" in that few of us could claim such qualifications.

it is hoped*that the mod 1

educated adults, will h
i

/teachers

But

based as it is upon research or under-

e something useful to say to volunteer

and to the per one who select and train them.

One implication of/ this model for training is that it could
.

;

be used as the basis f i self-assessment by volunteer teachers.
The administrator 'of

It.

lunteer programs can devise a self-evaluation

instrument to enable oluntee teachers to determine their own
levels of need.

To c. ose my presentation, I want to give two examples

of what might be inc uded in a self-assessment instrument. for volunteer teachers.

6

A good volunteer teacher ptovides
learning.opportunities.that take into
account the characteristics of adult
basic education students.

(I) APPLYING WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED TO YOUR
JOB AS A.1.10LUNTEER TEACHER

Self Rating

Ib

.

.

Don't

WZZir

Pair

Strong

Recommendations

Know

1

...

0

Do I understand the physiological
changes that occur in. the aging'
process?
.

.

.

.

2)

.,

Do I know the reasons for low
self-concepts held by individual
students?

.

...

3)

Am I able to determine reasons for
differences in modes of communication?

.
.

.

.

.

_

)
.

6

2)

HOW ADULTS LEARN

A good volunteer teacher is able to help
others learn. He/she understands how adults
learn and applies this knowledge with increasing competence.
e--

[ Don't
Know

1)

Do I have knowledge of current
adult
theories?

2)

Am 1 able to select and use
appropriate teaching techniques .
(e.g..
lecture, buzz groups, etc.)?
.

3)

,

Am I able to select and create
appropriate learning aids (e.g.
films, charts, tapes, etc.)?

-

...

.

.

.

Weak

.

Fair

Strong

Recommendation for future
training
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ORIENTATION AND TRAINING OF VOLUNTEERS
Panel 02

Moderator:

Dr. John A. Nicmi

Facilitator:

Participants: Ch6ryl Eebrook
Ronnie Briton
Virginia Patterson

Mrs. Alice Leppert

Training Director, Cirl Scout Council
Staff of Project GRASP
President, Pioneer Girls, Inc.
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In her boo

Marlene Wilson,...

The Effective Management of Volunteer Programs,

es training as "meant to encompass anything that

helps to increase the realization of a person's or organization's
potential."

It:is, indeed, the actual development of human resources

which, in voluntary organizations particularly, can be assisted thiough
based on a well-organized orientation and training design.

The philosophy

1 and objectives of such a program (discussed in Panel 01) should be
.

written out, wi

the content areas specified.

Methods, techniques,

and materials to be used should be identified and described as they
relate hpecifically to the goals of the organization.

Such procedures

would benefit staff who have been chosen as trainers, by showing them
their expected duties and responsibilities in the training of volunteers.
Orientation or pre-job training introduces the volunteer to the
organization and staff and, more often than not, features lectures,
slides, and informational literature. .During this period of aquaintance,
the volunteer becomes aware of the program's purpose, begins to
evaluate'it, and learns what tasks and responsibilitiei are expected
of him or her.

Though the basic guidelines for orientation are similar in most
voluntary'brganizations, their implementation and the techniques used
vary according to the services offered.

At Pioneer Girls, Inc., far

instance, this period is used to describe and discuss the various clubs
and camp programs that are offered.

On the other hand, Project GRASP,

whose trained tutors (volunteers) work with individuals rather than
groups, employ this time to show trainees the materials that are used
and the record-keeping systems. Orientation in the Girl Scout Council
is frequently conducted by the person who recruits the troopleader

7u
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and tncludes, among many other items; a needs assessment for training
and a job agreement (an individual agreement, that goes beyond the,

job description, between the .toop leader and the consultant)

.

A job description is also called to? by Pioneer Girls, Inc.,
but during on-the-job training, not during orientation.

Each individual

la involved in personalizing a standardized job description that sets
forth Eanndards and goals.

In its training-rogram (or workshop as

it is called) Project GRASP teaches fundamental instructional strategies
to the volunteer.

These techniques are explained and-their

application is demonstrated, through the use of actual materials.

Many handouts are distributed, containing advice on reading difficulties
and other Problems that might arise.

Upon completion of the -work-

shop, the Volunteer (now a tutor) is assigned a student.
Interestingly, formal training for the Girl Scout Council in the
Northwest Cook County area is'voluntary.

It is announced in a train-

ing calendar as if it were in entire course (10 hoirs), but is
modular in concept.

New leaders are guided to register for those

sessions which meet their needs.

(Previousexperience counts here.

For instance; a.seasoned-social worker.would be counselled out of
a session on "girl behavior".)

Ultimately, leaders receive a card

or certificate testifying to completion of the training task.
Trainers for troop leaders and other volunteer- positions are

themselves volunteers frogi a variety of backgrounds. ,Belese they
are a much smaller group and represent a much greater span of
differences in experience, the training or learning needs that they
request are assessed on a'one-to-one basis in'individual conferences
with the Training Director.

It is often difficult'to arrange a formal

course, in educational theory, classroom instruction, and use of

audio-visual equipment because of the locale, the time of day (some
are "weekday only" people, others are "evening only") and size
of group.

'Accordingly, the apprenticing of a new trainer to an

experienced one is often_delayed until a group of 8 or more*new4.
trainers can-be assembled.

Trainers are given opportunities to
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put limits on times, days, and location of courses they will give.

When a person volunteers fora.job, he or she wants t be involved
right Away and, frequently, the time spent in training might be
perceived as an obstacle.

Here are a few tips:

the closer the

timing of training is to the time of recruitment the better;
training should be as short and concise as possible; volunteers
frequently want to be "spoon-fed" (the Girl Scout Council's

individualized study methods have not enjoyed much success with
their volunteers); meet the questions of the volunteer when they
come up not later.

One way to evaluate a training progrih is to measure the
effectiveness of the Volunteer
obtain measurable results.

but it is meil:Ways easy to

However, feedback from the.volunteers

themselves can be an invaluable aidA At Project.,CRASP volunteers
hold in-service meetings to discuss!their problemi.

At Pioneer

Girls, Inc., volunteers organize their own staff conferences, at
which the content is structured accordini.,to their needs.

Once a

year they meet with the paid staff to discuss any issues that have
come up over the previous year.

On the basis of such input

from volunteers, an effective training program can be designed.

Meetings such as these also serve to build in volunteers a sense
of identification with the organization and with continuous
learning which, in turn, leads to greater:commitment nnd dedication
to the program - an enviable asset to any voluntary association.
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VREPAR6G AND TRAINING THE VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR:
A MODEL FOR PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
Paul ['Holy

Why train volunteer coordinators?

What are some of the

nvcessary elements of effective volunteer coordinator training?
To what extent to differing types of volunteer organizations
require differing leadership abilities?

to all effectiveyolunteer coordinators?
questions to be addressed.

Are there skills common
These are important

Based on the assumptions that (1)

volunteer coordinator training is important and (2) there are
both,specific and general skills required of volunteer coordinators, this presentation will be divided into two parts.

The

first will consist of an examination of how goals and leadership
styles differ among volunteer programs*.

To this end, an attempt

will be made to categorize types of volunteer.programs.

From

this vantage point, perhaps those who coordinate volunteers could

Ascertain the direction and specifics of effective training.

The

second part will focus on a host of volunteer management components
that might serve as a basis for a coordinator training curriculum.
Due to time limitations, the discussion might raise more questions
than it answers.

To cover exhaustively these issues is simply out

of the question.

Rather, let. us explore some highlights of the

training.of volunteer coordinators, especially its processes, in
the hope that the. questions we have raised might be addressed in
the futUre.

The importance of volunteer coordinator-training cannot be
over-stated.

As Mr. Collins suggested in his earlier presentation,

the haphazard utilization of volunteers and the fears held by paid

personnel and decision-makers about bringihg volunteers into large

instituions could be minimized by well-organized, thoughtful volunteer training and supervision.

Indeed, good volunteer coordinator

training migi'll`be the clincher for maintaining a strong voluntary
program-.

This becomes apparent when-the:extent of management

...
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responsibilities Is made clear.

To cite specific examples, Jet

us recarlitulate some of the more fruqUent concerns:
1.

Volunteers will assume too mud, control over client groups.

2.

Volunteers will not, be accountable to supervisors.

3.

Volunteers will want to "do their ownthing" in an inappropriate setting.

4.

Volunteers will tack commitment, tending to be here today
and gone tomorrow.

5.

Volunteers will be disloyal and will scrutinize many
facets of the program with a critical but untrained eye.

6.

Volunteers will create breaches of confidence.

Such fears could be allievited through proVision of a structure
and learning opportunities for volunteers.

As Mr..Collins pointed

out, the key element seems to be the building of volunteer commitment by offering volunteers a congenial learning environment or
some other kind of "motivation paycheck."

Specifically, this means

high quality orientation, pre-service and in-service training, supervision, and evaluation of volunteers--the onus for which falls on
the shoulders of the volunteer coordinator.

Given the complex nature

of volunteer programs, the volunteer coordinator must have or acquire
leadership ability or face dire conseqUences.

To what extent do those responsibilities and the accompanying

need for specificleadership abilities vary according to type of
volunteer program?* With the advent of proactive treatment
untarism, we are witnessing new, positive modes of training, much of
which depends-upon and emerges from the specifics of the programs.
Thus far we have viewed voluntarism in many forms and have observed
'attempts to categorize volunteering according-to purpose, structure,
and setting.
volunteers.

Mrs. Leppert shared with us two ways of categorizing
The first was by the type of voluntary action, that is,

Issue-Oriented, Service-Oriented, Institution-Based, Community Development, and Generalized Constituency Groups.

The second was by

the specific field of voluntary service or action, such as Civic
Affairs, Communications, and Edudation, to name but a few.

Thesd

examples suffice to illustrate that many types of voluntary action

o
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do exist within every specific field of voluntary action.

Hence,

we iind insue-OrIcnied and Service-Oriented volunteers, as 'sell

an institution-Based volunteers, working within the fields of civic
affairs, communications, and education.

The appropriate matrix is

indicative of the larger picture of voluntarism and suggests the

,

.

'wed for specific leadership'skills matched to the type of voluntary
action and structure.
Among-the many types of voldnteer programs, certain dichotomies'

The-

can be drawn which might Call for additional leadership skills.
first dichotomy relates to institutional support.

Volunteer programs

which rely on larger institutions for their existence that is, institutional volunteer pregrais-can be separated from those which
stand alone, that is, all Nolunteer programs.

The leaders of the

former type heariresponsibility for orienting higher administrators
and officials, as well as other paid personnel, to the various phases
of the Nolunteer program and for building a sense of harmony among
various factions.

The volunteer coordinator must be insightful

enough to realize the needs and goats of the larger organization
and to envisage how the volunteer program might effect them.

This

entails being alert to any signs of conflict and quick to respond
creatively.

Often the bringing of paid personnel into the'volunteer

orientation and training processes can avert trouble while promot:
ing good communication.

All volunteer programs, on the otherhand,

usually require chiefly, leaders who can raise funds and speak in.'
public.

Indeed,-survival of a program might depend uponthis ability.

In addition, the leader must be a competent organizer, maintain-a
consistent pace, and keep morale high.

The second dichotomy, linked with the first, concerns the degree
of.formaltty.

Formally structured volunteer organizations usually

work toward long-range goals, have explicit training and behavior
standards, dnd are often well-established., Examples include the
Girl Scouts, the Red Cross, and the Peace Corps.

Leaders-of such

,

organizations need a sense of structure and should have internalized
the goals of the organization'.

This often means following the rules

C'

.
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and procedures manuals and administering according to schedules.
The ability to follow and give instructions is paramount.

InCormaliy

structured volunteer organizations on the other hand, tend to be
temporary, reaching for short-range goals in ad hoc fashion.

.

Their

success might'depend upon a leader's model of behavior--whether he
or she is charismatic, possess an ability to generate enthusiasm,
and is constantly aware of the population to be served.

Examples

are community cause groups, tax reform groups, and legislative
action groups.

These dichotomies serve as illuitrations and are not necessarily
A more realistic picture would show combinations of

the rule.

the above types and

therefore, a combination of leadership abilities.

These abilities would repay further study.

Regardless of the type of organization, all volunteer coordi.

It could be that the following

nators encounter certain problems.

components require clarification and amplification according to the.

type of voluntary organization.

Identifying the Need and Recruiting Volunteers
To borrow from Mrs. Leppert's presentatio'n yesterday, a strong

link between identifying the need and recruiting volunteers is suggested.

This means determining the motives of the volunteers and

then building on that knowledge to design effective programs.

She

elaborated the point that identifying the need and recruiting vol.

unteers often involves marketing a product, or reaching the public
with a logical "motivation paycheck" for recruitment purposes.
Once the purpose of .the program has been addressed and determined,

the job becomes selling of that product. 'In recruiting volunteers
the task is simply getting others to do something you want them to
do and committing their time and energy in return i r some benefits.
The volunteer coordinator, or recruiter, must' understand what people

want in return for their commitment to the organization.. The experience, satisfaction, and learning they receive is often their
°

motivation paycheck.

This knowledge is at least as important as

a knowledge of actual recruiting techniques because, without this
understanding, recruiting efforts would be hit or miss, and:. the risk
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of turnover rate would be high.' Some.examples of recruiting techniques are. as follows:

Speaking to service clubs, universities, churches, and
synagogues;
Brochurvo appealing to people's motives;
4

Public relations, not just stories but genuine articles
getting to the heart of the organization;
Open house
orientarton
Not all people were meant to be volunteers.

Even if they have

laudable motives, some people simply do not possess the skill and
ability to.be a helping agent.

In the same way, not all organiza-

tions are worthy of a volunteer's time.

They might have charac-

teristics that simply do not agree with a volunteer's ethics, goals,
or attitudes.

Orientation is a time to discover such discrepancies.

It is important for the organization to find out about the motives,
abilities, and goals of the volunteer and for the volunteer to find
These pur-

out about the goals and purposes of the organization.
.

poses could be achieved by arranging interviews between the volunteer, and the staff, clients, and administrators.

These inter-

views should elicit the reason why thd potential volunteer came and
what his or her capabilities and goals are'. Also, a knowledge of hisof her interests, hobbies, and other time commitments could be an
impOrtant factor in determining suitability for the proposed role.
The volunteer should always know exactly what would be expected,
what some of the broader policies are, how the-supervision works,
and the degree of responsibility or-authority he/she would assume.
Pre- service or Training

Pre-service for volunteers offer the appropriate time to provide the training necessary for them to do their task.
volunteer organizations normally do a good job.

Formal

The training

should be specific, detailed, and directly related to the task at
hand.

t.

-
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Many administrators believe that it is better to have no volunteers than to have some who have.not been trained.

Nothing con-

cerning a person's abilities should be taken for granted or else
the long-range future of the volunteer program will become jeopardized.

Good training canyrovide incentives, reduce turnover, and

build teamwork.
Placement

Placement means matching the volunteer with a regular staff
person or assign the volunteer to a particular task:

If the vol-

unteer is to work with people, then the placement requires-careful
thought. 'Will. the personalities match or complement each other?

Will their values clash?

Will it be hard for one or the other to

concentrate:on the task?

Will they learn from each other?

It is

important that the volunteer coordinator realize the elements of

.

this relationship.

Supervision
Volunteers should be regarded as serious workers who can dell
with responsibilities and who desire supervision.

What is needed

is open,' honest, and on-going discussion of the volunteer's performance.

Awareness of a volunteer's successes and failures is the

key to providing him or her the right environment, materials, and
resoui'Ces.:Whether supervision is done by the volunteer coordinator,
paid staff,'or other volunteers, it is essential to the volunteer
and it is certainly vital to the program.

In-service Training
More often than not, volunteers desire learning.

It is a key

motivator and, as such, must be kept alive, not only on the job, but
also in courses, workshops, and conventions.

Over 80 universities

Offer courses in voluntarism, and hundreds of agencies provide
specific skill training for volunteers.

Programs that can assist

with tuition or registration fees of courses and workshops are
naturally attractive to volunteers.

Still, volunteers will pay to

attend training programs, and the supervisor or coordinator should
alert them to opportunities.

o.,

Training iA important because it leads growth.

more desirable that the organization

It is even

offer In-house training

tip volunteer ntaff. Together they might discover new trends in
the field, new techniques, and materials that may be important.

Recognition and Evaluation
A presentation later in the day will address this subject,
and so will be treated minimally here.

Recognizing the volunteers

are important and letting them know how much their work is appreciated is vital.

No one wants to be taken for granted.

Volunteers

are people first, with needs and self-images, like everyone else.
Funding

It takes time and money to run a volunteer program, and the
costs can be high.

Direct costs such as use of telephone, mail,

printing, materials, and time spent supervising can add up.

Other

direct costs might include workshop expenses, award ceremonies,
child care, and conference fees.

Voluntary organizations which

rely on larger institutions for support might-not have the same
need for fund raising.

However, they must be accountable for the

funds spent.

The above volunteer management model might, in the future,
serve as a beginning guide for curriculum design for the volunteer
coordinator.
is not enough.

It must be emphasized that a well-designed curriculum
It should have the quality of humaniam that is ex-

pressed in following attitudei:

belief in human potential, commit-

ment to the growth of the coMmunity, ability to motivate others,
and, finally, to place service to people-above the concerns of the
organization or self.

1
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EVALUATION AND RECOGNITION
Panel #3

.

Moderator:

Dr. John A. Niemi

Participants:

Facilitator: *Mrs. Alice Leppert

Joel Ayres
Sarah Bartlett
Virginia Patterson

Director, PACE Institute, inc.
Staff; Hull House R.S.V.P.
President, Pioneer Girls,' Inc.

The important topic of evaluation of volunteer staff bad been
raised earlier in the day in some of the questions and comments
arising from prior presentations.

The panel began by pointing

out the importance of evaluation, to any organization using volunteers.

This "Why" question was seen as essential to administrators

and volunteers alike.

Without a pzoper plan, there would be limit-

ed data on which administrators could base their measurement of
the effectiveness of volunteers in carrying out their assignments.
This task was viewed as an on-going process involving the volunteers themselves.

With some organizations, like Pioneer Girls,

after orientation and training, a standard job description is
adjusted to the amount of time a volunteer can give and to the
abilities and interest of a volunteer.

The standards and goals

that are then worked out with each volunteer become the basis for
evaluation in a face-to-face session.

This structured approach

to evaluation also answers the What, Who, How, When, and Where

questions ofthislorganization.
In Programmed Activities for Correctional Education (P.A.C..),
a less structured approach is used to evaluate the volunteer tutor
in an adult basic education program.

At the end of a six-week.

period, inmate students are asked whether they wish to continue
with their volunteer tutor.

In addition, adult basic education

teachers learn, by word of mouth, who are the effective volunteer
tutors.

The importance of evaluating volunteers who are not involved

in a training or tutor?, xole was brought out during discussion
by the panel members representing the Retired.Senior Volunteer
Program (R.S.V.P.).

In that organization, volunteers were used
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to rill n multitude of rolon varying from basic offlio skills to
driving and evaluation was incorporated in the day-to-day operations.
By knowing the volunteers and their capabilities administrators
are able to provide important feedback on an informal basis.

All panel members were in agreement concerning the importance
of awarding recognition to volunteers for a job well done.
way is through informal acknowledgment on the job.

One

Formal recog-

nition through special award ceremonies and dinners was seen asa
means by which an organization might show appreciation to volunteers.
it

as generally agreed by thepanel that a volunteer's motivation

for participation in the program--whether social interaction,
improved opportunities for employment, or a chance to offer his/her

abilitiesdeserves some kind of award.- The giving of pins, plaques,
or certificates is one small way in which an organization emphasizes
the value of volunteers to its operation.

Such awards offer en-

couragement to volunteers to continue to make effective contributions
to the organization.

a.
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An gxamihation of Literacy Volunteers of America, Ines
Workshop #1

Paul Ilsley
4

This workshop utilized the lecture /discussion approach to

examine the purpose, methods, and organizational.structurePol
Literacy Volunteers of America, Inc. (LVA)

Participants examined

LVA materials while the following information was shared with
them.

Description

0

Literacy Volunteers of America (LVA) was founded in 1962'in
Syracuse, New York.

Self-supporting affiliates were established

throughout New York state and them in neighboring Northeastern
states.

In order to demonstrate its growing national character,

LVA became incorporated in 1972.

Its purpose, which is to eradi-

cate illiteracy by providing precision training to volunteers, has
remained unchanged.

LVA places heavy emphasis on compiehensive training for vol'unteer tutors who train illiterates f) m zero to fifth grade reading
level.

The training, geared for thos

with high school ability,

utilizes techniques such as slides indrtapes, live demonstrations,

and practice in such training is.spread over eighteen hours (usually
broken down into six, three-hour workshops).

The training provides

four basic techniques for the teaching of reading, how to effectively
combine these approaches, student motivation, diagnosis, lesson
planning, and materials usage.
1.

The Experience Story.

The four basic techniques include:
It is a story based on the student's

own expression, interest or experience.

The tutor writes

the words of the student verbatim, and then teaches the
student to read his or her own words.

This technique

additionally serves as a basis for other techniques.
2.

Sight Words.

This technique helps non-readersmaster key

words using non-phonetic approaches, enabling suchpersons
to recognize the words by sight.
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J.

Phonies. This technique allows for the teaching of sounds
of letters, blends. digraphs, suffixes, prefixes, and
other letter clusters.

4.

yhonics in Pattern's.

This technique helps familiarize low-

level adult readers with groups of word families or the.'
relationship of like-letter rhyming clusters.

Tutors are given or sold the texts Tutor (Techniques Used in

The Teaching ofReading) and Read (Reading Evaluation and Adult
Diagno61s) which are published,by LVA. They provide sufficient
reference information to eliminate any need for notetaking during
the sessions.

Tutor provides step-by-step instructions for ad.

ministering the technigues,motivatte tips, word-group lists,
motivation and reinforcementguides,,and a rationale for the teaching
of reading.

Read is a diagnostic instrument which is administered on a
one-on-one basis and which normally consumes a half-hour to,one
hour.

It provides diagnostic information about basic sight words,

word analysis skills, reading in context, and reading and listening,
comprehension.

The student is placed at one of ten levels, each

representing one-half year, and instructed accordingly*.

Instruc-

tional tips accompany each of 48 skills tested, and students are
advised on their.lgvel.

Methods of Delivery

..

A.

Local,Affiliates.

LVA puts much stock in local semi-auto-

nomous unite called "affiliates."

The initial leadership training

is performed either by paid LVA personnel or by neighboring affiliate
0

volunteers.

Subsequently,, recruitment of'both tutors and*students,

training, placement, supervision, evaluation, recognition, fundraising, public relations, and record-keeping are handled by affil.

iate members.

Explicit 'training instructions are provided in the

.text Basic-Reading Workshop Leaders Handbook, Copieictif which are

given to affiliate leaders.

LVA also proVides a Public Relations

Handbook and a Zomprehensive BiUliographi.

The training slidei and

tapes are lent, occasionally on a permanent loan basis, to affiliate
ro

by the'home office.

ft
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The organization of affiliates io spelled out in the text,

Policies and Proceddrea Handbook, which provides guidance in 'raining, operational sub- programs, requirements for memberahip, fund-

raising, and other organizational areas.

LVA suggenta a network

of functions deaigned.to promote good utilization of all members,

-while avoiding.an_overly heavy burden on any member.

LVA also.

.ilapa out in-service programming, strongly advocating their own

annual nationwide volunteer convention for.tutors and leaders.

Community linkages and guidelines for working with related.
:agencies is important to LVA affiliates.

Such tinkages include

adult basic education (ABE), corrections programs, business and
industry, university programs, in-school teen programs, and library
'programs.

Coordination can aid in the processes of teferral of

students, recruitment of volunteers, fund-raising, and Materials
acquisition.
B

Technical Assistance Programs.

assistance to the above agencies.

LVA has offered technical

Whether agencies behave and re-

spond as affiliates, purchase tapes and materials in order to act
on its own, or simply receives a one -shot training program depends

on the needs of,the individual agency and the terms of the agreement with the home office.

In some states, there is little dif-

ference between ABE and Literacy Volunteers, where the two have
become incorporated at.the state level.

In other states, grants

have. been given to LVA to achiev,e specific training'or organize-,
.

.

tional ends in such areas as corrections, library services, and public school education.

Additional training programs in Learning

Disabilities and English asie Second Languagehive been developed
along with the Basic Reading Workshop, and it is expected that LVA
will diversify even further.'

Advantages
LVA

well-grounded and well-organized.

Its record demon-

strates its success, and apparently point to a need for.more relatively inexpensive.methods.of literacy training or .for its own, ex-.

pension.

0
0

Although somewhat controversial as to their effectiveness,
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materials are viewed as adequate to good.

The READ test, for ex-

ample, is comprehensive In comparlson'to other adult reading
dlagnoatic tugtrumenta and has the additional advantage of fitting
Instructional techniques.

The training is useful for ABE teachers

and others who teach reading.

LVA tutors often desire training;

and, if such training is delivered properly, enthusiasm tends to
remain high, causing both tutors and'students to gain a very
valuable learning experience.

Disadvantages
.

.

.....

Like other recipe-oriented approaches to education, LVA tech.

uiquus tend to cause tutorsto beinflexible and unresponsiveito
student needs.' The materials are viewed by some professionals as
degrading and incomplete, even for adults with high school ability,
and audio-visual techniques are poor to low-grade.

The READ test,

while comprehensive, is long and complex, and is often administered

c6ntraryto the instructions.

Once students reach the fifth grade

level, they are often sent away to fend for themselves, because of
tutors' inability to show them-additional sources of education such'
as ABE ot GED'programs.

Unless tutors are oriented, placed and

supervisedipxoperly, they will show a high turnover rate.

These

and 'other )rogram functions are more often then not left -in the

'hands of u11trained volunteers.

In view of the compleXities of re-

lated agencies and the increasing-sophistication,of volunteer, the
need for explicit volunteer coordinator training becomes imperative.
.

Question and Answers-

.

Questions centered on the feasibility and practicality of
using LVA materials and techniques in home settings, learning
'centers (ABE), and-senior centers. :Arrangements were.initiated

to conduct the Basic Reading Workshop at two sites in the greater
Chicago area.
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nighlathe. Volunteer with the Client
Workshop 02
Owen Lee

A
The following recommendation emerged from this workshop:
J.

Initially, the supervisor should be readily accessible to both
the volunteer and the client.

The availability of a sympathet-

ic third person who.has experience with volunteers and their

clients can serve to facilitate a sense of mutual cooperation
and avert minor problems.

Sometimes easy accessibility makes

serious demands on personal time, but it is an important factor
iii ensuring a.good match between volunteers and clients.
2.

Where feasible, arrangements should be made for volunteers and
prospective clients to attend the same orientation session. This
enables everybody involved to consider questions raised by both
volunteers and clients.

The kind of expectations volunteers and

their clients have of each other can be examined during such a
session.

It should be something of a social event enabling vol-

unteers and clients to become better acquainted, and emphisizing
the essentially egalitarian nature of the voluntary enterprise.
3.

Volunteers need to assess the extent to which the goals of their
client are realistic.

In discussing these goals, volunteers have,

a responsibility to be=specific about the

qualifications which

will be required and the length of time it will take to'achieve
them.

Naturally, a degree of skill and tactfulness is required

of the volunteer to ensure that'clients are not discouraged when
they have to modify unrealistic objectives.
4.

It should be impressed upon volunteers that, in working with their
clients, they are refresenting the organization as well as themselves.

The ideals and norms of the volunteering enterprise can

serve as an inspiration for.the volunteer/client relationship.
'5.

To'encourage sincere and trusting relationshdps, volunteers should
be urged at the outset, to handle problems as they arise rather

than shelving them until they assume unwarranted proportions.
6.

In making evaluations, it is essential to bear in mind the egos,
values, and aspirations of both volunteers and clients.
separate needs should receive sympathetic consideration:

Their

-
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WOMEN TN VOLUNTARISM
Workshop #3
Eve M. Stone

At their conference in 1974, the NationAl Organization for
Women issued a statement on women in volunteer service.

They

tiluved that volunteering is an exploitation of women designed
to keep them In a subordinate position and that women should only
be change-oriented volunteers.

They further suggested that the

status of women would be enhanced if women refused to .volunteer

and society was forced to pay them.
teer in ever-increasing numbers.

Yet women continue to volun-

Does volunteering in fact, under-

mine the push for equality, and is it demeaning for a woman to
volunteer? -it.is the intent of this workshop to investigate these
claims and others more closely, in particular to examine the middleclass volunteer.

One common image of a typical volunteer is that of a middle-

aged woman, from the upper or middle-class, and well-educated-a
"do-woder" finding satisfaction in her role as a worthy member of
her church.: Perhaps she has the "empty nest" syndrome and/or is
going through menopause, and has been advised to "get involved" in
something worthwhile in order to quell the inner-restlessness she
may be experiencing.

I

According to some studies, the agency that she joinswill confirm her status in the community in agreement with her, race, re-

ligion and social prestige.

2

She may "fulfill" herself by such

tasks as helping the sick or needy, fund-raising, and, of course,
socializing with her peers.3

In return, she feels needed.

This is a rather negative stereotype with whiCh some women could

D

undoubtedly be identified, but perhaps it is negative because of the
connatations.conjured up by Such labels as "empty nest," Of menopausal" and even "middle-aged", "middle' -class," and "church member,"

not because of thetterm "volunteer" itself.

As for the reatons-cited-

for volunteering, Should a person be criticized because she is
"fulfilled" by helping others?
O

8
1

4.
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It Is important to recmgnize that women of All ages, married
and 'angle, are volunteering.

Many women with young chaaren wet-

como the chance to get out of the home, not becanse.,theyjdislike

the role of mother, but because mothering might not/meet all their
needs and desires.

If not driven by economic neesssity to seek a

job or by the desire for a paid career, volunteering can be a
'viable alternative for satisfying the motivational needs that many

women have.

4

The claim by sompqeminists that the "energies of many capable
women are channeled into volunteer work"5 and, therefore, that some
effective women are being kept out'of the labor market is a legitimate one.

Many modern women find an outlet for their frustrations

(read ambitions) in the activities of voluntary agencies.

Yet even.

as we acknowledge these facts, we cannot assume that these women
have chosen to volunteer only because they. are denied real career
options.

Volunteering is, after all, a volUntary choice and many

variables are at play in the selection of work, paid or unpaid.

It

cannot be taken for granted that all women volunteers would opt for
a paid job*if they could-find the right one.

Volunteer work offers

such benefits as flexible schedules, choice of the desired type...ol

-Work, and as much involvement as a person wishes; and; if she be-

'comes dissatisfied, she can offer her services o.an agency that
meets her needs and expectations.

Such freedom is not found in

typical full-time or part-time employment.

With the number of vol-

unteers and volunteer organizations increasing, perhaps theemploymeat sector could learn from voluntarism.
Another criticism levelled at voluntarism is'that it is a "safe"
or women to use any potential that they have.

area

In other words,

because they are not competing in the "real" world, mbmen,encounter
less pressure of responsibility, can avoid direct controntation with
men,

6.

and can escape any challenge to their lick of self-confidence,

which is strengthened through socializatioitin a volunteer setting.
There is probably some truth-to this claim, in that women have

notyetentered the "real" world of paid imploymentin any great '
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numhoru and that many who have ore still struggling ambivalently

with their new sea-Image and the one with which they grew up.
['ob./over,

to Imply chat voluntarism is a "safe" area for women is

to take an extreme poSition.

Anyone who has been involved in d

voluntary organization knows that the frustrations, power strut,(..:,

vlos, responsibilities, and other pressures are just as intense
1,1 they are in' the business world.

Unfortunately, even in voluntarism, typically thought of as
1 womaoto field, men are the ones who tend to dominate the ruling
`)o:Irds of most agencies, particularly the instrumental ones.

while more women appear on .the boards of expressive agencies, these
are still dominated by men,
re3ifirmed.

7

and so the-stereotyped sex roles are

For this reason, some feminists see women who volun-

t.t,t as "buying into the system" and perpetuating the inequalities
ko; society.

But; instead of hindering societal change, volunteers

could be viewed as people who are starting withthe basics--starting
wl:ere they can.

In the

oluntarism field, women do not "play at

being men," but find.the,1selves in one of thefew places where they

are allowed to assert.themselyes to any degree and where they can

nain valable skills. Furthermore, rathefthan standing in the
way of equality, it is worth noting-that "women are achieving equal7
llY;

.

.more quickly in,many volunteer sgeheies than elsewhere in

oursociety."8
I

Voluntarism can mean liberation for.women--a chance

r self- experimentation, talent development,-and vocational ex.

ploration.

Therefore, the abolitionorservice volunteering,Af it

were possible, 'Would not.speed equality for women.

On the contrary,

it would stifle-it.while placing further restrictions on their freedom.
Ideally, those benefits of volunteering previously mentioned,

such as flexible schedule and flexible involvement, should be reflected in paid jobs for women.

But until that happens, women should

be encouragedtO seek leadership and policy - making roles in voluntar)i.

organizations.

Moreover, their efforts should be recognized in ways

.

_

.

that go beyond the usual pins and certificates--for example, the
granting of educational credit (aciording to the type of involvement).
C..

.

S
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and the citing of volunteer experience on a resume.
In the long run, it may he that the maiority of volunteers

will consist of men who hove joined "human liberation," because

they have founethat a career cannot satisfy all their needs.
Until women discover that for themylves, voluntarism should be
looked upon not as a threat to equality, but as a stepping-stone.

In the meantime, it should be recognized that no schism really
exists between those feminists who see women service volunteers

as impeding equality and thosewomen volunteers who see equality
as an encroachment. on their territory because it exhorts women to

assume only full-time jobs.

9

More research into the reasons why

4women volunteer and into the changing status of women within volt

unteer organizations is called for.
women.

Voluntarism. can and is serving
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ADVOCACY VOLUNTARNM
Workshop #4

6

Michael Collins

v.'

Background
1

Attempts have been made to label voluntary organizations as
either service-or advocacy oriented.

Service volunteers are

viewed as being solely concerned with helping others cope with
their immediate problems, while advocacy volunteers direct their
efforts towards changing some aspect of the. social system. "Meals

on Wheels," providing company as well as nutritious meals to
elderly people,-and "Candy-Stripers",

helping hard - pressed

professionali in hospitals, typify service voluntary organizations.
The Chicago-based organization People United to Save Humanity
(P.U.S.H.), with its intent to improve the social and economic

lotof minority groups through political action would be described
as an advocacy group.

Alice Leppert expressed a strong belief that the dichotomy
between advocacy and service volunteering is unfortunate because
there are undoubtedly elements of both service and advocacy in

mostvoluntary,organizatione.

However, problems might arise-

where advocacy-oriented volunteers are trying to,operate in a
strictly service - oriented agency.

Talented volunteers who

perceive the need fort/some measure of-change often drop out because their needs are not being met.

She further hypOthesized

that volunteer agencies which attempt to concentrate exclusively
-

.

on either advocacy or service aspects have tended:to disappear.
One response to this point of view was that many'advocacy'groupg
are formed with fairly short-term and specific objectives in mind.
it,these are achieved, there nee
the organization. (Although Chi

with PUSH).

be no concern for the demise of
does not appear to be case

We find volunteer advocates in public welfare,in

rehabilitation,,in corrections, in court work, in health sErVices
and in the.social/political sphere..`

/

r
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Bread.Definition and Areas of Operation

It wasagteed that a volunteer advocate operates in situations
where. people need someone (advocate) to help them deal with an
44.

,

agency, an institution, the bureaucratic set-up, other people, or
themselves.

Exatraies of AdvoCacv Organizations
/

U.

A vast number of volunteer groups operate ip t effield o
/

advocady.

Discussion centered around the follOwing_Welles ablished

agencies:

SAFER FOUNDATION, whose aim is to reduce. crime by Itel ing
,

-former offenders gain control of their lives and find Jo/ s.

This agency was contrasted with SEVEN STEPS, which was established
....

.

It seems-thatthe operation of this

to helpo)eople on parole.
-

group represented too much of a threat to thesauthori led.

In

anyeevent, it is no longer in operation.

ILLINOIS PUBLIC ACTION COUNCIL,' which is cUrret) ly fighting
_

.

the majdr.powerutilities over rate increases.

v.

-ci

r
REACT, through-which volunteers in communities throughput
'

the U.S. monitor a Citizens - Emergency Radii', using their own
e uipment.

Volunteers relay emergency,,Calls for help by phone

/..o
'police. hospitals, serviceatations,:Otc.
Io t

r-

.

,

Recently formed groups; -were also discussed:.
ha/r

CITIZENS'ACTION GROUP,; which set up a

.

in cooperation

with the Chicago,, Tribune' to check-out corruption among public'.
.

.

officials..

/
,

/

/

PARENT ACTIVIST GROUP, which established itself within
the ,Chicago School District. Its concerns seem to go beyong those
,

.

of/ :conventional P.T.A.'organizations.' !I

.

Tipes of Advocacy

/

Three major types of advocacy agencies were identified:
/

.

1.

Those that he

people deal' with the prevailing institutional

.,-

set-up;forieximplei legal assistance agencies.

They are not

interested in pursuing 'social change as a goal. Volunteer aides
...

a

la such agencies could be quite conservative.

They are comforLhle

with the current soelal get-up, but they want to,make sure that
everyone can participate in using its institutions.

They view their

role as helping to eliminate individual problems rather than making
major changes inbsociety.
2.

Those working for social change--"change-oriented" agencies.

Their members range from moderate liberals to extreme radicals.

For

all of thein, the most significant volunteer advocacy comes at the
social action level.

They aim to make bureaucrats more responsive

to public needs -and to promote recognition that power depends upon
organized- activity.
-3.

Ahose volunteer organizations which combine the aspects

cited in items #1 and #2 above, but which see coping with "here and
now" problems as having more immediate importance than working to

chnge institutions.
a

Trends and Issues
1.

Since War on Poverty funds have been reduced, there is

greater need than ever for volunteer advocacy action.
2.

Advocacy has "turned off" many people, because it is as-

sociated with the activism of the 1960's which has turned to disillusionment.

However, not all advocacy is concerned with social

change, and hence is not the same as "activism."

The student ac-

tivists were identified as discontented middle - class: youth "doing

their thing."

There is some indication that concerned people who

became disillusioned with the radicalism of the 1960's are looking
for a new way to express their social concerns.

Advocacy volun-

tarism provides an outlet for them.
3.

During the 1970's, members of the middle -class have tended

to be more concerned with self-improvement than with social concerns.
This wave of."self-absorption" is seen as part of a reaction to the
1960's brand of radicalism.

Despite Tom Wolfe's definition of the

1970's as the "Me Decade", however, there areslims that some segments of the middle class are beginning to question this,"Looking
after #1" ethos and to turn their attention to wider social issues.
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4.

It is necessary to stress the importance of client in-

volvement nt all levels, in order do avoid the patronizing tilt'.

iudo which has often characterized middle-class volunteer groups.
5.

Advocacy volunteering is necessary to meet social im-

veratives Witch arc occurring at an ever increasing rate.

Other-

wtse, by the time middle-class volunteers are ready to act, the
)oar might no longer be amenable to receiving help from them.
6.

As the training and socialization of social workers does

not tom; on skills needed for the achievement of social change,
there is a special need for advocacy training in this area.
7.

Literacy training can be approached as an advocacy en-

deavor, using the consciousness-raising techniques pioneered by
Paulo Freire.

Attempts are being made to adapt his methods to

the North American urban setting.
Le has now become. almost commonplace to denigrate the al_

truistic efforts of middle-class white Americans.

This attitude

is unfortunate, because an enormous pool of organizing ability exists within the middle class.

Perhaps it is time for adult edu-

cators to take a hand in helping revive the morale of middle - class

liberals who have so much to offer the voluntarism movement.

Pro-

vided that the client group is well represented in leadership po;.itions, it is likely that poorer people would still welcome genuine efforts made on their behalf.

I.
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Using the University As A Source of Tutors For
An klgiish As a Second Language Program
Workshop 05

David J. Caravella

I would like to'introduce what I have to say from the per-

spectivethat English as a Second Language programs consist of two
types with respect to the make-up of the student population: homo,

geneous or heterogeneous.

By "homogeneous", I mean a program in

which students come from the same language and cultural background.
By "heterogeneous"., I mean a program' in which students represent a
mixture of languages, and cultural backgrounds.

Permit me to use myself as a case study of a volunteer working
in a homogeneous ESL program.

I had received an M.A. in'Latin

American Studies to prepare for college teaching., But I decided to
experiment'by taking a job with the Cook County Department of Public
Aid as a Caseworker in order to try social work and learn the inside
story of the welfare system.

The job was a big disappointment.

It

seemed that there was an unwritten law against doing any genuine
social work, a law dictated by overwhelming caseloads, and a maze of
voluminous and contradictory regulations.

The work actually consisted

of a lot:of paperwork and some detective work to determine eligibility
for welfare.

Anyone with a high school education and street "savvy"

could doles good a job or better.

I felt frustrated because my

gI

talents,were being under utilized.

So what did I do, faced with an increasingly meaningless job and
a job market whiCh was no longer demanding area studies specialist?

I dropped into.the community center in my neighborhood and found a
VISTA folunteer trying to get an ESL program going for Mexican
.immigrants working in the heavily industrial area of Argo, Illinois.
My motivation in joining him was a desire to help others in a meaning,-

ful way'and to see if I could really teach.

We were more successful

than the local high school evening program in attracting students
'because of our more informal atmosphere.

.

9

As a. result, the. high

$9

qhool's adult education director wisely decided to give us financial
aggkiant.c. by channeling some of his federal Adult Education funds

oo way.

Thus, a volunteer teaching Job turned into a part-time

lob ror pay.

0

Now, surety there are persons with similar motivation on the north
:lide of ChicagoLand, I thought.

age or votonLarism in past.

But people kept telling me that the

The experience of the MONACEP ESL program

contradicts that belief.

THE MONACEP EXPERIENCE
It is one matter to find a bilingual volunteer to work in a
homogeneous ESL classroom.

It is quite another to find volunteers

willing to work in a classroom where, out of fifteen students, only
two share the same native language.

Add to that inadequate admin-

istrative time for the training of volunteers, and the recruiting of
suitable volunteers becomes problematic.

Where do you find suitable volunteers for a heterogenous ESL
program with students from fifty different countries?

One good source

is your nearby university, with a linguistics department offering a

TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages) Specialization'
component within its graduate program in applied linguistics. However,
more often than not, such programs are heavy on theory, whereas
students are'desirous of a chance for practical application.
to the winter of 1977, our internship program got its start when
one of my instructors enrolled at Northeastern University to obtain
college credit for supervising and training new ESL instructors.
There were several other students in her graduate course who were
looking for a setting in which to do student, teaching in ESL.

We

arrived at an informal agreement with Dr. John Haskell, the Professor
involved, whereby three of my instructor's classmates interned at two
of our five ESL class\locations.

They received graduate credit for

ESL student teaching: \my,instructor obtained the credit she sought.
One of the conditions attached, namely, a sixty-hour time commitment
spread out over eleven we eks, alleviated a common apprehension about
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'volunteers -- reliability.

All of them completed the commItmen

.

Besides obtaining a workable IWO commitment, another advantage
of this source of volunteers is that they already had ESL method logical
theory.

.

In this winter of 1978, we have seven interns, though n t

all have a strong theoretical background.

Therefore, we institu ed

the following training expedient:

,

1.

Interns observed several different ESL instructors,
one per class session, for the first few weeks.

2.

Interns observed the instructors to whom they were
specifically assigned, usually those with the largest
classes.

3.

Interns tutored slower students individually, proceeded
to small group drills orally, and then taught part of
class lesson. Essentially, selected classes ended up
enjoying the benefits of team teaching.

In conclusion, from a program coordinator's perspective, an
internship program benefits greatly from the use of volunteers
who can be relied upon, and students gain more' individual attentio

.

A disadvantage is that the interns are available for only one term.
One potential solution is to arrange for interns from other college
to cover the other terms.

We will try that next year.

4

Voluntarism at the Crossroads:
Evaluation of. Workshop
Ilsley

I.

Purpose

#

4

This report covers the February 10-11 Voluntarism at the Crossroads Workshop, which was attended by 62 participants.

Details

concerning its PUrposes and program can be found in the Appendix.

The purpose,ofthis evaluation report is to indicate the degree of
participant satisfaction after attending the workshop.

This report,'

forms part of a Larger study in which the Center for the Study of
Evaluation (CSE) Model was employed.
II.

Workshop Evaluation
The Kropp-Verner Attitude scale was administered, along with

five open-ended questions, at the last session of the workshop.

The purpose of the scale is to measure the "reaction of a total
group in attendance at a short-term organized educational activity
(i.e., a meeting, conference, workshop, institute, etc.).

111

The

scale consists of 20,attitude statements ranging from "It was one

of the most rewarding experiences I have ever had" to "It was a
Participants were encouraged to check. all

complete waste of time."

appropriate responses, which were then averaged and multiplied by
the assigned median value.

The complete survey,, which includes'

the Kropp-Verner scale and five open-ended questions, can be found
in Appendix 1.

The instrument was de°signed to assess (1)

the

degree of participant satisfaction in attending the workshop, (2)
a

the suitability of the topless, and (3)

the utility of the subject

matter.

Interpretation of the Data

Degree of Participant Satisfaction
According to Table 1, 87.3 percent of 30 participants returning
questionnaires had a favorable reaction to the workshop as a whole,

*.
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and only 3.3 percent had nn overall unfavorable reaction.

The

to the median value between

mean 'factor-of 3.8704 corresponds

"It helped me perHonialy" and "it solved Home

questions 5 and 6:

The responses are grouped bi-

problems for me," respectively.

modally at questions 5 and 7 ("I think it served its purpose "),
further suggesting that -the degree of participant satisfaction,
was high.
°

Suitability of Topics

Participants were asked to name the most helpful topic, and

\\t

0

he resulting data are displayed in,Table 2.

men

The Program Manage -

Model received 35 percent of responses, followed by other

management functions, such as Strategies for Recruitment, and
Evaluation and Recognition, with 20 percent each

Several parti-7

cipan5s (15 percent) found Myths and Fears of Volunteers to be most
.

.

helpful.

.

Only three participants answered question B2, "What topic

did you find least useful?" (displayed'in Table 3) perhaps indicating that no single topic war viewed as unhelpful.

It was discovered that.participants were, as expected, very
I

diverse in their roles and their needs.

For example, there were

1

varying degrees of expertise
with adult education as well.

nd involvement with volunteers and
It was assumed by the program planners

and the presentors that the majority of participants desired.training
in management and leadership skilli, as can be seen in The Instructional Goals of Appendix 2.

The data seem to support this assumption.

Questions pertaining to the degree of usefulness of two key
sessions concerning managerial skills were asked (questions 3 and 4
in Appendix 1).

Specifically, those sessions were }lanagement

Strategy and Volunteer Leadership Training.

The responses to those

questions, appearing7in Table 4, show that only two participants

responding found the respective sessions.not.usefUlwhile four
participants found Management strategy, very useful and six parti-

cipants found Volunteer Leadership Training very useful.

u
4
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TABLE 1

EVALUATION OP VOLUNTARISM WORKSHOP - KROPP-VERNER QUEETIONNARIE TABULATION

\........,....... -.-...-....-,,.-..........................
.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

,12.
13.
14.
15.
16..

0

17.
18.
19.
20.

Questions

.......

Response

Median
Value

..mrwqm...mbqmimm.-..mr+rn..m.mw+m.

It was one of the most rewarding experiences I've ever had.
Exactly what I wanted.
I hope we can have another in the near future.
It provided the kind of experience that I can apply.
It helped me personally.
»
It solved some problems,for me.
I think it served its purpose.
It had some merits:
It was fair.
It was neither very good nor very poor.
I was mildly disappointed.
It was not exactly what I needed.
It was too,general.
I am not taking any new ideas away.
It didn't hold my interest.
0
It was too superficial.
I leave dissatisfied.
It was poorly planned
I didn't learn a thing.
It was a complete waste of time.

5

17
12

1.13
1.58
2.25
2.77
43.40
4.02
4.44
4.96

7

\130

1

02

2

6. 8

0

6.9'

0

3

7.19
7.45
8.19
8.62
9.29
9.69
10.26
10.86

21.57
7.45

7

12
14
20
7

1

0
3
1

0
0
0

5.65
10.06
27.00
38.78
68.00
28.14
75.48
59.52
37.10
6.02
13.56

0

25.86
9.29
0
1

0

Number of participants = 62
Number of questionnaires returned = 30
Mean factor = 3.8704 (product divided by total responses)

e.
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Percet
tage

...,,..,

Product

4.46
6.25
10.71
12.50
17.86
6.25
15.18
10.71
6.25
.89

1.78
0
2.68
.89

0
2.6.8_.89

0
0
0

TABLE 2
Most Helpful Topic
.4

Topic

Responses

Percent

7

35

Strategies for Recruitment

4

20

Evaluation and Recognition

4

20

Myths and Fears of,Volunteers

3

15

Voluntary Organizations

1

Women in Volunteering.

1

Program Management Model

.

5

Condlusions

Because of the number and variety of participants,.it can be
It can

assumed that promotion of .the workshop, was successful.

also be that a vast amount of material was covered in the workshop.

For some participants, the amountwas perhaps excessive.
matiOn overload might account for the'low return rate.

InforIn general,

however, the participant satisfaction level as measured by the
Kropp-Verner scale was high, as was-.the suitability of the topics.

III. Follow-up Evaluation
Questions other than the ones addressed in the Workshop Evaluation include these:

What effect, if any, did the workshop have

on participants in relation to their jobs, desire for further training, and goals of building their volunteer programs?
the next step for this initial group of participants?

What should be'
If repeated

to a new group of participants, how would the program be changed?

In the hope of finding the answers to these questions, a survey was
conducted five weeks following the workshop.

It was assumed that

by then the "Halo effect" would have worn off, and that any change
in behaVior on the part of participants would have occurred. .Specifically, the questionnaire (Appendix 3) attempted to shed light on

such factors as retention ofknowledge, utility of the various sessions, desire to modify activities involving volunteers, and overall
benefit of attending the workshop.
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Fifty-five questionnaires were sent, and 33 (60 percent) were
returned.

Specifically, the survey was coded according to type of

instruction received:

'

"W" for those attending the workshop and "C"

for those attending the workshop and subsequent course'sessions.
Increased Commitment
Two questions, four and fiVe, attempted to determine whether
respondents had increased their commitment in working with volunteers.' Replies to question four revealed that since the workshop,

nineteen (57.58 percent) respondents had made plans to increase
their work with volunteers, while fourteen (42.42 percent) had not.
However, 16 cannot be proven that all of this significant number of
respondents increased their activities with volunteers as a direct
result of the Workshop.

Question five, which asked whether respondents have made contact with voluntary agencies since the workshop, is another indicator of behavior.

Of the eighteen who answered, only five (27.77

percent) indicated that they had,: while thirteen (72.2 percent) had
not.

The profile of those who haye contacted other voluntary agen-

cies suggests that all have worked.mith volunteers in the pist and
are currently working with them.

Each of these respondents has had

a variety of voluntary roles, including volunteer, and have served
in at least two voluntary types.

It seems fair to assume that participants who increased their
commitment with volunteers, or who contacted volunteer agencies,
were those who have been and are active voluntarists.

Further, there

is some evidence to suggest that the workshop had a causative
impact toward this end.

But it would not be fair to assume that

participants working in some capacity with volunteers gained more
than another.

Part II of the questionnaire asked respondents to rate five
session topics on a "helpfulness" scale ranging from zero to five.
"Managing Volunteer Programs" had the highest mean (3.61) while
"Recruiting Volunteers" showed the lowest mean (2.97), as displayed
in Table 3.
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TAHLE'3

HELPFULNESS OP WORKSHOP AREAS

N

Mean

Mode

Establishing Volunteer
Programs

20

3.15

3

Regruiting Volunteers

22

2.97

3

Appraising Effective
Training Programs

21

3.33

4

Managing Volunteer
Programs

21

3.61

Evaluating Volunteer
Programs
Finding and Using Local
and National Volunteer
Agencies

3 & 5
(bi-modal)

'19

3.368

4

19

3.421

5

The mode of responses per topic, as determined by the most pre.'

dominant response(s), and of at least five responses, was determined

as well. Accordingly, the topic of the highest mean, "Managing
Volunteer Programs" was bi-modal, with responses clustered at medium
and high leveli.

Yet, the topic of "Finding and Using Local and

National Volunteer Agencies" had a'high appeal to more participants,
which suggests that'it also had a broader range of appeal.
In conclusion, it can be said that all of the instructional

objectives were met with a significant number of the participants.
.Some participants gained from every session.

gained the most?

Which participants

It seems that, participants with a background and

an active interest in volunteering gained the most.

The sharing of

97

knowledge proved to be enlightening for participants, especially-

for those who lacked confidence or an understanding of voluntarism
as an enterprise.

Although voluntarism is quite segmented, the

workshop did not seem to cause participants to concentrate too
closely on their own areas, but opened up options for them.

To

that extent, attitudes appear to have changed.

t.

0
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APPENDIX 1
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VOLUNTARISM AT Tilt CROSSROADS
February 10 and 11, 1978
Hillside Holiday Inn

EVALUATION FORM
A.

e

Please check (1 ) only those statements which most accuratelS,
describe your personal reaction to the total workshop:'

_
-

It was one of the most rewarding experiences I have ever had.
NA

Exactly what I wanted
I hope we can have another in the near future
It provided the kind" of experience that I can apply to my own
situation

It helped.me personally

4.

II%

It solved some problems for me
I think it served 'its purpose

It had some merits.

It was fair

_
_

It was neither very good nor very poor
I Was.mildly disappointed
It was not exactly what I needed

.

It was too general
I an not taking any new ideas away

_

It didn't hold my Interest
It was much too superficial
I leave dissatisfied
It was poorly planned

I didn't learn a thing
It was a complete waste of time

I.

0

99

B.

1.

What topic did you find most helpful ?_

2.

What topic did you find least useful?

3.

Did you find the sessions concerning management strategy:

Very Useful

Not Useful

Useful

Comments:

Did you find the sessions concerning volunteer and volunteer
leader training

4.

Very Useful

Not Useful

Useful

Comments:

5.' Do you desire further training in voluntarism?
Yes

No

Depends on the type of training

4

Comments:

IOC,
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APPENDIX 1

VOLUNTARISM AT THE CROSSROADS
follow -up Survey

Five weeks have past since you attended the voluntarism workshop at the
Hillside Holiday Inn. We hope that you have had the opportunity to
digest and use some of the materials and ideas presented to you. To help
us gain an understanding of the effectiveness of the workshop, wt would
greatly appreciate your response to the follewing,questions. A coded
identification number has been written on your questionnaire.
It -is not
necessary to sign your name. Please answer the questions completely,
and return by March 24, 1978. A self-addressed stamped envelope is
included for your Lonvience.
The resulteof the survey will be sent to
you along with the proceedings of the workshop. ..Thank you

1,

Please check (.)the appropriate answer or answers to each.of the
followihg questions:
How much time have you'worked with volunteer?

1.

I worked Witkvolunteers in :the past

I do not work with volunteers at'this time

.
1.

M. 1

I currently work with volunteers between 0 and 5 hours per week.
currently work with volunteers between'6 and 15 hours per week.

I currently work with volunteers 16 or morehoura per week.
4

I plan to work with volunteers in the future.
Other (please specify)

2.

What has been or is your role in the field of voluntarism?
Volunteer

Trainer
Evaluator

Supervisor
Other'(please specify)
L.

3.

Do yoU consider yourself to be associated with:
Advocacy Volunteering.

Service Volunteering
Philanthropic Volunteering

.

Leisure Volunteering

-

Other (please Specify)

tot
4.
.

Since the workshop, have you made plans to increase your work
with volunteers?
No

II.

Please cheek (
questions:.

Yes
) the appropriate answer to each of the following

Did the workshop provide you with helpful information on
a. establishing volunteer programs?
b. recruiting volunteers?
c. appraising effective training programs?
d. managing volunteer programs?

e. evaluating volunteer program?
f. finding and using local and national
volunteer agencies
-

5. Since the workshop have you made contact with volunteer agencies?
Yes (if yes, in what area(s) )
No

Don't know

III;

Please complete the following statement:
if necessary.
'Because of the voluntarism workshop, I

Use other side of sheet

10:
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APPENDIX 2
VOLUNTARISM AT Tyr. CROSSROADS
February 10 acid, 11, 1978

:Hillside Holidv Inn

WORKSHOP QALS ANIOWEGTIVESPROGRAM cOALS::

The major aims of the workshop staff, in conjunction with Northern
Minnie UniVeraity,*.the Region 1 Adult 'Education Service Center,
and the Illinois Office of Education arel:
.

1. .td foster the growth and development of service voluntary
efforts in Northern Illinois;
.

2.

I

to sharpen and clarify the volunteer coordinator training
!process;

3.

:to increase the capacity of universities
un/iversities to provide
leadership training and info
service to volunteer
,action and service agencies; ^nd

4. 1 to unify social service volunteer agencies and organizations
q_

; into cooperative programs forthe purpose of volunteer
and leadershiptraining and professional development.

INSTRUG1IONAL GOALS:

Upon completion of the two day workihop, the participants will be
able to:
4

1.' Outline and describe the state of the-art of voluntarism
2.

Identify the history of voluntarism in adult education

3.

Address the administrativ4 fears of incorporating volun
teor'componenti into largerorganiations

4.

Appraise the financial costs of volunteer programs

5,

Identify the processes necessary-to managea voluntee7
program

6.

Identify the resources available to volunteer leaders

7.

Design effective volunteer recruitment practices

'8.

9:

Appraise effective training programs for volunteers and
leaders'of;volunteers.
r.
Develop training_programs for' paid staff working with
---- - _ _ _
____
volunteers
,.,

.10.

11.

Evaluate volunteer supervisory techniques.

Evaluate volunteer performance-and programs

4

RESOURCE PEOPLE

Ayr s, Joel

Ilaleye Paul
Asst. Coordinator
Region I
3901 S. State St.
Chicago, I1

Exeutive Director
PACE Institute, Inc.
2600 S. California
Chicago, Il 60608
Bartlett, Sarah
R.S.V.P. Office
Hull House Assn.
1545 W. Morse
Evanston, Il 60626

Lee, Gwen
Director of the
Reading Laboratory
Central YMCA College
211 Worker
Chicago, Il 60606

Britan, Ronnie
Project Staff Professional
Group Reading Academy
Satellite Program
(GRASP)
Evanston,

Leppert, Alice
Program Specialist in
Adult Basic Education'
Church Women United
475 Riverside Dr. Rm. 812
New York, NY 10027

.60626

Caravella, David
ESL Program Coordinator
MONACEP

Niemi, Dr, John A.
Professor' of

Oakton Comm,. College

Adult Education
101 Gable Hall
NIU
DeKaib, Il 60115

Building 2,-7900N. Nagle
Morton Grove, Il '60053

°

Collins, Michael
Supervisor
Internship Program
and Instructor
101 Gable Hall
DeKalb, Il

Obarski, Michael'
Chairman of Board
DeKalb Learning Exchange
NIU
DeKalb, Il 60115

60115

Patterson, Virginia
President, Pioneer Girls, Inc.
Box. 788
Wheaton, Il 60187

Cunningham, Dr. Phyllis
Assoc. Professor
Coordinator

li-

RegionI.
Adult,Education
101 Gable Hall

DeKalb, Il

Stone, Eve
Coordinator
Rape- Crisis Center
923 Crane Dr.. Apt. 101
DiKalb, I1 60115

60115-

Esbrook, Cheryl R.
Training Director
Girl Scout Council of
-Northwest Cook'County, Inc.
570 East-Higgins Rd.
Elk Grove Village', Il 60007

-Wright, Carver

Job Corp
Field Coordinator
34th and State
Chicago,, Il .60609
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VOLUNTARISM AT THE CROSSROADS: A CHALLENGE
FOR ADULT HOUCAIORS. Hillside. February 10-)I,

PROFILE OF RESOURCE PEOPLE

Alice M. Leppert
Co-chairperson, Seetion Volunteer in Education, NAPCAE; Board
Member and Consultant, Literacy Volunteers, Inc.; Former staff mer,ber,

and consultant for Volunteers in Community Services and Adult Basic
Education Consultant, Church Women United, New York; EXecutive Committee of Adult' Education Association of. the U.S.A., 1972.

Chairman,-

. Right to Read Committee of Adult Basic Education Commission of AEA,

1971; National Board and Executive Committee of WICS (Women in Com.

munity-Service; Inc.);*
1972.

Asseasient COntract; USOE 1971 -

Formerly, in public information for overseas church communica-.

Lion unit, library services, secondary teaching, extensive volunteer
community leadership.

Author ofGuidelines for Adult Basic Education

Volunteers and author and co-author of articles on the volunteer'
,movement.

John A. Niemi
Professor of Adult Education, Northern Illinois University.

Veld former teaching and administrative,positions atthe'Uniyersity
of British Columbia; UCLA, and the University of Alaska.

His first"

assignment in adult education was as a teacher in the u.q. Army
program for functionally illiterate enlisted personnel in Alaska.
In addition to these positions, he has'been active in AEA-USA
servinii as chairperson of each of the following:

Commission of

Research, Committee of Social Philosophy and the Mass Media Section
and is currently an Associate Editor of Lifelong Learning:
Adult Years.

The

He has been in demand as avisiting professor and con,

sultant in adult basic education and cross-cultural ed6cation in
the U.S. and Canada.

In both, he has been involved in the train,

ing of volunteer and paraprofessional ABE teachers.

lific writer of articles and Criference papers.

He is a pro-

His publications
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include Adult Education ana% the Disadvantaged Mult, Maps Media and
Adult Education, and The Trainers Manual, a major resource for the
planning of training programs for volunteer trainers in the Cirl
Guides of Canada.

Eve' Stone

Co-ordinator, Rape Crisis Center, DeKalb, Illinois. - Participant Women -to -Woman Program, DeKalb.

Problem Piegnancy Counselor,

'Women's Studies Center, DeKalb. Volunteer at Dixon State School,
Dixon, Illinois,

Volunteer,at DeKalb County Nursing Home.

Eve

has an undergraduate degree'in 'Psychology, and is completing grad
.

uate work in counselling and-adult education at Northern,/llinois
University.

Paul ilslex
.

.

A former Director of Adult-Education in New England.

Trained

literacyvolunteeis in Maine.- Zurrently working as Curriculum
Specialist, Region / AdUlt Education Center, Chicago Urban Skills,
Institute'.

Enrolled in Adult-Continuing Education Program it

Northern Illinois University as a doctoral candidate.
1.7

Michael Collins
Wide experience as an'adult educator and administrator in the
U.K. And Canada.

Taught English to new immigrants and worked with

volunteer aides.in launching an Adult education program in rural
Canadian setting.
Columbia.

Forger member, Community Rellources Board, British

Currently enrolled in doctoral ;program, Adult-Continuing

Education PrOgiMmNorthern Illinois University.
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PARTICIPANTS

Allen, Helen
Chicago School Dist.
6620 Justine.
Chicago, Il 60636

Charthes, Mary
College of Lake: Co.
665 d rdinal Ct.
Grays ake, Il. 60030

Baker, Patricia
OAL Vark School Dist.
1102 S. Taylor
Oak Park, 11 60304

Cblmdf, Babette

.

Prof. Asst. Am. Assor.
of School Librari%.a
2728 N. Hampden Ct. #805
Chicagri
11 60614

Beery, A. C.
Sub9rban,Library System
191 N. Marion
Oak Park, 11 60301

CiastoL !Aura
Thorntoin Comm: College
15800 S. State St.
South Holland, Il 60473
1

A-

Beveroth, Suzanne
R.S.V.P.
5907 N. Campbell Ave.
Chicago, 11 60659

Coggs, Samuel
Ill. Dept. of
Corrections Academy
St. Xavier College
3900 W. 103rd St.
Chicago, Ii- 60655

Bianchin, Bruno
Chicago city -Wide College
39,42 N. Francisco'

Chicago, Il

.

.

60618

Coleman, Jean
Office for Library
Service to
the Disadvantaged
American Library Assn.
SO E. Huron
Chicago, 11 60611

Bradley, Danny
Training Specialist, CUSI
123 E. 71st
Chicago, li 60619

Capleton, Sandra
Moraine Valley College
14742 Maplewood. Harvey, 11 60426

Conti, GaryIll. Dept. of Education.
237 Georgetown
Springfield, Il 62702

Caponera, Paul
Extension Director
University Of Ill.

Cox, Edward
Asst. Principal
Chicago Public School
7637 S. Emerald
Chicago, Il 60620
-

23'30 Collins

Blue Island, 11

60406

O.

4
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PARTICIPANTS ( Continued)
Dancy, Rosa
Training Specialist
Chicago Urban
Skill Inst.
7943 S. Langley
Chicago, 11 60619

Haskins, Juanita
Training Specialist
Chicago Urban Skills
Institute
1160610 S. Aberdeen
Chicago, Il 60643

Davenport, Suzanne
Training Specialist
Chicago Urban
Skill Inst.
7434 N. Spaulding-_
Chicago, Il. 60647

Henderson, Samuel C.
Tabor Lutheran Church
7950 S. Escanaba Ave.
Chicago, Il 60617

4

David on, David

Jackson, Virginia
Grad. Assistant
Region I Adult Ed.

Ill.. Oiffice

Service Centeri.

'of Ed46tion
100.N. st St.
Springfield, Il

3901 S. State
Chicago, Il

.,

62777

Jasiecki, Marcy
R.S.V.P. Hull House
1631 W. Wilson
Chicago, X1 .60640

Esbrook, Cheryl
Cook County N.W.
Girl Scout Council
Elkgrove Village, I l

Jimenez, Geraldo
Ill. Division of
Vocational Rehibilitation
1528 Carney Ave.
Rockford, Il

Fahrenbach, Sister Christine
Westmont Adult Ed. Center
--110 S. Linden St.

Westmont, Il

-60559

Fey,.Ardyttie
College of Lake..County

King,_ Linda

Northeastern,I11. Univ.
9146 S. Constance
Chicago, Il 60617

701 Country Lane
Wildwood, Il 60030

Greer, Ben
Volunteer Coordinator
PALE Institute
12222 S. Normal
Chicago, Il 60628

Lorek, Barbara
Grad. Asst. NIU
153 Park Ave.
DeKalb, Il 60115

Lundberg, Esther
Retired Seniors

Hahn, Jan
Sybaquez Girl Scout
-

Volunteer Prose=
Hull House.

Council, Inc.
15 Ziegler Court

\5320 W. Giddings St.
Chicago, Il 60630

Elgin, II 0120

11G
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PARTICIPANTS ( Continued)

MAlly, Mary Nell
College of Lake Co.
536 Northgate Rd.
Lindenhurst, 11 60046

0

-Peyton, Gail
Training Specialist'
Chicago UrbaL Skills
Institute
8043 S. St. Lawrence
Chicago, 11 60619

Marks, Muriel
Director of CETA
C.-glege of Lake Co.
829 Moseley Rd.

Highland Park, 11

Quinn, Sister Carol
Director
Loretta Adult Ed. Ctr.
6444 S. Dante
Chicago, 11 60637

60035

Maxwell, Rosemary
College of Lake Co.
414 Albany Lane
Vernon Hills, 11

Randle, Loretta
Chicago Public Library
Studies Unlimited 0.
-425-Nr-Michigan
Chicago, 11 60611

Meyer, Phyllis
Counselor
Lockport High School
Rte: 5, Box 25IA
Lockport, Il 60441

Roberts, Pat
William Dawson Skill Ctr.
533 E. 33rd Place, #902
Chicago, Il 60616

Mulligan, Pat
Community Services
Waubonsee College
Sugar Grove, Il

Rosenkoetter, Sharon
CETA
College of Lake Co..
1970 Cranbrook
Libertyville,,I1 60048
'

Nelson, Mattie
Citizens Information
Service of Illinois
67 E. Madison St., Rm. 1408
Chicago, Il 60603

.

Schott, Loretta
\
Training Specialist \
Chicago Urban Skills\Inst.
Chicago, Il 60657

Nystrom, Charles
Outreach
College-of Lake Co.
1213 Garrick Ave.
Waukegan, Il. 60085

Sims, Jo
Graduate Asst. NIU
3626 Lathan St.Rockford, II

Oddgeirsson, Jean
Chicago Social Work
5004 S. Blackstone
Chicago, Il 60615

Sideman, Gertrude
RSVP Hull House
417.Roscoe
Chicago, II-
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PARTICIPANTS (Continued)

Townsend, Patricia
College of Lake Co.
158 Harvey Ave.
Grayslake; 11 60030

Vankat, Linda
Thornton Coin. Ccillege
15800 S. State St.'
South Rolland, Il 60473

Woll, Bruce

DCPS.
5312 S. Cornell
Chicago, Il 60615

Yahnke, Phyllis
Plainfield Schools
505 Divisl5n St.
Plainfield, Il 60544

Watson, Ulestine
Coordinator
Northwestern University
College Without Walls
4950 N. Marine Dr., #209
Chicago, Il 60640

Weiby, Robert
Progressive Baptist Church
20 N. Lincoln Ave.
Aurora, Il -60504

Wilkes, Doris
College of.pupage
239 Montclair
Glen Ellyn,-I1 60137

Wilson, Carrie
Training Specialist
Chicago Urban-Skills Inst.
400 E. 33rd St., #1801
Chicago, Il '60616

Wojciechovicz, Catherine
Argo Public School 7301 W. 60th Place
Argo, Il 60501
at

'1

O
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VOLUNTARISM PROGRAM VISITATION SCHEDULE
December 19 6 20, 1977

MONDAY

Phyllis Cunningham, Paul Ileley, John Niemt

12:00

-

John and Muriel arrive at Service Center

12:30

-

Meet Amanda Rudd at Batt's

2:30

-

Meet Bob Ahrens, Mayor's Council on the Aging, 88 N. LaSalle

4:00

-

Meet Paul Burke, Training Director, United Way Crusade of
Mercy

TUESDAY

9:00

72 West Adams

(Ph.: 263-1756)

Phyllis GUnningham, John Niemi

-

Meet Clorine Hall, Director Northwest Regional Girl Scouts
at Service Center

f0:30

'-

39th & State

Meet Nancy Jefferson, Director Midwist Community Council
9 South Kedziej 2nd Floor

12:00

(Ph.: 225-2575)

-

(Ph.: 126-2244)

Meet Mr. Robert Heineman, illinois,Public"Attion Council
59 East Van Buren, 26th Floor

2:00

-

Meet Jean Coleman, Director American Library Association
50 East Huron

4:00

-

(Ph.: 427-6262)

(Ph.: 944-6780).

Meet Carl Boyd, Operation Push . Project EXCEL, 930 East 50th
(Ph.:

375-3366)

,r
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VOLUNTARISM AT THE CROSSROADS:

A Challenge for Adult Educators

WORKSHOP AGENDA

Friday, February 10, 1978
9:00 a.m. -

Registration

9:30 a.m. -

"Why Voluntarism? An Issue for the 70's and a Challenge
for the 80's" John Niemi, Professor of Adult Education
Northern Illinois University . . . Lafayette Rdai'II

10:00 a.m. -

"Voluntarism: State of the Art"
Alice Leppert, Former staff member and consultant in
voluntarism Church Women, United,
Lafayette Room II
New York

10:30 a.m. -

"Myths and Fears Concerning the Use of Volunteers"
Michael Collins, Doctoral student in Adult-Continuing
Education
Lafayette Room II
Northern Illinois University

11:00 a.m. -

Coffee Break

11:15 a.m. -

Lafayette Room II

Panel-- "Place of Volunteers in Adult Education .Developing Rationale and Goal Setting"
Nbderator - Phyllis Cunningham, Professor of Adult Education
Northern Illinois University

Alice Leppert, Former staff amber and consultant in
voluntarism Church Women Uhited, New York
Patsy Diullins, Education Co-ordinator
Illinois Migrant Council, Rochelle

Michael Obarski, Chairman of the.Board
DeKalb Learning Exchange'
Carver Wright, Co-ordinator
Jobs Corps Program, City Colleges of Chicago
Lafayette Room II
12:001:15 p.m. -

North Churchill

Lunch

1:30 p.m. -

"Strategies for Recruitment"
Alice Leppert, Former staff member and consultant in
Church WOmen Uhited, New York
voluntarism
Lafayette Room I

2:00 p.m.

"A Nbdel for the Assessment of :seeded Volunteer Skills",
John Niemi, Professor of Adult Education
Lafayette Room II
Northern Illinois.thiversity

2:30 p.m. -

"Orientation and Training of Volunteers"
Moderator - John Niemi, Professor of Adult Education
Lafayette Room II
Northern Illinois University

.120

11'2

Ronnie Britan, Project Staff Professional
Group Reading Academy Satellite Porgram (GRASP) Evanston

Shirley Esbrook, Training Director
Girl Scout Council of Northwest. Cook County, Chicago
Alice Leppert, Former staff member and consultant in
voluntarism
Church Women United, New York
Virginia Patterson, President
Pioneer Girls, Inc., Wheaton

Lafayette Room IT

3:15 p.m. - Coffee Break

Lafayette Room II

3:30 p.m. - "Preparing and Training Staff for Working with Volunteers"
Paul Usley, Curriculum Specialist
Region I Adult Education Service Center
Chicago
Lafayette Room II
4:15 p.m. - Summary of Day
4:30 p.m. - Adjournment

Saturday, February 11, 1978
9:30

"A Model for Managing a Voluntarism Program"
Paul Ilsley, Curriculum Specialist
Region I Adult Education Service Center, Chicago
Lafayette Room II

10:15 a.m. - Buzz Group - Individual Concerns .

.

. Lafayette Room II

Lafayette Room II

10:45 a.m. - Coffee Break

11:00 a.m. - "Evaluation and Recognition"
Moderator - John Niemi,:Professor of Adult Education
Northern Illinois University

Joel Ayres, Executive Director
Programmed Activities for Correctional Education (PACE)
Sara Bartlett, Northside Supervisor
Reared Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP), Hull House, Chicago
Alice Leppert, Former staff member and consultant in
voluntarism , Church Women United, New York
Virginia Patterson,-President
Pioneer Girls Inc., Wheaton

Lafayette Room II.

12:Q0-

1.15 p.m. - Lunch
1:30 p.m. - "New Dimensions for Voluntarism"
Workshop #1 - "Literacy Volunteers"
Paul Ilsley, Curriculum Specialist
Region I Adult Education Seryice Center, Chicago
Lafayette Room II
.

o-
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Workshop #2 - "Matching the Volunteer with the Client"
Gwen Lee, Director of the Reading Laboratory, Central YMCA
,Lafayette Room II
College, Chicago

Workshop 3 - "Women in Voluntarism"
Eve Stone"Co-ordinator
Rape Crisis Center, DeKalb . . . . Wall Streit Conference Room,
.

\
Workshop'04 - "Advocacy Voluntarism"
Michael Collins, Doctoral student'in Adult-Continuing
Northern Illinois University .. Madison Street'Conference Room

Workshop#5
"Using the University as a Source of Tutors for
English as a Second Language Program"
David Caravella, ESL Program Co-ordinator
MONACEP
Oakton Community College, Niles
Lafayette\Room II
2:45 p.m. - Coffee Break
3:00 p.m. - Repeat of Workshop,

4:15 p.m. - Summary of Day
4:30 p.m. - Adjournment

.0

r

Lafayette Room II.
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AUTHOR AND TITLE INDEX'

A _Guidebook for Local Communities Participating_in Operation Indapandence, 1975 National Council on Aging. Washington, D.C.
,

A Summary of Actions and Outcomes; Operation Independence Project
1977 National Council on the Aging Inc. Washington, D.C.
Arthur, J.K., Retire to Action, 1969 Abingdon Preis, N.Y.
Arnold, Arthur; Webb, Bob. The Development of Remedial English
Classes - -An Exercise in Professional Cooperation.

Boggs, David L. A Study of Teacher Aides in Ohio Adult Basic-Edu----"-cation
.
Mary Lou; Johnson, Mary Ann. Teacher Aide Handbook;
A Cuide for New Careers in Education.

College Programs for Paraprofessionals, Human Services Institute,
Queens College 1975 N.Y., NY.
Colvin, Ruth J. Leader: Literacy Education Assistance for the De_velopment of Educational Resources.
DeBoer, J.C.,

Let's Plan 1970, pilgrim Press, Philadelphia and
Boston.

Demonstration, Developmental and Research Pfbject for Programs, Msterials, Facilities, and EducatiOntl'Technology for
Undereducated Adults. Morehead State Univ., KY. Appalachian Adult Basic Ed. Demonstration Center.
Education for All Ages.

Community and Junior College Journal; 44;

1; 13.

Establishing Right-To-Read Programs In Community-Based Adult Learning
Centers. Texas Univ., Austin. Bureau of Industrial
and Business Training.
Final Report of Activities for International Women's Year 'in the De>
kartment bf Health, Education, and Welfare. Department -of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington,
D.C., Federal:Woman's Bureau.

Final Teacher Training (Staff Development' Project Report for Volunteer Adult Basic Reading Tutorial Program._ May 1, 1974July'30,'1975. Literacy:Volunteers, Inc., Syracuse, N.Y.
//

Opportunities for Careers in Adult
Fieming, Elmer; Leppert, Alice.
and Continuing Education for Paraprofessionals and
Volunteers.
1

Haines, Mike,

Volunteers: How to Find Them: How to Keep Them, 1977
Voluntary Action. Resource Center, Van Couver, BC. U6J1T9

123

Hardy, R.E.; Cull, J.G., Applied Volunteerism in Community Developma, 1973, Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, Springfield',
Illinois; Volunteerism: An Emergiegi. 1974.

Johnston, Joyce; Plamatier, Robert A. The Directed Reading Approach:
A Lesson Organization Procedure Adapted. for Use With
Adults.
4

Johnston, JoyCS D.4 Paliitier, Robert A. Student-Centered Tutoring:
Using Initial Lesson Results To Set Future Goals.
Johnston, Joyce D.; and others. The Language Experience Approach;
Application for Tutoring Adults in Reading.
Kitzmiller, W.M.; Ottinger, R. Citizen Action Vital Force for Change,
.1971, Center for a Voluntary Society, Washington, D.C.

Lamarre, Paul; and others. Resources: A Guide for Using Published.
Materials in Adult Literacy Programs.
Leat, D. ,Research Into ComMunity Involvement, 1977,
Centre, Berkhomsted, England.
Leat, D.,

The Volunteer

Towards a Definition of.Volunteer Involvement, 1977, The
Volunteer Centre, Berkhomsted, England..

Leppert, Alice M.

Guidelines for Adult Basic Education Volunteers.

Leppert, Alice M.

Volunieers'in Adult Basic Education Programs.

Levin, S.; Parisien, N.T., Thursz, D., Handbook on Volunteers in
Army Community Services,11969, Human Resources Research Organization, Aleiandria, Va.
Lobb, C.,

Exploring_ Careers Through Volunteerism, 1976, Richard
Rosen Press, Inc. Ny, N.Y.,

Manual for Volunteers in Adult Corrections. Washington State Dept.
of Social and HealthServices, Olympia.
7

Manser, G.; Cass, R.H.,, Voluntarism at the Crossroads, 1976, Family
ServioeAssociation of America, Na., N.Y.
Mark, J.L.,

Paraprofessionals in Education, 1972, Bank Street College of Education, N.Y., N.T.

Maurer, Nelson S.;.and others. Paraprofessional Workers in Educational Settings: Child Care Services--An Adult Training Course for Selected Occupations.
.

Naylor

H.,

Leadership for Volunteering, 1976, Dryden Assoc., Dryden,
.N.Y.
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Naylor, H.,

Volunteers TedaV, Finding - Trainingt and WorkinxWith
Them, 1973, Dryden Assoc., Dryden N.Y.
_

.

Neighborhood Study Center Teacher Aide Program.
1969-1970.
community Services Planning Council, Sacramento, CA.
Netherton, W.,

Developing Student Volunteer Programs: A Handbook,
1977 Volunteer Centre of Winnipeg, Winnipeg, Man%toba
R3C IS/.

Palmatier, Robert A.; and others.
Getting Together:
A Working Tutorial Relationship.
Palmatier, Robert A., and others.
Tutoring Agency.

Help:

Establis4ing

Inside and Outside the

s.

Palmatier, Robert A., and others.
plitting Up:
Tutoring Relationship.

Termination of a

Palmatier, Robert A., and others. Teaching One-To-One:
tic Approach to Beginning Tutoring.

Palmatier. Robert A.,, Word Concepts:

A Diagnos-

An Adult Approach

Peace Corps Training Guidelines: The Prograih and Training, Loop and
Systematic Approach to Training. Peace Corps, Washington D.C.
r

Pearl, A.;

Riessman, F. New Careers for the Poor, 1965, The Free
Press, N.Y.,

Rauch, Sidney J., Comp.

Handbook for the Volunteer Tutor.

Report of the Committee on Education to the President's Commission
on the Status of Women. President's' Commission on the
Status of Women, Washington, D.C.
Sainer, Janet S.; Zander, Mary L. Serve: Older Volunteers in Community Service. A New Role and a NewResoure2.
Scheier, I.H.,

Orienting_ Staff to Volunteers,'1972, National Information Center on Volunteerism, Boulder, Colorado.

Getting People to Reid; Volunteer Programs That Work.

Smith, Carl B.; Fay, Leo*C

.

Smith, D.H. (Project Director), 'Voluntary Sector; Policy Research
Needs, 1974, The Center for a Voluntary Society, Wash,
D.C.

Stradet, Susan; and'others.
Means.

The Teaching'of Sight Words:

Ways and
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Training Student Volunteers..

Action, Washington, D.C.'

New Careers BibliVestal, Cynthia, Comp.; Craig, Sally Ki, Comp.
ography: Paraprofessionals in the Human Services.
Volunteer Adult Basic Reading Tutorial Program: Final Special Demonstration Project Report. Literacy Volunteers, Inc.,
Syracuse, N.Y.
Volunteers in Community Mental Health.
Health, Bethesda, MD.

National Inst. of Mental

Training Implications of ParaWalsh, Paul; Sleeman, Phillip J,
professionals in Urban Planning-4 Role for Continuing
Education and Training.
Way, Max; Moore, Sharon. gelping_Adults Learn: A Handbook for Home
Initruction Paraprofessionals in Adult Basic Education.
Weiner, Roberta. The Newspaper: A Source of High Interest Instructional Material for Adults.
Wilson, M.

The Effective Management of Volunteer Programs, 1976, Pub.
Volunteer Mgt. Association, Boulder, Colorado.

0
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SELECTED ERIC DOCUMENTS ON VOLUNTARISM

The fallowing bibliography has been developed for the workshop
on "Voluntarism at the CrostrOads:

A Challenge for Adult Educators,"

sponsored by Region I Adult Education Service Center. */t reflects
the needs of this particular workshop as well as a large audience of
adult educators, and is the result of an ERIC computer search of
Resources in Educition (RIE) and Current Index. to Journals in Education (CIJE).

The items generated were subjected to examination.

Those which appeared to have general applicability or utility were

selected fornclusion,in the bibliography.

However, document se-

,

lection'is founded upon examination of only the title, descriptort,
and abstract.

Users searching for more specifically relevant documents

might do well to conduct an ERIC search geared precisely to the sub-.
ject at hand.

Most ERIC documents may be viewed on microfiche in one of over
-500 libraries throughout the country. :The six - digit ERIC ED number
.sppears after the abstract,on the .microfiche.

bte.this number to order

copies of documents from -.the ERIC Document Reproduction Service.

RIE item has no ED number, atit is being processed.

One

Use the .CE num6eT.

Items having EJ numbers are journal articles and are available

at your library or frowthe publisher.
To order documents beginning with ED tmbers, consult the number
, of pages for the docUient,. compute the price from the schedule below

for either microfiche'di paper copy (HC), add postage ($.18 per 100
.pages..bf paper text or-$.18 per 3)360 pages of microfiche text), and.
prepay the order.

-0

1m
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UNITPRICE SCHEDULE
M/CROF/CHE.(MF)

Number Fiche Each ED 0

Price

1-5 (up to 480 pages)
6 (481-576 pages)'
7 (577-672 pages)
8 (673-768.pages)
Each additional
Microfiche (additional'96 pages)

$

83
1 00
1 16
1 33

-

1 67'

PAPER COPY
Price

Number Pages Each ED #
1
26
51
76
Each
25

to 25
to,50
to 75
to 100. . .
additional
pages

$1 67
2 06
.

.

.

.

.

. ...... . ...

1 34

1

Order from:

50
4.67
3

.

ERIC Document Reproduction Service (ERDS)
P.O. Box 190
Arlington, Virginia 22210
1

1
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Arnold, Arthur; Webb, Bob
THE DEVELOPMENT OP REMEDIAL ENGLISH CLASSES--AN.EXERCISE IN 2ROFESS1ONAL COOPERATION. LITERACY SYMPOSIUM'

Adult Education(London); A7; 5; 289-94 Jan. 1975(EJ 112 135)
A volunteer scheme in Bradford, England was set up to nerve rho
needs of illiterates and semi-literates who couldn't attend a claSs...

The serVice.provided a confidential, free of charge, one-to-one,,

tutorial relationship, in either the tutor's or client's home. (MW)
* * *
asap

loggsv.David L.
'

A STUDY OF TEACHER AIDES IN OHIO ADULT BASIC EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Ohio State Dept. of Education, Columbus, Ohio:

43p. 1976 (ED 133 522

A study was conducted to determine the real and potential contributions of teacher-aides to Ohio: Adult Basic. Education (ABE) Programs.

The literature concerned with aides in ABE, consisting pri-

marily of reports of inservice workshops, has focused on their func.

tions.and training needs. 'This study had four major purposes: (1)
to provide demographic data on aides' education*, ethnic-bdckground,

experience, sex, age, and work setting, (2) to.de*minerhe nature and
extent of specific instructional, clerical, and community relations
activities performed by aides, (3) to'deterline how well aides were
prepared to perform the functions important to their work; and by in-0

ference, their training needs, and -(4) to examine the nature and quality

of theworking,relationships between:teachers-and aides.

A question-

naire based on the reView.of literaturwas field tested with 12 aides,
4'

revised; and mailed to 253 aides.
-aides (82%) .

Personal'

Responses were received from 208
were conducted ,with 35 (16%)-aides

randomly selected from the respondents, with some adjustments made to
insure geographical distribution.
tions:

Findings are p4sented in live sec-

modalities of partnership between.teachers. and aides, demo-

:,graphic data., duties of aides, :learning needs of,

'ship with teacher.

Iles, and relation

Implications for both administrators and teachers_

are discussed.

Appendixes include the questionnaiie and interview

guide.

4D
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Brotherson, Mary Lou q Johnson, Mary Ann

TEACHER AIDE-HANDBOOK:

A GUIDE,FOR NEW CAREERS IN EDUCATION

Interstate Printers & Publishers, Inc., 19 N. Jackson Street,
Danville, IL 61832 ($4.95) 210 p.
1971
(ED 068 895)

The primary purpose.of this book is to serve as an overview for
teacher aide training.

It is an attempt to gather and relate intro=

ductory information necessary for the orientation andeducation of auxiliary personnel in education.
consideration are:

Some of the areas given primary

(1) HuMan Growth ind Development,,(2) History of

Education, (3) School Organization, (4) Various Roles of the Teacher
Aide, and (5) Locating and Arplying for Jobs.
(WR)

Ap'pendi'ces are included.

***

Colvin, Ruth J.
LEADER:" LITERACY EDUCATION ASSISTANCE FOR -THE DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES. A HANDBOOK FOR ORGANIZERS OF BASIC-READING PROGRAMS FOR ADULTS AND TEENAGERS

Follett Publishing Company, Chicago, Illinois (No Price Quoted) 57 p.
1972

(ED 078 234)'

Guidance for leaders of a volunteer group working to' combat, adult

illiteracy in a given community is provided in practical detail.

In

Chapter 1, Problems of Illiteracy, the results of an interview poll with
a sample population of Americans 16 years of age and older show that.
there are 21,060,000 adults in the United States whose skills are not
even "survival" reading skills, and a million and a half of these,
adUlts are totally illiterate.

Chapter 2, Volunteers and Volunteerism,

discusses why volunteer tutors.are,needed,,why manypotential students
need a one-to-one teacher-student situation, why people volunteer, why

,.

volunteers teach reading in a tutorial setting, and why an organization
for volunteer tutors shoUld-be started.

Chapter'3 described' the orgin-

ization process under the heading.of the nucleus leadership group.' In
Chapter 4, Pre'ainting the Problem of Illiteracy, discussions center

*around statistics.on locarilliteracy, determining illiteracy in your
locality, survey of community; adult basic_education, survey of corm-

=unity needs with existing agencies, human interest stories, suggesting
a solution to a problem, and requesting sponsorihip.

1"0

Chapter -5,

i22

Organization of Literacy Program Leadership, presents charts of
simple and of a more complex literacy organization.

Job descriptions

-for eac4 of the positions shown on the. charts. are provided.

An ap-

plication-form for trainees in .a teacher training workshop and initial

student report'and annual student report forms are included, as is
a supervisor's, or teacher's report form and a diploma.

Chapter 6,

,Evaluation of a, Good Volunteer Literacy Program, provides an evalu-

ation check liit.

(DB)

***
DEMONSTRATION, DEVELOPMENTAL AND RESEARCH PROJECT FOR PROGRAMS,
MATERIALS, FACILITIES AND EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY FOR UNDEREDUCATED
ADULTS. .COUNSELOR AIDES: VIRGINIA STATE MODULE. FINAL REPORT SERIES.'
Morehead State Univ., KY.
stration Center.

Appalachian Adult iasic Education.Demon-

Bureau of Adult, Vocational, and Technical Education (DHEW/OE),
Washington, D.C.
73 p. Subcontract AABEDC No. 6 Sept. 30, 1970
(ED 054 412)
The counselor-aide program is implemented by paraprofessionals
working cooperatively with a,certified copnselor,,in an effort to
raise the economic level of the adults in Carroll County, through an
improvement in the educatiOnal level of achievement.

The counselor

aides feel that they have been' reasonably successful in meeting the
objectives as stated... ApproXimately 800 contacts_have been made since'

September 1, 1969, including new contact and follow-ups.

Several have

returned to Adult Basic Education classes; others have expressed a
desire to enroll when classes resume in the fall of 1970; and still

4

others have .since earned eg high school equivalency.certificate.-Upon rating the duties and responsibilities -of the counselor-aides,

it was revealed that there was poor communication between'the emplor.

.

ment office and personnel. managers in industty' and the counselor aides,t

in aneffort to secure names-of prospective adult basic education students.

The tabulations found -in this report portray the various' areas

covered in gaining an understanding of theProgram and students.

Home

visits and presentation ofadult basic-education'prograps to Civic
groups produced the :host interest and participation.

for withdrawal from classes"were:

(1) Earned G.E.D. Certificate, (2)

classes conflicted with shift -work schedule.

see AC 010 638 and 639.)

Two main causes

(Author/DB)

.(For related documents

Pa
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EDUCATION POR ALL -AGES

tommunity and Junior. College Journal; 44; 1; 13

Aug/Sep. 1973

(EJ 089 869)'

Discussed a program, designed to provide a meaningful life for
senior .citizens through volunteer service to the community. (Author/
RK)

* * *

ESTABLISHING RIGHT-TO-READ PROGRAMS IN COMMUNITY-BASED ADULT LEARNING
CENTERS.
z.

Office of Education (DHEW), Washington, D.C. Right to Read Program;
Texas Euucation.Agency, Austin, Div. of Adult'and Continuing Education.
40p. May, 1974 (ED 102.303)
The booklet provides a 'history of the Right-To-Read, Austin
(Texas) Learning Center Project and, based on the experiences at

Austin, provides a guide to establishing a Right-To-Read Project in a
learning center.

The general prOblems, needs, and' experiences of the

project are described and discussed. -as they evolved, under the following
headings:

,goals, locating the facility, personnel needs, use of vol-

unteer tutors, staffing and icheduling,'testing student records, the
.instructional program, equipment, recruitment and publicity, develop-

ing materials, and a cost estimate for establishing a right-to-read/

Adult Basic Education(ABE) learning center;

A summary indicates that

two years of experience with a Coordinated Right-to-Read/ABE Learning
Center have shown that such centers can have a great impact on the
communities they serve.

It is believed that the experiences and con-

clusions set forth in the booklet can be adapted to fit the needs of
any community-based Right-to-Read/Learning Center site.. Forms used
at the Austin Center are appended, with comments on their use. (Author/
NH)

***
FINAL REPORT OF ACTIVITIES FOR INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR IN THE DEPARTMENT -OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; Washington, D.C. Federal Women's Bureau.
64 p. Dec. 1975
(ED 130 972)
Descriptions axe given of mission-oriented or programmatic acaa.

tivities for or of Concern to women, ongoing or initiated by the De-.

partment of Health, Education and Welfare during International Women's
Year.

Extensive comments are made about background and progress of

132
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programs, research, worknhopm, And other activities in thA following
eight categories:

aging, child welfare and development, edcation,

health, rehabilitation, women and social security, legislative
advances, and departmental programs for women.

Some of the 135 ac-

-tivities include funding of volunteer programs of services for the
elderly, provision of ,health services and other aids to mothers and

families with dependent children, development of curriculum materials
to reduce sex bias in schools, health. research on breast and gync-

tologieal cancer, awarding oftraineeshipsto women wantineto work

.

in rehabilitation fields, surveys on economic status of older women,
and implementation of Title XX of the Social Security Act.

Additional

projects are listed in special areas such as film/media programs,
publications, and special concerns to minority women. (AV)

***
FINAL TEACHER TRAINING (STAFF DEVELOPMENT) PROJECT REPORT FOR VOL-UiTEER ADULT BASIC READING TUTORIAL PROGRAM. MAY 1, 1974-JULY 30, 1975.
Bureau of Adult, Vocational, and Technical Education (DREW /OF, }, Washington, D.C. Div. of Adult Education Programs.

Literacy Volunteers, Inc., Syracuse, N.Y.
(ED 118 867)

34 p. June 30, 1975

.

The project'was assigned with the purpose of providing Adult
Basic Education directors in Regions 1, 2, 5 and 10 of the U.S.
,' Office
of Education with the technical capability of using staff and volunteers to organize and madage the training of volunteers to tutor adults
in basic treading and writing.

Two training workshops were conducted

in each region_for basic reading tutor training, workshop leaders
training, and organizational management training.

Descriptions of

the workshops held in each region cover the following topics:

(1)

initial planning and orientation session, (2) initial workshop, (3)
second workshop, (4$ inservice training/consultancy visit, and (5)
technical assistance.

Information diasemination activities are re-

.

ported and data collection methods discussed., A favorable evaluation

of the programs effectiveness in achieving its objectives was based
on the results gathered from formative, summative, and informal data
acquired from participants and questionnaires given to the regional

4.1
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project directors.

Data on workshops conducted by participants and

the questionnaire are presented.

Objectives for'workshop trining,

workshop leaders training, and volunteer management training are
appended.

(Author/EC)

* * *

Fleming, Elmer; Leppert, Alice
OPPORTUNITIES FOR CAREERS IN ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR PARAPROFESSIONALS AND VOLUNTEERS
-Knowledge and Action'in Adult EduCation; 1; 33-8, April, 1971
(EJ. 049 299)

Discusses the need for paraprofessionals end volunteers in adult
education programs, the sort of individual best suieedtto these po-

sitions,opportunities in the field, qualifications required, and
training sessions which are available. (DR)
* * *

Johnston, Joyce; Palmatier, Robert A.
THE DIRECTED READING APPROACO: A LESSON ORGANIZATION PROCEDURE
ADAPTED FOR USE WITH ADULTS. INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPT GUIDE NO. 9.

Dr. Robert A. ilmatier, Reading Department, 309 Aderhold Building,
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30602 ($1.50) 24 p.
1976
(ED 120_360)
The instructional concept guide is part of a system developed
for tutor training and support.

It is primarily designed for voldn-

teers, but it can also be adapted to the training of paraprofessional
A key component in

tutors for any type of adult literaCy program.

the system is the tutor support library, consisting of instructional.
4

concept guides (training and reference aids for tutors) and functional
content units (models for the practical application of tutoring skills).

`

Guide Nine shows how the directed reading lesson can be adapted for
use in tutoring adults.

Five main steps of the lesson are described

(readiness/motivation, silent reading,-development-of comprehension

.

skills, development of work recognition skills, and extension aceivities).

Three alternative comprehension- extending formats (brain-

_solving,,and reciprocal questioning or request) are
,

explained.

.

.

A sample lesson plan for a hypothetical student is pre-

sented which contains outlined teaching procedures, a sample reading

126
selection, and suggested written activities.

A five-item llst of

references on reading instruction is included..

(Author/MS)

* * ,*
Johnston, Joyce D.; Palmatier, Robert A.
STUDENT-CENTERED TUTORING: USING INITIAL LESSON RESULTSTO SYT FUTURE
GOALS.
INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPT GUIDE NO. 3.

Dr. Robert A. Palmatier, Reading Department, 309 Aderhold Building,
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30602 ($3.00) 49 p., 1973
(ED 120 356)
The instructional concept guide is part of a, system developed
for tutor training and support.

It is primarily designed for vol-

unteers, but it can also be adapted to the trainingof paraprofessional tutors for any type of adult literacy program.

A key component

in the system is the tutor support library, consisting of instructional,

concept guides (training and reference aidi for tutors) and functional
content units (models for,the practical application of tutoring skills).
Guide Three describes' planning for following sessions based on an

evaluation of the first lesson.

Topics presented are:.

assessment

of student performance, lesson planning for session Two (Including
vocabulary learning and free reading), planning for Lesson Three (Oral'
rate and comprehension assessment), and further assessment and long
range planning (according to'ability level).

Forms for recording stu-

r

dent performance and plans are included.

Sample informal tutor log

notes and sample lesson plans for two ability levels conclude the guide.
Guide Three is designed to be studied by the tutor after guides One
and Two. (Author/MS)

*

*

Johnston, Joyce D.; and others
THE LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE APPROACH: APPLICATION FOR TUTORING ADULTS
IN READING. INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPT GUIDE NO. 8.
,

Dr. Robert A. Palmatier, Reading Department, 309 Aderhold Building,
University of Georgia, Athens; Georgia 30602 ($1.50; Discounts Range
from 20% to '40% for Quantities) 19 p. 1975 (ED 120 343)
The instructional concept guide is part of 'a system detieloped

for tutor training and,support.

It is primarily designed for vol-'

unteers, but it can also be adapted to the training of paraprofessional
tutors for any type of adult literacy program.

A key component in the

system is the tutor support library, consisting of instructional

0

concept guideo (training and reference aids for tutors) and finetiona1 content units (models fur the practical application ifi
ingakillo)':

tutor-

Guide Eight instrntm the tutor in the use of the

language experience approach-to teaching reading.

Thio tvaehim:

method, based on the use .of words from the student's- own speaking

vocabulary for his reading instruction, Is described.
4

basic outline of the procedure is presented.

A 14-step

A sample, lesson plan

showing how language experience is combined with'other lesson activities is includ "d.

The guide contains a sample story dictated by

a stuuent and the followup lesson plan based on that story and the
previous lesson's log notes.

Suggestions are given for- utor prepa-

ration
ration for an experience lesson and for other applications of the

language experience method.

A four-item reference list on the ap-

proach concludes the guide.

(Author/MS)
* * *\

.v

Lamarre, Paul; and others
A GUIDE FOR USING PUBLISHED MATERIALS IN ADULT LITERACY
RESOURCES:
PROGRAMS.
INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPT GUIDE NO.\ 11.

Dr. Robert A. Palmatier, Reading Department;
Aderhold Building,
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30602 ($3.00) 99 p..1975
(ED 120 362)

The instructional concept guide is part-of'a system developed
for tutor training and suppOrt.
unteers.

It is primarily designed for vol-

But it can also be adapted to the training of paraprofes-

sional tutors for any type of adult literacy program.

A key compo-

nent in the system is the tutor support library, consisting of instructional concept guides (training and reference aids for tutors)
and functional content units (Models for the practical application
f. f

of tutoring skills).

a

.. f,

Guide Eleven provides information for agencies

t:

..

andindividual tutors in.selection and use of maferials.

The first

V
1

two sections discuss in detail procedures involved in choosing ma1,0

terials for the literacy program and using materials in the program.
.

The final section (74 pages) lists materials in the following categories:

essential, useful (but not basic), desiiable as an adjunct

to a'basic program, and late reviews.
-

Titles, ordering information,

..,..
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Regional Adult Literacy Service Unit (RALSU) evaluate coding (for
content, intermit:level,- and reading level), and, annotations are

presented for each item.

Unevaluated materials, references for

teachers, and state-related program reports and publications are
also listed.

(Author/MS)

* * *

Leppert, Alice M.
GUIDELINES FOR AUDI,'" BASIC EDUCATION VOLUNTEERS

Church Women United, Room 812, 475 Riverside Drive, New York, NY
10027 ($1.00) 40 p. December, 1970 (ED 048 575)
This booklet contains suggestions for creating an effective,
"Custom- Made" local unit of volunteers using the educational and

social action resources of the community for volunteer training.

The suggestions are tailored to fit the flexible mode of operation
0

of Church Women United in a wide variety of communities.

The state-

ments related to an overall view of the adult basic education field,

the primacy of reading instruction for the undereducated, and the
role of an effective volunteer agency are important considerations'
not only for tutoring programs sponsored by Church Women United, but
also for all adult tutoring programs no matter how varied their
sponsorship might be.

(Author/EB)

Leppert, Alice M.

VOLUNTEERS IN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Literacy Discussion; 4; 1-2; 119-32 Spring, 1973

(EJ 081 736)

Discusses thetypes of volunteer programs presently in-operation
in admit basic education and- compares their effectiveness.

(GB)

*. * *

MANUAL FOR VOLUNTEERS IN ADULT CORRECTIONS
Washington State Dept. of Social and Health Services, Olympia
Second edition November, 1970 (ED 048 569)-

43 p.

.

Washington is one of the pioneer states in the use of volunteers
in the rehabilitation of persons convicted of crimes; at present over
500 private citizens are working with adult offenders and the division's
correctional staff, inside and outside of the institutions.

This

manual was prepared to be of use to them, and to professional workers'

1 3
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in the field.

It.provIdeii information on the criminal justice t.ystem

in Washington State, qualifications for volunteers, their roles, and
Working with the offender within the institutions or whets he is on
parole.

The State offices of probation and parole are listed and

there in a glossary of terms.

(LB)

***
Maurer, Nelson S.; and others
PARAPROFESSIONAL WORKERS IN EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS: CHILD CARE
SERVICES--AN ADULT TRAINING COURSE FOR SELECTED OCCUPATIONS
New York State Education Dept., Albany Bureau of Continuing Education Curriculum Development 69 p.
1972 (ED 065 753)
.

The program outlines in this publication is designed to develop

paraprofessional workers as competent helpers and aides to the educational staff.

It is designed specifically to assist directors of

occupational and adult education and supervisors and teachers of
home economics.

The publication is organized in three sections, an

appendix, and a selected bibliography.

Section 1 - Administrative

Considerations, suggests procedures to help contribute to;la success,

ful program:

formation of an advisory committee; selection of the

instructional team; recruitment and selection of students; and provision for adequate course facilities.

Section II - Training Program

Guidelines and Contents, overviews the program and discusses job
,_ ,

clusters, descriptions, and responsibilities.

Section III - Local

Course Development, covers suggested time allocation for modules, organizing a local course study, motivating the adult student, and evaluating the local course.

The appendix consists of suggested activities

for paraprofessionals, self-analysis questionnaires, a job interview
situation, student evaluation form, and course evaluation questionnaire.

(LS)

* * *

THE NEIGHBORHOOD STUDY CENTER TEACHER AIDE PROGRAM;
:EVALUATION

1969-1970

Community Services Planning Council, Sacramento, CA 52 p. 1970

1

13E

(ED 060 164)
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The program is designed to help provide the extra help with
schoolwork that. educationally and economically disadvantaged chil.

dren need.

The project has study centers in every low-income

neighborhood in Sacramento, opened at-the request of an organiiation
or'agency In the area,- and staffed by-volunteer tutors contribdte one

to two hours per week to one or a few children.

Teacher aides pro-

vide individual help to the child under the guidance of the teacher.

This allows for more effective use of the professional teacher and
for the utilization of special skills that aides bring to the class.

room.

.

Coordinating the entireproject is the central staff whose

rule is.to;

Advise sponsOrs of the organization of centers; recruit,

train and place supervisors and volunteer tutors; develop tutor and
.

.

,

supervisor guides'and materials; provide supplies and books from the
project budget; maintain central records and bookkeeping; and,
evaluate the project each year.

(Authors/J.14)
* *'fit

Palmatier, Robert A.; And Others
GETTING TOGETHER: ESTABLISHING A WORKING TUTORIAL RELATIONSHIP.
INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPT GUIDE NO. 1.
Dr. Robert A. Palmatier, Reading Department, 309 Aderhold.Building,University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30602 ($1.50) 21 p. 1975
(ED 120 354)

The instructional concept guide is part-of a system developed
for tutor training and support. -It 1s primarily designed for, vol-

unteers, but it can also be adapted tothe training of paraprofessional,
tutors for any typo of adult literacy. program.

A key component in the

system is the tutor support library, consisting of instructional con--

cept.guides (training and-reference aids for tutors) and functiOnal
content units (Models for the practical application of tutoring skills).
Guide One is an orientation to tutoring.

In material addressed to the

tutor it discusses the need to. combat adult illiteracy, tutor qualifi-

cations, the process of learning to read, understanding the student
and his needs, dialect patterns, getting to know the student, and sug- .

gestions for materials to use in further preparation for tutoring.
GUides Two and Three which deal with the first sessions with a student
are designed to be used-in sequence following Guide One.(Author /MS)

139
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Palinatier, Hobert A.; And Others

INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE TUTORING AGENCY. 'INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPT (WIDE NO. 4.
HELP:

.

1)t. Robert A. Palmntier, Reading Department,' 309 Aderhold Building,
University of Ceorgia, Athens, Georgia
30602 ($1.50) 23 p. 1975
1ED 120 357)
6

The instructional concept guide is.part of a system developed
for tutor training and support.

It is primarily designed for vol-

unteers, but it can also. be adapted to the training of paraprofes-

sional tutors for any type of adult literacy program.

A key component

in the system is the tutor support library, consisting of instructional

.

concept guides (training and reference aids for tutors) and functional
content units (models for the practical appliCation of tutoring skills).
In

Cuide Four suggests sources of assistance with tutoring problems.

information addressed to the tutor, the following step-wise plan for
Identifying and solving problems is presented:

reviewing records kept

'on tutoring activities, seeking ,the student's view of the situation,

stating the 'problem in writing, and consulting with the tutor supervisor.

Possible problem areas and aidsro finding solutions areNdis-

cussed including. finding and selecting materials for instruction,
.seeking information from outside. agencies, becoming personally -in-

volved in students' problems, and making the student aware of community
services from which he may benefit.

Appended are sample listings of

service agencies -found in most communities.

(Author/MS)

*,.*....*

'almatier, Robert A.; and others
',FLITTING UP:

TERMINATION OF A TUTORINGRELATIONSHIP.

INSTRUCTIONAL

CONCEPT GUIDE -NO. 12
-

Dr. Robert A. Palmatier, Reading-Department, 309 Aderhold Building,
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30602 ($1.50) 19 p. 1975
(ED 120 363)

.

The instructional concept guide is partof a system developed for
tutor training and support.

It is primarily designed for volunteers;

but it can also beadapted to the training of paraprofessional tutors
for any type of adult literacy program.

A key component in the system

is the tutor support library, consisting of instructional concept guides
(training and reference aids for tutors) and functional content units

140-
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(models for the practical application of tutoring skills).

Guide

Twelve ofrers suggestions to help the tutor (1) recognize-when the
tutoring relationship should be ended and (2) end the relationship
to a way that benefits the student and the tutor.
topics are discussed:

The foliowng

considering the next step for the student,.

changing tutors, evaluating student progress (including student self-.!

0'

evaluation). impasse (traumatic or otherwise), and evaluating tutor
skill growth.' (Author/MS)

***
Palmatier, Robert A.; and others"
TEACHING ONE-TO-ONE: A DIAGNOSTIC APPROACH TO BEGINNING TUTORING.
INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPT GUIDE NO. 2

Dr. Robert A. Palmatier, Reading Department, 309 Aderhold Building;
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30602 02.00) 28 p. i975
(ED' 120 355)
e-

The Instructional concept guide is part of a system,developed.for
tutor training and support.

It is primarily designed for volunteers,..

but itcanalso be adapted to the training of paraprofessional tutors
for any time of adult liferacy program.

A key component in the system

is the-tutor support library, consisting of,instructional concept
guides (training and reference aids for tutors) and functional content
units (models for the practical application of tutoring skills).

Guide

Two describes some basic teaching procedures for tutoring adults in
reading.

The steps involved.in.lesion planning, record keeping, student
.

evaluation,and the diagnostic/prescriptive cycle are preabtted.

Sug-

..

- .gestions forpreparing and teaching the first lesson are given along

with a sample lesson plan andsample guided conversation questions.
Also included isan informal communication rating scale*and. a sight word.
list.
Two.

Guide One should be studied by the tutor before reading Guide
Guide Three which also deals with -the first sessions with a stu-

dent, is designed to follow Guide

(Author/MS)

"t.

***
Palmatier, Robert A,
WORD CONCEPTS: AN ADULT APPROACH -O DECODING SKILLS.
CONCEPT GUIDE NO. 6

INSTRUCTIONAL

Dr. Robert A. Palmatier, Reading Department: 309 Aderhold Building,
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30602,01.50) 35 p. 1976
(ED 120 -358)
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The instruetiona1 eoneept guide
for tutor training and support,

It

1!-;

piiri of a system developed

is prImar fly dnigned for vol-

unteers, but It can, .also be iutapied.to the lraluing.of paraprofessional
tut /ors for any type of adult literary program.

the system is the tutor support

A key component' in

consiating of instructional

concept giiides (training and reroren,.,. aids: for tutors) and functibnal

content units (models for the proeticat application of tutoring skills),
Guide Six is designed to help the.t.utor understand an approach for

Anvolvc the learning of phonics

teaching adults to read which doe,.
rules.

it is an informal method of decoding, words which involves at-

tempting to break the word into futtilliar ports or elements.. Many ex

amples of the proce48 are given utllizCpg words from several basic
word lists.

Topics presented for the tutor are:

beginning reading

methods for sz,hildren, adult decoding approaches, preparing- the student

for the decoding..p0Cess,AeveJoping decoding ability, and defining
stages'of,decoding ability.

A-table delineates threejstages in develop.,:

ins decoding competence (Autho /MS)

//

*** *
.

PEACE CORPS TRAINING GUIDELINES:

'THE PROGRAM AND TRAINING LOOP AND

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO TRASNIM
Peace Corps, Washington, D.C.

.

,

1973

162 p.

(ED 137 509)

Based on the assumption that the steps involved in the total Peace
Corps Program-training process as wetl as the interrelationship of
programming and training are essential to.a.trainer's ability to design,
implement, and evaluate good training, the 1.1 steps of the programtraining-evaluation process hre described here with illustrative diagrams and examples.

Content is dividedinto eight chapters:

(1)

Training and Programming; (2)Integration Of Program-Training Process;
(3) A Systematic Approach -to Training;' (4) Task Analysis:

Preparing

a Task Analysis (Sample 'Joh Descriptit5n,iSample Task Analysis); (5)

Training Objectives:

Hato the 129.0 of Behavioral Objectives Can Help

The Peace Corps Trainer, and the Domains-of the Taxonomy of Educational
Objectives (The Cognitive Domain.-The Affective Domain).;.(6) Pre-

Evaluation; (7) Learning Activitis:

.

The Five Teaching Learning Prin-

ciples (Perceived Purpose, Appropriate Practice; Knowledge of Results,
Graduated Sequence, and Individual Differentiation); and (8) Post

300
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Training Evaluation:

Conducting a Post Evaluation and Trainit

Evaluation Introduction.

(HD)

*
.

*

Rauch, Sidney .J., Comp.

HANDBOOK FOR THE VOLUNTEER TUTOR
International Reading Association, 800 Barksdale Road,'Newar
Delaware 19711 (Order No. 909, $2.50 Nonmember, $2.00 Member
1969,

115 p.

(ED 094 311)
1

This handbook is designed for tutors who will be workin
children, adolescents, or adults.

with

In most instances the pri ciples,

practices, and materials described are directed to the Junid.: high

and senior high school student or dropout who requires special' reading

help; however, application of techniques can be made to adults or to
youngsters Who are in the intermediate grades.

The beginninf chapters

include a.discussion of the principles of good reading instruction and
-7---of -the tutor-student relationship.

Subsequent chapters proVide'infor-

mation on the diagnosis of reading difficulties, including an informal
reading inventory; basic teaching procedures, particularly detailed
descriptions of the language experience approach and the directed
reading activity; the teaching of word-recognition and comprehension
skills; and Organizing the volunteer -tutor program.' The final chapter;

are lengthy annotated bibliographies of materials for the elementary
and secondary level and for adult basic education.

(Author/TO)

REPORT ON THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION TO THE PRESIDENT S.COMMISSION OH
THE STATUS OF WOMENSuperintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,..Washington,
D.C.
20402 ($.50) -75-'1) Oct.,. 1963
(ED 053 369)

The educational'needs of all women. in the United States were
studied.

Educational opportunities for the mature women fall very

short of the need.-

The committee therefore recommends that:

(1) A

large-scale' effort'be made to provide a system of elementaryand
secondary education for adults, with regard for the special needs of
women and for the life experiences of all adults; (2) the opportunities
for mature women to continue their education beyond high school be

.
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greatly expanded and adap-ted to their needs; (3) funds me made avail-

able to colleges, nuivernities,

vocational, technical, and pro-

.

fessional.schools to hetp mature women complete, augment,- or re.

directthelr education; and part-time students be eligible under
federal -aid and unlversltraid financial programs; and (4) new and
imaginative educational:' programs be developed for the woman in her
IP

tiome. .Educational changvz that are needed in the school and college

:years arc related to improving the educational opportunities for all'
Of the nation's children.

The committees recommendations-are that:

(1) expanded educational opportunities of high quality be-provided

for all groups in our society from kindergarten through graduate
school; (2) Skilled counseling be an integral part of education; (3)
an examination be made of all. educational programs' to prepare females

for homemaking; (4) education in volunteer work be given.

Sainer,-Janet-S.

(DB)

2Zander, Mary-L.---

SERVE:
OLDER VOLUNTEERS IN COMMUNITY SERVICE.
RESOURCE.

A NEW ROLE AND.A NEW

Community Service Society of New York, N.Y. 367 p.
(ED 058 552)

Sept. 1971

This document reports on a demonstration project using older volunteers in community service in one area of a large city.

Questions

for which answers were sought include: (1) what type of activities
might older adults be given that would'be both meaningful and useful;
(2) what kinds of community agencies would use the:services of'volunteers most effectively; (3) how can older adults be motivated in the s.

direction of community:service; (4) how can those who will.benefit.from

volunteer service be.recuited and retained; and (5) what sort of val.,

.*

.

unteer workers will older persons be?' An exploratory survey was conducted to:

(1) gather data about the older adult population In the

area, (2) determine what opportunities were availablelfor older vol.-

unteers in health, welfare, and educational and cultural agencies, and
(3) assess the potential for recruiting older adults.

Findings include:

(1) older persons are willing and able to volunteer on a regular basis
if agency needs are real, if appropriate assignments, are available, if

transportation is provided, and if staff leadership is present on an

136

ongoing basis; (2) volunteers of low socioeconomic status can be recruited and retained; (3) portions in their seventies had ,excellent

attendance and a high retantionrata; 14) most volunteers functioned
consistently and well; (5) the major reasons for volunteering were
need for social contacts and to find a useful and satisfying instru.

menLal.rule; (6) a program of'voluntaer service requires step-by-step
. development over a:period of time and -grows out of a personal appeal.
(CK)

***
Smith, Carl B.; Fiy, Leo C.

GETTING PEOPLE TO READ; VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS THAT WORK
Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 1 DAG HAMMARSKJOLD PLAZA, 245 East 47th
1973
Street, New York, NY 10017 ($8.95 Cloth, $2.95 Paper) 238
(ED 082 129)
This book discusses volunteer. reading programs,' which have been

and -are being established as a result of the high illiteracy level
in the United States.

These prograMs tend to fit into three cate-

gories (1) supportive programs which take place within the school or
school system, (2) supplemental programs operated essentially from out:-

aide the school but in close cooperation with it, and (3) parallel
programs outside the school which provide alternative programs for
those no lOnger in.contact with conventional schools.
is on an individual or small group level.

The tutoring

Volunteer tutors are indi-

vidualsfrom.all fields, with a common interilst in helping others
learn to read.

Chapters discuss:preschool, elementary, and thirteen-

.

plua programs; operating:principles and patterns; ho'w to succeed with

individual learners; and recommendations to assist the development
and eipansion'of volunteer forces in the field of reading.

(LL)

***
Strader, Susan; Am4A Others

THE-TEACHINGTIP SIGHT WORDS:
GUIDE NO. 1

WAYS AND MEANS.

INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPT

Dr. Robert A. Palmatier, Reading Department, 309 Aderhold Building,
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30602 ($2.00) 28 p.
1975
(ED 120 359)

r,
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The instructional concept guide is part of a system developed
It to primarily designed for volun-

for tutor training and support.

teers, but it can also be adapted to the training of paraprofessional
tutors for any type of adult literacy program.

A key,component in

the system is the tutor support library, consisting of instructional
concept guides (training and refetlence aids for tutors) and functional
content units (models for, the practical'application of tutoring skills).

Guide Seven is designed to help the tutor in the teaching of sight
words.

The basic concept of sight word learning is discussed".

A

sample lesson plan using one approach is presented along with probable
results and follow-up teaching suggestions.

Sixteen other activities

for teaching and practicing sight words are briefly described.

The

great Atlantic and Pacific sight word list, the Dolch List of Basic
Sight Words, and the Thornlike Word Frequenty List are included in the
guide.

(Author/MS)

* * *

TRAINING STUDENT VOLUNTEERS
Action, Washington, D.C.

131 p.

1972

(ED 091 603)

The manual is designed to help student volunteer leaders and
others plan and conduct training activities for student volunteers.
It exposes student volunteers to skills, knoiledge, and attitudes
necessary to perform competently.

Section 1 covers the assessment of

training needs and the establishment of training objectives while
Section 2 shows how to complete a design based on those needs and objectives.

Section 3 focuses on training techniques and covers climate

setting, goal agreement, and conducting sessions.

Sample techniques,

to actively involve the learner in the learning process are included;
exercises are for the initial phases of training and are to stimulate
trainers to invent learning exercises. appropriate to a particular situation.

The appendix includes sections that.discuss the experiential,

participatory theories of'adult education as well as a bibliography of
design and methodology. -(EA)
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Vimul, Cynthia, Comp.; Craig, Sally K., Comp.
NEW CAREERS 8I1i1.lOCRA1'1IY: 'PARAPROFESSiONAL8 IN THE HUMAN SERVICES

National Technical lnrormation Servico, Springfield, Virginia
(P8-210 088; MP $0.95; see catalog for hardcopy price) 166 p.
(gD 069 891)

22151
1970

This comprehensive bibliography was prepared to assist in locating
stmrces of ,information and training materials for use in new careers

awl other paraprofessional career development programs.

Some of the

t

citations which proved useful in more than one area have been crossreferenced.

The bibliography includes these sections:

(1) an over-

vi.,14 of new careers, (2) implementing new caree-s programa, (3) career

development, (4) sug6sted training methodologies, (5) job training
add education, (6) occupational fields, and (7) program evaluation.
The nature of the pUblications ranges from books to mimeographed
material developed by new careers training projects, technical assistance centers, colleges, and other institutions or associations.

The

style includes: date ofpiblication, volume number (underscored),
Addresses of pub-

issue number (in parenth04es), and number of pages.
lishers are listed in Ole index., (Author/AG)

***
VOLUNTEER ADULT BASIC READING TUTORIAL PROGRAM:: FINAL SPECIAL
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT REPORT
Bureau '13f,Adult, Vocational, and Technical Education (DHEW/OE), Wishington, D.C. Div. of Adult Education Programs

Liteacy_Volunteers, Inc., Syracuse, NY

82 p. March 31, 1974 (ED 105 276)

A demonstration project-established eight self-supporting, volunteer-staffed adult basic reading tutorial programs in Connecticut;

sevon_in Massachuietts,and one in Central Newyork City.

Literacy

Volunteers of America (LVA) tutors also helped adult basic education
students. tutored' inmates and trained inmate tutors in correctional

institutions, and,trained college students as tutors.

Libraries and

business and industrial firms also became involved in LVA programs;
materials developed in the course of the project were two guides and
a diagnostic reading test.
refined and improved.

An-18-hour LVA tutor training workshop was

A portion of the report describes the!back-

.*

ground, organization, and purpose of LVA, touching on various;-services

14

ti
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and techniques.

Nest., a sectAon describes the demonbtration project

in. each of the three years in each location.

The summary discusSes

informally the, subjects of voluntarism and community development and

then focuses on program objectives (setting up a pilot project for
possible replication, supplementing state ABE programs, and surviving
beyond the office of education funding period); major problems encountered during the project; and the results of'an independent
evaluation, presented es,a separate 30-page section covering structure,
fiscal procedures, relation to other programs, strengths and weaknesses, and materials.

An evaluation worksheet is appended.
*

(MOW)

**

VOLUNTEERS IN COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. .Government Printing Office, Washington D.C. 20402 ($0.30) 49'p.
1970 .(ED 057 326)
se

This booklet gives detailed accounts of mental health programs
in operation around the nation.
activities is included.

A total of nine different types of

"Helping Children" describes a program where-

by students from nearby colleges give troubled children, at home, an
experience in friendship by serving as big brothers or sisters.
"Helping the Troubled" gives an account of various projects conducted
at'clinics to give patients counseling and other individually tailored
instruction.

"Helping Young Adults and Families" describes projects

in which citizens serve as probation aides to a court, which assigns
a counselor to each minor offender, and as substitute parents for
troubled. youngsters.

"Helping the Elderly" relates how volunteers

help elderly neighbors'by visiting them in their homes and in nursing
homes and by running a sheltered workshop.

In "Senior Citizens "Vol-

unteer," an account istgiven of projects involving elderly and' retired

volunteers in community service.

"Emergency Telephone Services" dis-

cusses these 24-hour services that are manned in more than 150 areas
in the'United States as part of suicide prevention programs.

"Community

Involvement Programs," "Citizen Action on Drug Abuse," and "Helping
Alcoholibs" describe various community service programs.

(CK)
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Walsh, Paul; Slueman, Philip J.

AAINING'IMPLICATIONS OP PARAPROFESSIONALS IN URBAN PLANNING
ROLE FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION AND TRAINING

A

Journal of Continuing Education and Training; 2; 2; 135-146 Nov.,
1972
(EJ 072 062)

Way, Max; Moore, Sharon
. HELPING ADULTS LEARN: A HANDBOOK FOR HOME INSTRUCTION PARAPROFESSIONALS IN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION

Morehead State Univ., KY Appalachian Adult Education Center
July; 1975 (ED 112 153)

65 p.

Designed as a training and reference manual for instructors and
their administrators in Adult Basic Education (ABE) Home Instruction

Programs. The handbookis based upon experience in six projects in
Ohio and Kentucky.

Adults receiving home instruction are functionally

illiterate and, through a combined lack of transportation, child care,
clothing, and self-confidence, find traditional ABE programs unattendable.
Six sections present:

(1) the home instructor--getting ready for the

job, discussion qualifications, qualities, duties, resource personnel
and learning center functions, and preservice training; (2) the undereducated adult, discussion group characteristics; (3) recruiting and
enrolling clients, discussing techniques for' identifying and contacting

potential clients; (4) instructing and counseling clients, covering
diasnosis and prescription9 ..placement, methods of testing and instruc-

tion, counseling, parent education, and possible problems; (5) materials,

suggesting types,4 materials and their effective use; and (6) record
,keeping, discussing areas of importance, ways of holding data, and its
effect upon ABE programs.

Tests for initial placement andformal diag-

nosis and.where to get them, a basic set in instructional materials and
their publishers, a list of materials selected from "Everyday Survival
Information:

What You Need and Where to Get It," and instructor forias

are appended.

(LP)

*
Weiner, Roberta
THE NEWSPAPER: A SOURCE OF HIGH INTERST INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL FOR
ADULTS.. INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPT GUIDE NO. 10

14j

Dr. Robert A. Palmatier, Reading Department, 309 Aderhold Building,
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30602 ($1.50) 14 p. 1975
(ED 120 361)

The Instructional Concept Guide is part of a system developed
for tutor training and support.

It is primarily designed for vol-

unteers, but it can also be adapted to the training of paraprofessional tutors for any type of adult literacy program.

A key component

in the system is the tutor support library, consisting of, instructional

(concept guides (training and reference aids for tutors) and functional

content units (models for the practical application of tutoring skills).
Guide Ten offers suggestions to the tutor for using the newspaper in
adult reading instruction.

Sample lessons are presented for a hypo-.

thetical student with beginning skills and a hypothetical advanced student.

The five-step lesson outlines describe student skills, appro-

priate skills to teach, student's interests and goals, relevant articles, and lesson planning procedures.

Sample practice exercises are

presented.' Additional ideas and activities for teaching reading skills
through the newspaper, a practice exercise for the tutor,' and an 11-item

bibliography are also included.

lAuthor/MS)-

4
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The activity which is the subject of this report was supported
in whole or in part by the U.S. Office of Education, Department of
Health, Education, and

Welfare.

However, the opinions expressed

herein do not necessarily reflect the position or the policy of the
U. S. Office of Education, and no official endorsement by the U. S.
Office of Education should be inferred.
The Region I Adult Education Service Center is conducted Under
provisions of Section'309 of the Adult Education Act, P.L. 91-230,
as amended and funded by the Illinois Office of Education, Adult and
e

Continuing Education Section, the facts and opinions stated in this
report are chose of the project staff and do not necessarily repro`

sent chose of the Illinois Office of Education.
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